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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, August 16, 1934

Riley Opens L. L. Veal Heads Big Firm to
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COMPPLPTE carrikikeavir ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NRIVS EVERY WEEK

Murray CCC Camp
Is Best in Area

Volume CII; No. 33

DR. CARR WILL CONTINUE AS
PRESIDENT OF MURRAY S. T. C.

E. W. Riley will open a grocery

The Civilian Corps camp at MurL. L. Veal of this city, general
ray win declared the best in wesmanager of the Western Dark
A. V. Story Has
tern Kentucky Wednesday by the
Fired Tobacco Growers Annelidan,
Freak Hen Egg
board of inspectors, which includes
is president of the Chemical ReBrig. Gen. Guy W. Henry, comtraction Company, a -nictitine
A. V. Story brought to the
manding officer at Fort Knox,
planteeof Elkton, Ky., designed to
Ledger & Times office Satur,
.
Captain H. M. Rose, Fort Knox
extract nicotine and citric and
day one of the most peculiar
Frank Ralph Cochrum, young
adjutant, and Lieut
in, next ten days and all cancelled
A.
- invites his many friends to call on malie acid from low-priced tobaefreaks of nature seen in
Burger, aide .de camp to Gen. son of Mr. and Mrs. Boric Cochcontracts will have to pay 25 per
CO.
him.
•
rum was badly gored by a cow
eametime in the form of a
Henry.
cent tax on this year's croy and,
The company whtch II Meer's.
mammoth double egg, ,
Mr. Riley was a prominent merA gold Medal- Will be awarded Sunday evening while driving a
so far as we know now, will have
egg within an egg and both
by the Army and Navy Associa- herd home from a. peateire
to pay, the same tax or possibly chant at Kirksey for four years and orated at $150.000 plans to have
Kentucky's claim for the hindof natural content.
tion of Washington early In OctoOne of the animals plunged at
higher on next- year's crop, unless sold h* interest to his brother, its "pilot plant", or chemical laboquarters of the Aurora Dam Alp- the
The larger outer egg measDr. James H. Richmond, state
ber. Camp Murray is commanded the youth, knocking him down.
they can qualify for tax exemp- Carlin Riley several months ago. ratory, completed by October 1,
Tennessee River near here have
ureci
President
Veal
eight
told
and
Mr.
the
Riley
Murray
three
has built a new store
quarby First Lieut. Ronald E. Smith, One horn gashed his flee while superintendent of public instruc;ion receipts under the Kerr-Smith
been formally placed eefore Dr.
ter inches by seven inches
of Owensville, Indiana, and First the other cut a deep incision in tion', announced at a meeting of
bill.
We now have a limited building for_ his neV.,business-and Chamber of Commerce yesterday.
Arthur E. Morgan, chairman of
and held within an egg of
Lieut, Allen G. Shiply of _Valley his armee M;iii wounds required
The concern plans .tg establish
number of forms for tax exemp- has new fixtures and will open
the board of regents here August
the Tennessee Valley Authority,
normal
size.
Mr.
Story
Station, Ky.
stitches.
tion that we will be able to ,start with a complete line of new mer- four units if the eesults_ erae
te
according to an announcement
broke the small ends of both
12 he had "definitely declined"
chandise 'Saturday.
"pilot plant" show that the proem*
taking kpplications Monday.
made today by the Murray Chameggs and removed the conis feasible sod practicable. Thie
the presidency of' Murray State
ber of Commerce
tents to find them both noroperating capacity will be 40,0011
College and 'Would continue in his
mal.
Following the announcement last
pounds of tobacco daily. working
present office'. He also announced
weak in- newspapers at Paris. and
The
egg
avas
laid
by
a
5 days a week and 10 months a
Jackson. Tenn., that these two citRhode Island Red hen about
year.
Calloway cream producers are as chairman of the board of reies had opened "a real campaign
2 years old that had just
The eompany expects to handle
warned that cream buckets must gents that Dr. J. W. Carr would
Leo L. Hendricks, former manfor the headquarters for Aurora ager
weaned a set of chikens. Mr.
about 8,000.000 .pounds of tobacek
be of the regulation and accepted continue to serve as president of
of the Capitol Theatre here,
Story lives on South 12th
Dam".. the Murray Chamber pl has annotineed plene
in- a_ year, whic.h
type. State inspeetore-isee visiting Murray State. The board accepted
Vealfer e -beirery: 1.-Grad•-•6•IsItle, W141Open en
street.
Commerce decided to tender to the Mr. Hendricks
would would bring to the growers
cream stations and demanding that
ate; Edd Ftlbeek Will Be
says that he will
TVA an invitation to place its open his
buckets be of the regulation type. Dr. Richmond's resignatiele
'of this section of the United States
Principal This Year.
plant about September
Jury
Out
6 P. M. Friday to
local headquarters for the .. Aurora 1 in the
about
$250,000
Cream station operators are not
per
year.
The
weekconcrete building in colThe complete statements folwould be removed from the marke
Dam at Murray.
1 P. M. Saturday for
_
allowed to buy cream delivered in
Murray High School will open ly payroll may be about $10,000,
lege addition, owned by 0.- W.
low, as authorized by Dr. Ridspermitting better sales for the
Decision
lard
officials
have estimated.
buckets, syrup buckets and
Mayor Swann, who ie 'president Harrison,a just east of the Murray _September 10 it was decided at a
high-grade leaf theaugh the reguother containers that do not Meet'
In outlining the process invollied.
aleetaa'r Tennessee Valley Laundry.
recent meeting of the city board
lar channels of trade, officials
state requirements. Operators are
Aiiociation, and president of the
OUTLAND WILL BE
'I !Answer to an inquiry as to
Mr. Hendricks was in the bakery of education. The graded schools Mr. Veal explained tlje value and here suggested.
uses- of the. various products. AcMurray Chamber, of Commerce, business in Paducah.
TRIED IN NOVEMBER forced to. reject warn delivered who would succeed to the presMemphis and will also begin classes on the same
C.
K
Hooven, Hardilton. Ohio, is
in such a manner.
idency of the college, Mr. Richcording to government agricultold Officials here that Kentucky lalagnalppi for several
years before day.
secretary of the Chemical Extracmond, chairman of the' board of
was entitled to at least one of the getting in the picture
Guy Bean was found guilty of
The high school will be under tural experts, he said,' nicotine is tion
business.,_
Company. Other officers inregents. authorizes this statement:
headeasexterseessethe TVA , It
manslaughter and given four years
-the principalship of Edd Filbeck a very valuable fruit spray, being
clude: Thomas E. .Lehnson. Elk'There was no vacancy in the presmaintained-- -here- that Tennessee
in the state penitentiary by a jury
who succeeds T. A. Sanford who superior in important respects to ten,
treasurer; James H. Reynold, in Calloway
idency of Murray State Teachers
has"rikStid the benefit of most Ot
county -.circuit court
was connected with the Murray the familiar arsenate of lead. The
Hamilton, Mao. vice-president: K Saturday
College as Dr. el. W. Carr had
the cirrolOpment by the TVA in
after 19 hours of deschools for nine years:- Herbert reason why to date nicotine has.
M. Lyford. of Massachusetts. vicebeen elected formally prodditedtif-dams. main innette4
liberation. The jury. was- given
ttbrttten has been riantsit 10-the' not_.been_ more widely.,used. than
president.
of this institution and is now serve
quarters, transmissionlines, power,
the case at 6 p. m. Friday afterfaculty to fill the vacancy created it has is the fact that previous
-seclareation. etc.. and that
noon and they returned the ver- Noses Out Dexter 11-15 While ing in that capacity and will PMby the resignstion gd-littr.,Saaord. _extractions processes have' been
tinue to. serve'.
tucky to date has received but
dict Saturday at 1 p. m. reading.
Allbritten will teach science and so costly that nicotine is higher
Lynn Chlt,Irtatft to Pine
Dr. Outland Making Arrangements
"I submit In the form of a
little of the benefits.
other
sprays.
Mr. Veal
"We the jury find the defendant
the subjects taught by Santbad. than
Bluff:
13-4.
for Entertainment Here; First
statement to the Board my resigsaid, however, Opt his company
guilty of voluntary manslaughter
The Murray Chamber ofeCornMurray
High
School
gridders will be able to produce nicotine
Meet in Several Months,
nation as President elect for your
and fix his punishment at four
merce in a letter to Dr_ Morgan
The vastly improved Hazel team
will be afforded a lighted field in large
quantities so that it will
years in the state penitentiary." went in the lead in the county consideration."
explained that the Tennessee River
The_ Western x„.tmey Heateh this year as a gift of the Murray
ise-even lower than other sprays• -"Early in December, 1932,- With,entirely crosses the starte of KenThe courtroom
was filled to Softball league Saturday night by out solicitation
softball league. The field will be as low as $1.50 per
on my part or
pound perhaps. Winner Will Get Trip to State every
tucky and the lower valley is Units Asociation will meet here put in shape and
out
nosing
Dexter
inch
standing
of
18-15 while the
capacity
lighted with the • Under a patented process, the
- Monday and Dr. J. A. Outland,
any knowledge • .that a vacancy
Fair From Tonna Business
Included in the TVA project as
Lynn
Grove
throughout the hearing which conteam, which had \von
-completion of the softball echedule Chemical Extraction
would soon exist in the presa
Company will
Men's Club.
outlined by the authorities. The county health officer, is making and pert of
sumed the day Friday. A second the first half, was trounced by
the softball lighting be able to extract not only nicodency of ,the Murray State Teachletter called Dr Morgana atten- arrangements for the meeting. An equipment will
Pine Bluff to the tune of 13 to 4.
list
jurors
of
30
had
to
be
drawn
be
used.
Football
ers College, I was offered the
tine but also critic and malic
Some beautiful Calloway county from the jury wheel
tion to the fact that the conflu- interesting program is being ar- practice will
Hazel note has two victories
before a jury
begin Monday. Sep- acids which have a wide chemical girl
presidency of this institution, due
is going to win a free trip to could be found to try
ence of the Tennessee river and ranged Dr. Outland states.
the case, and no defeats. Lynn Grove and
tember 3. Coach Ty Holland and commercial
to the unexpected resignation of
use, according to the State Fair in Louisville next
The association is headed be Dr.
the Ohio is in the state of KenPine
Bluff
are
tied
for
second,
stated.
The trial resulted in a hung
Rainey T. Wells. Since this
Mr. Veal. *ho is recognized in month with all expenses paid and
tucky, and hence any "Iewer val- V. A. Salley: Benton. and the
each with a win and a loss and Dr.
offer had come as a complete
Murray as one of the outstanding have the opportunity to be crown- jury after 15 hours of delibera- Dexter is
ley" project nitist logically be in meeting is oae of the first in
in
last
place
with
two
tion by a jury in the November
,
'surprise. I requested the Board
tobacco and business men of this ed "Miss Kentucky".
several months, the last being held
Kentucky.
term. 1933. The case was set for- defeats and' no victories.
to give me time to consider the
section.
pointed out that
Units will
The Young Business Men's Club
The
league
will
be
Dr. Morgan was assured ist,theeSvegird
irl opera- matter. This
ward by Use court in the April
et
bteP.
beCarlisle
Kelm:ethey did. After due
pall* extraction companies are
'froni
Murray
is
sponsoring
Marshall
the
event
tion
Again
Saturday- night. Good
letter that the invitation to make ,
deliberation, / informed them that
to remove only nicotine. while the in cooperation with the Kentucky berth Aue to the 'illness of the crowds
e
i Hickman, Fulton. and Calloway.
have been attending the
Murray local headquarters for 'the
attorney.
John
"The Untversal Highway" was corporation of which he is presi- State Fair Practically every coun- commonwealth
exceedingly anxious tocounty games and the teams ein I was
.
dam was nnt .besed .on setae' mothe subject of the baccalaureate dent will be able to extract the ty in the state will send a pretty King.
this league are playing very Inter- take the presidency, but that cerbees or for individual gains. but
Bean was charged with the murtain work which I had ilaelset as
address delivered by President J. other products.
young woman to compete in the
esting ball.
_
merely
to
present Kentucky's
der of Landy Hill, 45, farmer of
superintendent of publte instrucL. Harman, of Bowling Green BusA final product mentioned by contest.
claims before his committee.
iness University, for the Murray Mr. Veal was the pulp or remaintion would have to he completed
Monday night,'W. V. Hale, acting near Coldwater on Christmas Eve
The letter of invitation suggestbefore I could,, accept this office.
State College seniors Sunday af- der of the tobacco after the nico- president of the club. appointed night 1932 at Coldwater in front
ed that Murray was perhaps the
I told thein-"further that in the
ternoon, August la in the college tine and acids have been removed. C. E Morris, Dr. A. F. Russell, and of the Adams store_
closest city to any of the proposed
event that they thought it best
auditorium. About 52 candidates This pulp can be used at 3 fertra Tom McElrath to determine ways
-----le the hearing the defense consites for the Aurora Dane about Feature Softball Game of Season for degrees are in the senior class. Jeer, producing the much-needed and means of holding the contest. tended sell defense and tried
to fill- the vacancy immediately, it
to
12 to 15 miles,. The accessibility
would be necessary for me to dePresident J. W. Carr introduced potash. Mr. Veal remarked that
Booked for Murray Next
Definite plans for holding the establish the fact that Bean was
through improved highways, railcline the election. The board _In
Mr. Harman as a member of the Dr. Arthur E. Morgan of theeeVA, local contest will be announced being attacked
Wednesday Night.
with , a knife
'roads and airports was stressed.
state commission which established had told his audience hare at the'-next week.
although a search of the body Prominent Hazel Citizen Retired its generosity assured me that the
From Business On Account
Other Cities whose officials have
offer still held and that I could
The championship Sue-Democrat Murray State College as a "normal Aurora Dam meeting that the
after it was brought into the store
indicated they would be interested team of Paducah will play an all- school."
of Health"
assume the presidency when. In
,
fertilizer needed in this community
A cow killed by a train was re- revealed no weapon.
The dein the -heagiquarters far the Au- star teem of Murray player's hi - After briefly reviewing the -re-- was potash.
my judgment, I felt I was in poplaced with another good pro- fense conteneed that the weapon
rora Dam are Mayfield and Padu- a softball game here next Wed- rnarkable' growth of the college in
Robert F. ,Garrett, formerly a sition to do so.
Perhaps one . of the most valu- ducer, when a Boyd county woman was removed immediately after
cah It is Mr. Swann's hope, how- nesday night The game will start 11 years, Mr. Harman paid tribute able assets that would accrue to explained to the railroad company the shooting.
prominentepOultry dealer of Hazel
Begins Work
ever, that a committee be,eppoint- at &30• o'clock in Order to avoid to Dr. Carr .as an educatere adding the tobacco grower would be the that she must have milk for her
"At the time this offer came,
The Dumas Outland murder died Saturday in Bells, Tenn., foled to settle the matter soon.
we were just getting our F.duceconflict with, prayer services at that he "was glad when he itAned tact that the low-priced tobacco children.
hearing was set forward to the lowing a long illness.
The Murray Chamber of Com- the various Murray churches. . that Dr. Richmond wasn't coming."
November term of spurt on a plea - Mr. Garrett retired from busi- tional Commission work unclemerce is bending every effort to
Two phases of the "Universal
of the defense of unprepareeness. ness five years ago on account of way. As chairman of the commie
Two players have been selected
_secure the.Immediatef from. actsteam in the
High
Outland is charged with,„the mur- his health and had bra under sion and as one who had sponRod"
were
discussed:
the
one
Murray
construction of the Aurora Dam. league. They are as follows: Sun- leading through government and
der of Chappel Caitt_torr December care Of a physician' since that sored tiiis movement. I felt in
time
honor bound to see this project
9, 1933.
a $45.000,000 project, described by burst, Porter White and -Lloyd economics and the other through
.A few months ago he and Mrs. throttgh to its completion. Later
The grand jtfry was dismissed
Dr. Morgan is a necessary part of Waldrop; Rexall, Robert Williams religion..
the TVA's integrated program of and Tom Rowlett; Bluebirds. Glenn
last_ Friday 'until Wednesday after Garrett moved to Bells to be with it was. patent that I must conIn government, the speaker adpower and navigation develop- Jeffrey and Auburn Wells; Parker vocated a "representative derneee --Dr Jahn' W. Carr. president of Smith. Doris Springfield, Dulcie returning eight additional indict- her aged father, following the
Continued on Back Page)
-death of her mother. Mr. Garrett,
ment.
Garage, Rabbit Fele and Hafford racy" rather than a pure democra- Murray State . College. will daliver Mae Swann. Mary Lou Waggoner, ment:le They had previously .1rethe commencement address to Mrs. Lela Ivie Watson, Numa turned four. Fred Brown was in- however, always referred to Hazel
Parker; Jones Drug, Purdom _Out- cy.
"A pure democracy would ruin about 52 seniors on Friday morn- Callus Wear. Evelyn Williams. Elsie dicted on two charges of malicious as his home.
land. John Herman Trotter: dank
Funeral services were conductof Murray. John Rowlett and our country, and if we .are point- ing. August 17. in the college audi- Windsor, Earl Morton Wolfe. Mi- shooting. One charge grew out
of the wounding of Hae Dixon, ed. in Bells Sunday afternoon at
Charles Yarbrough; Model Clean- ing in that direction we should turn, torium. His eubject_avill be "Your randa Young. F. H. Spiceland.
five o'clock in the lawn of the
ers. Boots Jeffrey and Baird; Van- the ship of state," Mr. Harman, Alma Mater."
'All commencement exercises will Murray College freshman from home
John Bondurant, who served Calof Edgar Mitchell, Mrs. GarPresident J. L. Harman of Bow- be held in thgelarge college audi- Golden Pond in a poolroom in
Yarbrough and averred. He explained his theory
About 1000 heed of cattle have develde. Ralph
loway county as county agent for
rett's
father.
The
remains
were
West
Murray
this
spring. The
of capital and labor, of conservation ling Green Business University torium.
for by Calloway Norman McKenzie.,
ee
been ,signed
laid to rest in the Bells ceme- the past several months, has reRegular admission prices will be of resources, of production and will give the baccalaureate ad- . President Harman, the bacca- other indictment grew out of the
.cotinty farmers for pasturage and
ceived a promotion with the A.A.
shooting
at officers the night of tery.
consumption, and of .the debt prob- dress on Sunday afternoon. August
the cattle are expected to arrive charged.
laureate speaker, was a member the jailbreak,
A large number of Mr. Gareett's A. in Kentucky. Bondurant left
June 14, 1934. The
The Sun-Democrat won_ the. city lem._
12. at 3 o'clock.
here next week Or within a very
Murray the first of the week for
of' the Normal School' Commission indictment charges
malicious friends from Murray, Razel and
Religion, he described, as the unishort time Herman Doran, of the championship of Paducah the first
With the 67 who received de- of Kentucky which in 1923 estabLexington to resume his duties
Paris attended the services,
shooting
at
Officers
J.
I.
Fox,
Carl
versal
high
half
road
and
that
will
lead
is
to
well
up
in
states.
relief staff
the fight
Farmers with a
grees on May 31 of this year, the lished Murray State College and
as state project manager of sub.minimum of fifty acres of•pastUre the last half. It has one of qlr the hearts of men. The Bible and total number of graduates for the the sister' institution at Morehead. Kingins, Elias Robertson. and Burmarginal land. Prior to his wcalc
man
Parker.
the
best
Christian
religion
softball
were
dis- school year 1933-34 will be 119. Under the supervision of the cornteams in efhigesectioe
may apply for the cattle and they
as county agent here Mr. BonduThe
case
of
Leo
Hendricks,
of
cussed
the country. Marshall Jeffords,
by the speaker, who con- one of the
will be allowed from 75 rents to
largest
graduating amission of which Mr. Harman was
rantedid work for the state exten$1 per month per head for pas- former Tilghman football star .and cluded with a tribute to the life and classes in the history of the insti- a 'member, the citizens of Callo- Charged with forgery, resulted in
sion department as farm managea
hung
jury
and
was
set
forward
leading home-run hitter of tile suffering of Christ.
turage.
tution.
way coneteucteal the administra- to
Mr. le:indurate
e
The KERA project of grading ment specialist
the November term of court
The complete program for the
Dofan expressed his appre- Paducah_ league, plays, first basie
Following is a list of the 52 tion building and donated it to the
Several
hours was given in hope- and ,sodding the field of Murray's Is competent for his new polka's°
i
ciation for the cooperation shown for Sun-Democrat. The team * baccalaureate service is as fol- students who have made applica- state.
less deliberation by the jury. Hen- partially cpmpleted $30.000 stadium having completed special studies
and
well-balanced.
by. the farmers of the county in fast
Mc- lows:
tions for degrees it be conferred
The complete program follows: dricks
in land uses at Cornell Universwas charged with forging was started, Monday. July 23. AcProcessional,
"Grand
March" on AUgust 17:
this movement raid stated that the Dowell, right fielder, is the league
Sunday Afternoon. August 12, 3 a
receipt from the Calloway Coun- cording to R. E. Broach, business ity.
response to the call' was`in many leading hitter. Rigglesberger, star frorri "Tannhauser", Wagner, ColHoward Lee Allen ,Lule, Clayton o'clock:
Processional, "G men d
County Agent Bonduruireinade
agent of the college and superiecases through a desire to co- pitcher, will hurl for the visitors. lege Orchestra; Gloria, from 12th Beale, Wilma Lewis Below', Camil- March" from "Tannhauser," Wag- ty Lumber Co., and turning it into
many friepds in the county among
tendent
of
the'
the
Columbia
project.
Amusement
plans
Co.
are
for'
Mass,
Mozart,
College
Chorus; In- le: Bowles, Robert Lenard Bryant. ner, college orchestra:' "Gloria."
with farmers
operate
of the
payment. The receipt was for to finish this work in about gin farmers and in Murray' where tw
vocation, Rev. J. E. Skinner, First Elizabeth
drouth stricken area and with the
Carter, John., Louis from "Twelfib Mass", Mozart, colHospital Haymakers,
$22.40
officials are made his home. He is a former
and the defendant admitted weeks. Meanwhile
Baptist Chureh, Murray, Ky.; Cedeiwoda, Dewey Davis Crass, lege chorus;'Nnvocation,
Federal government.
the Rev. the forging of
working
to
get
Town Lasses to Meet
approved
by the resident of Marshall county and
the
receipt
but
tried
Scripture, Prof. E.- H. Smith, Mur- Mrs. Novella Elkins Dubeise, John J. C. Barr; Scripture;
Is well known in this section.
"Unfold Ye to establish that
the receipt was relief authorities the project of
in Softball Tonight ray State Teachers College, Mur- Walter Duleaney, Gladys
Dunn. Portals Everlasting", frorn "Reray, Kee "Unfold Ye Portals Ever- Mrs. Emma Lou Brown Fox, Mary demption," Go.unod, college chorus; sent in to cover expenditures that completing the stadium proper.
U.• G. Starks, Murray, who was L. Y..Wcieciff Dies
he had made for various small
The Hospital Haymakers, com- lasting", from "Redemption", GouOlivia Harris, William Wilford Sermon, President J. L. Harman:
general supervisor of the CWA
Items,
in Wichita Fall, Tex.
posed of nurseseand other feminine nod, College Chorus; Sermon, FretHeflin,
Marshall Callis
Henry. "Souls of the Righteous,- Noble,
The commonwealth docket was workers that started the stadium,
member/1i of the Mason Memorial ident J. L Harman, Bowling Green
Mary Green Johnson, Gladys Lii- double quartet; Benediction; Reis
again in charge under the state
Word was received here this
completed Wednesday afternoon
W, S. Tolley, of East of Murray, Hospital staff, will engage the town Business University, Bowling fian Jones, Hazel
Jones, William cessional, "March of the Priests,"
with the giving of the Waylon project. _.A total working force of morning of the death of L. Y.
bgpught to the Ledger & Times girls in a softball game tonight, Green, lay.; "Souls of the Right- Holman
Jones, Anna
Elizabeth Mendelssohn, college orchestra.
Bazzell case to the jury. Bazzell /00 men is being employed, work- Woodrulr in Wichita Falls, Texas.
office Wednesday a 'teak,'canta- pegeding the regularly'. scheduled epus". Noble, Doable Quartet: Bea- Kelly, Lucille
Kemp, Curtis Gaylon
Friday morning, August 17, 10
No parloupe in formation but very normal gigres.
ediction. Rev. .J.- E, Skinner: Re- Lamb,- Mrs. Theta* Lyles Lamb, o'clock: Processional, "Triumphal was charged with arson in con- -Trig in shifts of '25 for two days, Wednesday afternoon.
nection with the burning .of the each, •attempting to put the field ticulars were received.
The hospital teamis coached by cessional, "March of the Prieats",
in that it smelled very edible. The
Martha
Lou Lassiter, Margaret March" from "Aida", college band;
Funeral and burial services were
home of Herbert SicCuiston. near In shape for use this fall. It is
melon was a double, affair being Dr. H. Calvin Smith, star member Mendelssohn, College Orchestra. Jeanne Lewis. Palmore Lyles, Wal"On
the
Lagoon."
Brehm le Kirksey, several
weeks leen. The hoped that the stadium_ can, be to be held in Wichita Falb this
two grown together yet with, sep- of the Parker Garage team. It
ter Juano Mays,' Haller Edmon women's quartet; Invocation; "The
finished to
provide
a suitable afternoon at four o'clock.
,-were -of the has been practicing diligently and
arate sterns. life)
Old bills and other oblaations-lifOrgan, Leslie Lee Morris, Martha Long Day Closes," Sullivan. men's jury returned a verdict of not
_Mr. Woodruff, a native of Calloguilty after several hours of de- ground for the -33 S. I. A. A.
Rocky- Feed variety al were left though untried in battle promises were taken care of ley many-TM/ha ttla -McCaleb, Margaret McCall. quartet;
Address by President liberation.
champs.
way county, has made his home in
to the disposal of the manage- to give "the town girl:: a , tough ing county tobaecak growets -who-Gaston McKeel, Harold Thomas John" W. Carr;
"Listen --to the
Texas for a good many years A
The grand jury was dismissed
tussle.
received $55,092 in. AA payments. Norman, James Alexander Oates. Lambs." Deft
ment.
women's quartet; after
Joe
Kahman. Jr.. of Kenton full aceount of his death Will be
returning 12 Indictments
There is no increase in admis'
Mrs. Evelyn Bondurant Oliver. Awarding of degrees and certifibringing the 'total to 28 tor the county has a good alfalfa crop on _published next week.
Waller Young of Unjon County sion -for this added feature tonight.
Many Daviess cdunty fern-lees John William Overbey, George Lee cates, President
John W. Cdr: August term.
.Among the final land treated with ground lime
Is treating a 25-acre ffeld with The game will start promptly at are planting_an jtcre or - more of Page, George Ray Pogue, Cecil Benediction,
the Rev. J. C. Barr; group was a
Two. Oldham
murder indictment stone
limestone and phosphate la prep- 7:30 and continue for about three late potatoes and other late gar- Reid, James Albert
county
homeSanders, Carl Reeessional, "Grand March," Lake'
makers bough
inningspressure cookers
aration for alfalfa.
den.
Henry Smith, Lucille McDonald -college band..
(Continued on Back Page)
Rend the elsoodfted ('olutim.
during
the
past Meath.
C,

store Saturday in the new build0
ing just completed at tae Southwest corner of the college camChamber of Commrce Farmers Must
.
pus. Mr. Riley will handle a
Presents Invitation to Complete Contracts general
line of. groceries and buy
coulary produce. He will handle
Dr. Morgan
All contracts not finished withDiamond gasolines and oils and

0
Lad Badly Gored by Richmond Declines the
Cow Sunday Night Presidency of Murray
Institution

IS NEAREST SITE

GIVES STATEMENT

Buckets
GUY BEAN GETS Cream
Must Be Okehed
FOUR YEARS FOR
MANSLAUGHTER

•HIGH SCHOOL TO
OPEN SEPT. 10

Hendricks to Open
Bakery September 1:

HAZEL IN VAN OF
COUNTY LEAGUE

HEALTH UNITS TO
CONVENE MONDAY

BEAUTY CONTEST
HERE IS PLANNED
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College Class Hears Harmando - Address-
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SUN DEMOCRAT TO'
PLAY LOCAL STARS
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ROBERT GARRETT
DIES IN TENNESSEE

Dr. Carr Will Address Graduating
Class in Exercise Friday Morning

John Bondurant
Gets Promotion

Callo-way Farmers
To Pasture Cattle

Work Is Resumed
on College Stadium
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system Of the MATr.ti.Y Sewerage
would b.inot land - was on the mound for the branch of the same organiseuon t CRAFTER Si OF THE 1130 ACTS Company, duly authorized thereon- become absolute by -openition of
Compan). pursuant to the contrect
Cleaners Auburn Wells went to telling him that he must cut pro- OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY to by written consent of the stock- law.
represented by the option set out
sewerage
holders, this November 21st, 1933!
sant
took an early lead with a pair the hill for the Birds in the sec- duction?" I think Secretary Wal- OF KENTUCKY, AS AMENDED,
That
3.
Section
in the foregoing ordinance anti
WHEREAS, under the provisions
Trenton Beale, President
in the second but Sunburst put ond. relieving Doc Carr
system so purchased shalt become said ordinance accepting same,
ingives
the
"P
is
comlace
answer.
municipal
of
Chapter
92
third
of
the
1930
Acts
of
J.
D.
Sexton.
Secretary
spree
in
the
304
0-13
the
303
on a five-run
Model
and be part of
cluding all property mer tioned
401 ono 0 -5 mon_ sense for us to work as ef- the General Assembly of Kentucky, STATE OF KENTUCKY
and added a couple in the fourth. Bluebirds
sewer system of the City, and shall and covered by said option;
jui_Froug4„ In the _meantime, the - Bluebirds
cissimu.,, iima,_,a_L_Game.
ficiently as possible; to spend as as amended by Chapter 109 of the
be extended and -improved, and
SS
PURCHASE PRICE: That the
Bottle.
1932
Assemthe
Milk
Acts
of
said
General
away
at
pecked
Revenue Bonds shall be
Sewer
COUNTY
OF
CALLOWAY
hours
than
is
necessary
Closely
to
more
Five °then Are
sewer system purchase price of said sewerage
bly,
the
City
is
sixth.
authorized
to
esscoring
singles
in
the
foteth.
said
against
issued
Notary
Public
"I,
L.
L.
Dunn,
a
lbanehed.
get a given result. is silly. We tablish a municipal sewer system by
system is Twenty-Four Thousand
and seventh and a pair in the fifth
in and for the state and county and the extensions and improveneed to control the total, but we purchasing an existing Drifter:1i and aforesaid, certify that the forego- ments to be made thereto, in the Dollars ($24,000 00) in cash.
at
seven
all
deadlock
the
fray
to
STANDING OF CLUBS
INTEREST RATE:
Since the
Both teams drew a zero in the
need to produce that crop as ef- constructing improvements there- ing option from the Murray Sewer- manner .et out in said Ordinance
Woo Lost
provisions purchase is for cash, there will be
eighth and when the birds pushed
Keith Venable
ficiently as we can." Would you to, and to issue bonds for the pur- age Company to the City of Mur- No. 52; and all of the
Model Clelrs
pose of financing the establishment ray, was this day produced to me of said ordinance relating to said no interest on deferred obligaover four in the ninth it eppeared
7
2
Jonlemtjt
In these trying times it is good want te .1k- back to,the wheat of same; and
tions for the purchase price. Sewer
they had the gatne won. But Sunin my office by Tremon Beale, bond issue: the amount, terms,
4
4
Sunaturst
Revenue Bonds, however, will be
burst was not finished and tied to see a man with courage and cradle days? Would you like to
Secre- denominations, maturities, interest
Sewerage
D.
Sexton,
WHEREAS,
the
Murray
President,
and
J.
4
4
Rezak
VaA011 to.hultid- for the•-futstre. Mr. live in a community Of poor crops
amortizations, col- issued to provide funds with which
Bluebirds
again
the
score...
the
payments,
rate,
_KenSewerage
ComCompany,
a
corporation
of
tary,
of
the
Murray
4
5
arage
Parker
purchase. These
make the
pushed 'the attack in the tenth and Hugh Gingles is laying the foun- fed to poorer livestock, would you tucky, with principal place of busi- pany, and was by each of them ac- lections and disposal or sewer to
4
5
Vandeve
dation for his new dairy barn. like to eat wormy apples and to
atintin- banes will bear interest at tow
defaults,
men
twice.
Still
the
milk
counted
liens,
revenue,
ness at Murray, Ky., is the owner of knowledged, in his official capaciurray
4
5
Bank of
would not be outdone and scored This barn will provide comfort- drink dirty milk? • Would youa
gencies, and all other terms and per cent (4%) per annum, payable
a certain sewerage system consist- ty, to be his act and deed.
0
8
Bluebird.
able quarters for the entire herd,
inning.
their
half
of
the
three
in
conditions of said Ordinance what- semi-annually, and': will mature
mains,
laterals,
connections,
ing
of
s Gaines
T
seal,
hand
and
under
my
"Given
It will soon be time to treat
here- serially through a period of 25
Both teams hit viciously the Blue- and will have a large hey -stordisposal plant and incidental prop- this 21st day of November. 1933.- soever relating to same, are
Sunburst vs Iltadid birds getting ,19 blows and Sun- age space. Milking will be done in peach trees for the borer, which erties, the greater part of which are
adopted and made a part here- years.
by
Bluebird •_ vs Rexall
L. L. Dunn, Notszy Public. My
a separate room. Grain rah be is the .most destructive of all
CONDITION OF PLANT: Engiburst 18.
as fully as if specifically set
located within said City, and ans--- - Model -Cleetteraseentinuee to lead
May 8, 1937.
"
- of
the City have declared
neers for,
Model
3 3 3 1 0 0 1-11 easify /Taxed and fed from a floor peach insects. The treatment is other and smaller part of which. commission expires
herein.
out
only
half's
play
but
second
'The_
/SEAL)
above.' Hay will not be feel in the P. D. Es. a chemical resembling
immediately the system (with exception of
5
5
0
0
0
2
x-12
.
Jones
That
4.
Section
Drug,
a_ ball game Ahead of Jones
milk room, this win reduce dust nitrate of soda which may -be consisting of mains, laterals and
And. Whereas, the City of_illur- after the adoption of this ordinance disposal plant) to be in excellent •
lost groend when
which
from the milk room and keep the secured at the drag store. This connections, is located outside of ray has heretofore applied to the
1
1
0
4
2-13
Bluebirds
0
2
0
1
2
there shall be published in the condition; have estimated the' cost
the limits and in the environs of
it defeated Parker 8 to 4 Tuesday
system (excluding
Federal Emergency Publie .Works Ledger & Times, a weekly news- Of replacing
Sunburst
0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 4 3-14' milk cleaner. The cows will run is applied about the base of the said City; and.
..
night Illink -et Murray continued
during
bad
in the' main barn
tree in September. The county
Administration for a loan and grant paper published at Murray, Ken- costs of cutting through and reWHEREAS,
said
Murray
Sewer-.
It! -climb by defeating the fading
weather and the manure will be agent will haee complete informafor the purpose of purchasing tucky, Pursuant to the provision' placing asphalt streets which has
Firday Night
Vandevelde's 7 to 4 in the other
age Company tag heretofore grantpacked and preserved in the most tion.
said, sewerage system and con- of Section 2741 1-25. a statement been estimated at ($11,700.00) at
continued to shove the
Resell
Cityan
option
for
the
contest Tuesday night.
ed
to
said
.
t
economical manner in the barn.
structing extensions and improveThe existing disposal
agreement of pur- ;32,370.00.
Purdom Outland pitched one- lading Vandeveldes lower in the
purchase of its entire sewerage sys- ments thereto and said applica- setting out the
op- plant and outfall sewer, which are
said
by
represented
as
chase
a
tie
climbed
into
and
staading
when
-a
fifth
hit ball until the
tem, which option is in words and tion has been approved by the
Calloway farmers should be
tion and this ordinance, and set- figured in the foregoing appraisal
drive from Walker's bat broke with the Plumbers for fourth deeply grateful for the fine hay
figures as follows, towit:
Federal Emergency Administrator ting- out the purchase price, inter- at $2,100.00„ are to be discarded.
fo
9.
Hello, folks! We are back again "MURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY
his finger 'Jones' five runs in the place by defeating them 18
and forage crops and for the grain
of Public Works;
DEPRECIATION: The engineers
est rate, condition of plant, and
eitg• . _ .
OPTION
third. were, too mach • for the Rexall counted nine limes in the they • eitpeet
harvest= • -sapeniat--, from Cherry echool, Eeeryth,
disNOW, TREICKF'OW-friii Beard the possible depreciation and re- hive mans depredation
commanding
to win a
the
progressing
nicely
under
is
Greasers to overcome and the second
City
of
Murray,
a
"Whereas,
the
vast
ly when they read' of the
of Council of the City of Murrray, pairs thereto; and the Mayor and posal plant and clutiall sewer at
direction
of
kr.
Hugh
Hurt
and
Druggists added a trio in the lead_
State
municipal
corporation
of
the
drouth which has covered the
Ky., do ordain as follows:
City Clerk are hereby authorized 100'a ; on mains, larals and other
092 006 1-18 land and
seventh for gool measure. Hafford Rexall
greatly rediesed
the Mrs. Herning. We are sorry that of Kentucky, proposes to construct
Section 1. That it Is necessary and directed to have such publi- properties at 1 54, making a total
101 020 5- 9 wheat crop and cut the corn yield our assistant teacher has •Fo be out and maintain an efficient and comPatter held the victors to 'six Vandy
depreciation ,of #4,963.00.
The Bank of Murray came from almost a billion bushels.
on accesint of an operation. We plete sewerage system, to serve said that a municipal sewer system be cation made.
blows, only two of . them solid
REPAIRS: No repairs on mains,
as
soon
established
in
the
City
of
-Muras
.4—TAO
Fseedess
in
defeat
-Jones
Drug
behind
to
nape
•
shewin
•
he
back
Nona,
five.
-Akita: , lave Greasersgot
city and some of its environs, and
Yet, it is time to be- very cadlaterals
and eesateetions will be
said
of
ray
by
the
purchase
of
the
existpurchase
the
for
funds
innings,
After
four
night-cap.
with
the
although,
are
doing
fine
we
- 005-000 3-8Jones .
to that end proposes to purchase
tious in grain reedits.. for the
ing system of _the Murray Sewerage sewerage system shall have become necessary. " The disposal plant will
000 022 0-4 Jones was leading 10 to 3 but the price of corn -will be high this her sister, Mrs. Herning.
Parker
the present system of the Murray
The revival just closed at Cher- Sewerage Company for the price Company and the construction of available, 'pursuant to a certain have to be replaCid
The second game was also a low Bank came to life in the fifth with winter Feed plenty of roughage.
For further details, see report of
improvements loan and grant agreement between
extensions
an d
hit affair. Vandevelde getting but 5 runs, scored a pair in the sixth especially to horses and young ry Baptist church. We sure had a hereinafter' set out, provided it can
thereto.
.the City and the United States of Chester Engineers now on file in
five blows and the Bank team- but and another quintet in the seven- stuff. Balanced rations will save fine meeting, conducted by BPo. finance such project in a manner
Section 2. That the city of America, as contemplated by Or- the office of the city clerk._ .
six. _The Bank scored a pair in th, meantime holding the drug- grain. For example. in feeding Johnson and assisted by Bro_ B.. authorized by law; and
W. H. SWANN.
Murray exercise the option here- dinance No. 51. heretofore enF.
Gregory.
each of the first three innings to gists at bay.
"Whereas, said city proposes to
hogs on...corn alone it requires
Mayor
020 152 5-14 500-800 pounds of feed to make a
Bank of Murray
,
The farmers are cutting their have certain investigations, surveys tofore granted to it by the Mur- acted, and the right of the council
lead all-the way home.
ray -Sewerage Company on the .to purchase said system shall have Attest:
332 2130 0-10 hundred pounds of gain but where tobacco around here.
010 200 1-4 Jones Drug
Vandevelde •
and estimates made of the cost of
!.77
Mr. Edgar Geurin and Mr Aub- extending, completing and improv- 21st day of November, 1933, as become absolute, following the - Chas. B.- Gregg*.
.
.
010
.".„
.,.
2.....7
Bank of Murray
tankage is included in the ration
City Clerk
publication, the
•
Night •
.,
-----.ircirity takes about 500-4tat potresna ry....Faeris are putting up a new ing the present system of eetitstattes hereinbefore set out, and that, it aforementioned
purchase' from said Company all Mayor shall be, and he is hereby,
Hafford Parker pitched. a beau- of gram,, One way to cut the cost store at Cherry
Thursday Night_
ray Sewerage Company,,and of the of said Company's property, both
authorized and directed to give
Those attending a dissaaa_recep- posoibility af-obtaining the finance
-Two one-run: games, one of them tiful 4-hit gamg for his Greasers of poultry feeding is to feed liberthat within and that without the proper notice in writing. to said
ltrtling 5---krasoli- lord-by going to shut out -Sunburn in the open- ally of a isalanceirtration and -tie *an at Miss ynejene_aldeCu
-..'aereatsrelaase ancLeactend City of -Murray, and both tangible
-7.
Murray Sewerage Company ca the
ten innings, heightened the zest of ing game. In one instance the cull out the low producers. This Sunday. August 12. were: Mr. and said system; by-reason of which inMen populated the bases may sound foolish but after all it Mrs. Sammie Downs. MISS Frances vestigations, surveys and- estimates and intangible, including all sewer City's acceptance of said option
the fans for the game. They were Milk
meats, laterals, and connections, and its election to purchase thererefreshing changes from the lop- with none clown but the rally was is the feed cost per egg that Downs, Misses Verna Ruth and said city will incur considerable
all easements, rights of way, rights under.
nipped when 0. B. Boors- snag- counts.
Heath, Misses Laurene, expense;
-• - .
Odessa
sided tames of last week. - '.
and privileges, all furniture, fixThis ordinanee shall tare &Sect
Marelle. and Attie Stubblefield.
In the first fracas. the ranspag- 1 ged a line drive and doubled the
"Now, Therefore, for and in con- tures and equipment, and all other from and after its adoption and
Jones Druggists gave the Moder runner off second.
The tobacco crop sholeld be of Miss Geneva Evans. Miss Ruth sideration of said surveys and esti- property whatsoever belonging to
publication, according to law,
Ebb Clark r was in fine • form. fine quality if the wild fire does Stubblefield. Miss Dorothy Kel- mates and investigations, made
Cleaners the latter's first defeat
said company, whether ejusdem
Adopted, this 17th day of July,
ot the "- attend half by standing off holding the Parkera at bey until no more damage and if the crop ley, Miss Mary R. Houston, Miss and to be made by • said city. in
generis or otherwise, except cash 1934.
late inning ralliel -of the 'cleaners. the fifth. •- The Garagem.n count- is allowed to get fully ripe. The Mary Frances Richerson, Fred .P. consideration
payment on hand and in bank and accounts
of
the
W. S. SWANN,
Jtirees held tenaciously to its early ed single rims la the , fifth and dry weather cult the size of the Houston, Perry_ Hendon, Gerald by said city to said Murray
Mayor
lead. The league leafters finally sixth and cincaed the fracas with leaf of the early toeircco but • if Richerson; Wilma Heath, Raymon .Sewerage Company of the sum and bills receivable, and that it
pay said Company for said prop- Attest:
knotted the count in the fourth a pair in the last round.
will apparently have good body Outland. Hoyt aihoberts. Norman of Ten Dollars ($1080) ,in cash, re- erty the sum of Twenty-Four
Chas. B. Grogan,
000 011 2-4 aed finish. Later tabaeco looks Ctilpepper, Charles Roberts, Mr.
aL JO-all but' the druggists _get „a Parker
ceipt of which is hereby acknowl- Thousnad Dollars' ,(824,000.00) in
sCity Clerk
000 000 0-0 fine and is growing nicely. Several and Mrs. Dillard McCuiston. wad
' --HELLO, BUDDY: '
pier in the sixth , on a low throw Sunburst
edged, and for other good and val- cash, same to be paid as soon as
NOTICE OF PURCHASE- OF
In the final game. the league- fields have been cut because of Vurlene. W. D. McCuistoiL Afterto first' with two out and held the
uable considerations, the said Mur- the funds therefor shall have MURRAY SEWERAGE SYSTEM
Let Us Care For Your Car
Cleaners to a single run in the leading Model .again trimmed the wild fire, and' if the weather noon guests., were Clyde Hendon, ray Sewerage Company does herebecome available, as set out in
Notice is hereby given that the
etsVenth. The victory for Jones tail-end Bluebirds, 13-5, The Blue- conditions are favorable this dis- J. D5 Hendricks.
by give and grant unto said City of
it in a tie with Model for birds showed improvement since ease will do much 'damage to many
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller bad Murray the right and option to pur- Section - 5 hereof, infra. and the Board -of Council of the City of
TELEPHONE 300
right of the Board of Council to Murray, Ky., proposes to purchase
they lost to Model 20-0 three weeks" crops. It is the belief of experts as their guests the first of last
first place,
Southwest Corner Square
chase, at any time within twelve purchase said property shall have for the City the entrre sewerage
week. Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Muth
3c the second game it seemedf-ago but still were shy Ty Hol- that the' disease is spread from t
Murray, Ky.
months from the date hereof, for
bed and that the proper method ris and children. Billy. Frances, the purchase price of Twenty-four
of control is to spray the bed and Elizabeth of Omaha. Nebr - Thousand Dollars I $24,000.001 in
,J!
with Bordeaux mixture. This is "Blue Jay".
casn, all of, the property of said
a cheap and simple remedy and
Murray Swerage Company, both
no farmer can afford not to try it. MEIMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH that within and that w,ithout the
The method of making and apCity' of Murray, and both tangible
Sunday,.Aagant 19 and Week
plying Bordeaux will be taken
and intangible. inelu.ctuag all sewer
Following
up next winter i' the Tobacco
mains, laterals, and connections, all
Sunday School at 9:30 a_ m. E.
Evening School. •
easements, rights of way, rights and
,
B. Holland, _superintendent.
privileges, AA. furnittire, fixtures,
Several farmers have expressed
Morning Worship at 10:45 o'clock.
the desire to make a trip to
and equipment, and all other propEvening Worship at 745 o'clock.
Chetham County to observe curerty whatsoever belonging to said
The pastor is away this week fa
ing methods again this year, and
company, whether ejusdem generis
a meeting with Pastor
W. W.
a trip is 'being planned. probably
otherwise, except cash on hand
RYAN SONS CO. offer for SATURDAY ONLY
Dickerson at Moscow. Ky., but or
bills
during the last- of August.
Ten items they ask you to give especial attention.
will return ie time to preach at and in bank and accounts and
Several men are improving their both services next
bloe.
p
l If interested, it's our opinion they are EXTRA
Suhdey. Every receivable,
barns in the last. few weeks,
tion shall expire on the
member of the church is expectGOOD BUYS. Drop in, look them over. Whether
NMI NNW,
eight...leg the 'watts--and Imp:Lev- ed to
day of "NOvetribef, 7934, unless •
be present and, all others
; you Ibuy or not we are iNvars glad to see you in our
Whether your vacation' trail leads'
AS
ine ventilation, but thrse will be
said optioree. City of Murray, shall
are
invited.
0
store. PLENTY OF GOOD ICE WATER AT ALL
to the World's Fair, the mountains,lots of good tobacco going info
or before such iilay give notice
latayer
meettng
Wednesday
ev1- TIMES.
poor barns and many hard hours
in writing of its acceptance therethe lakes or just over into' the next
ening at 7:45 p. m.
of work will .go to, waste
All of -our' services are sanple, of and of its election to purchase
county
to, visit i-pia.tives,-thp condition •
clueing low ,grade tobacco, which
said property on said terms, in
15e tb 16 1-2e
2a6- to 39-inch VOILE, regular
Scriptural and spiritual.
must
be
mad
to
comof
Spain
or
your
Mexico.
sale
shall
be
car may mean the difference
which
case
the
'
per yard—
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
pleted,, the purchase money paid,
-between life and death.
Many well-meaning persons ask
James Bolt, Boyd county 4-TI and a deed and bill of sale, transme the question. "How can -you acclub member.,bought 300 certified' ferring said property to the opcount for one part of the goeern- chicks and
Yard wide PRINTS. all new patternshas lost only 15 of tionee,•rhall be ,executed and deReplace those old, worn-out casings
ment telling the farmer how to them to
livered by the proper officers of
date.
10c
with
FIRESTONE New 1934._
- produce-larger crops arid another
said Sewerage Company,
"Thi option -shall not be assignSpeed Tires. Trade-inLvalues are
able.
All :silk CREPE, 39 inches wideeral, Firestone prices are LOW.
BEING AN ORDINANCE PROPLEASE ACCEPT
"Signed and delivered pursuant
59c
VIDING FOR THE ESTABIASHMY PERSONAL
to a resolution of the Hoard of
MENT OF A MUNICIPAL SEW- Directors of the Murray Sewerage
INVITATION
t TO MIN
ER SYSTEM FOR THE CITY OF
Why take a chance of fatal acciBran new 24x48 BATH MATS or BED ROOM
HIGH SPEED HU.
MURRAY BY PURCHASE OF THE
dent or.series injury when it costs so
...1 RUGS- See these—
EXISTING
SYSTEM OF THE
FOR 1934
little to be sure?
$1.19
MURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY
!
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Beaman's Garage

Foremost Among Your

10 Saturday Specials
at Ryan Sons Co.

VACATION NEEDS
itay
141 First"

Are Dependable Tires and
Brakes

‘5

price

10c

Saturday Only, per yd.
Saturday Only, per yd.

ORDINANCE NO. 53

Saturday Price, per yd.

w
Firestone

Saturday Price,'ea
- ch

Men's Mixed COTTON SPX. The thing for every
day—
8c or to for 15c
Saturday Price
SPORT OXFORDS- in white only. Sizes 7,
7 1,2 and 8 kssotalar 12-00 value

$1.36

Saturday Price

Children's Strap WHITE BtCK SLIPPERS. Sizes
• 1-2 to 2. Regulai
f11.40 talue—

-$1.09

Saturday Price

Men's Asrteci WORK SHIRTS, full cut and well
made. Regular "iotite value—

Saturday Price

j

AND CONSTRUCTING OF EXTENSIONS THERETO, DECLARING SAID ESTABLISHMENT AND
PUIICHASE TO BE A NECESSITY
AND ORDERING THE PURCHASE
Li
OF SAID SYSTEM PURSUANT TO
AN OPTION HERETOFORE
OSTS you nothing; brings ion GRANTED AND ORDERING THE
%-of fun. One book tells you the ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS
secret code, etc. Another shows TO FINANCE THE PURCHASE
"HowToBean Athlete." Another AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
reveals "Magic and Illusions." SAME; ALL IN ACCOILDANCE
WITH
THE PROVISIONS OF
A noth er treats of hobbies—stamps,
airplanes, etc.

r

We give you all these; also an
Observers Club Membership
Emblem. You'll learn.to use your
eyes detective-fashion• how good
in sports
lscl
helps you '
leadysight
and studies. Come in!
THIS EMBLEM

• 5

5--•

That dread disease of the hot
summer months need no longer
be a -cause for worry. Cross
StiVee that for almost a third of.
a century has been overcoming
the most obdurate human sores
has been.. proven 'equally 'effec'nye'in similar animal •aliments.
A liberal application of Cross
lialviliep
r p/d -to the infected
gilt uses .all inflarnation to
,inr24 to '72 hours-re.
states petfectly normal sight' often when if appeared that vision
has „teeter perntsnently -destroyed Try it on any wound your
stock may have-on ,lores, infections, or sprains: it is sola
under an honest guarantee. to
give absolute satisfaction or
your money refunded.. 30e and'
50c at alredealers. The Cross
Salve Co Inc. Marion. Kentucky.

FREE 4tttio MEMBERS

.„

.... . . „

NICIEV
Come in and let us tell

.•
•

—WE ARE YOUR:-; 10 SERVE
•
,

PINK EYE!

,

•
cl(/ YARDS of Yard v'ide•IBROWN. DOMESTIC—

'Saturday Only . .
'•

•

5

- 7-5 5-.V"
55-NE5

• ••••

,

•

Ryan Sons Co.

q

4ifrrf

0B SCEII1V E RS

Rayon CREPE DRESSES. colors in green, peach.
blue and orchid. Sizes 18 to 49, reg. price Sn.00—
$1.49
....
Saturday Price ..

you about it.

DR. 0. C. WELLS
OPTOMETRIST
Purdom Building

CHICAGO
the Ootidi9aik
Gity
'
S
HOME OF CHICAGO
BRIGHTEST SKR'

College
Inn
Hecd/rnrng

BUDDY
atuROGERS
14

We check them by the best and
most accurate method and use Firestone Brake Re-lining.

HIE 1111011

4157;g4
A.,ji/fflMffl
--s‘vV,•.\ •.•

11111111 NCI
MIMI COW

We Check Cars Thoroughly
DEMI

Ill.Sill

51A

IIRE 11AM
Olga
11 1111•Sill_11111EM
/

-

We do everything but major motor repairing. Before you start; let us check the
spark plugs, battery, tires, changel the nil,
wash and polish your cai".71,Ve also do Simonizing, Duco-ing, Vacuum Cleaning -of your
upholstering.

50

DRIVE
Your Coy right
into the Hotel

W(

Super - Service Station
East Main,Street

Murray, Ky.

HOTEL

SHERMAN

Dia
clusivl
friend
tpr fu,

Pro

- 1700 ROOMS
rOON

Ma

E-TEST and RE-LINE BRAKES

WIIII MAD OF
FLATTER MIMI

CAUTORNIA CAVALICaa

WITH BATH

TEUR

cordial

May Mean
the Life of
Your Family

"$I

1111E1

men al
ular h
the de
tainty

•

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

WW2

f

•

viramem.;mayeamslatmed

'
•

Nirk

S
'

•

•
••

r:111,

11131.5. • ••
•

-;
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firtiLTElk & trtgES. MURRAY, r.t
relatives.
L. D. Miller bf Murray was admitted to the Mason Hospital this
week for a tonsillectomy.
Mrs. R. A. Shell and son,.Jarnes
Ralph. are visiting relatives in
Clarksdale, and Drew, Miss.

Mr.

Buchanan,
Calhoun,
Charles
visited his mother. Mrs.
Tenn
Sallie Calhoun and relatives here
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Trevathan
and Mr. and Mrs. Purdorn Robertson visited Mrs. Edna Berry in
Oakton last week. Mrs. Berry returned here for a visit with -relatives.
Mrs. 011ie Render, Carrier Mills,
Ills is visiting' Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Moore, South Sixth street.
Mrs. Marion. Gillespie. Prattville,
Mrs.
with
Alabama, returned
Harry I. Sledd for a visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Hebertson have moved to the Otis Harrison apartments on West Main
street.
Ruth Finney, daughter of Alris
Finney of Murray was admitted
to the Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital where she is undergoing
treatment for injuries received
in an automobile accident. Sunday
night
Mrs. Talmadge Robertson has
returned to her work at the Murmy_ Mercantile Co., after being
confined With illness for re-vet-SI
days.
All our Summer Hats and Tams
now on the Bargain counter for
quick sale. Rule Hood Pearson.
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger. Mrs. C. L.
Sharborough and Miss Mildred
Graves returned home Sunday
from a several day's trip .to the
World Fair in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones and
little son. Ronald Thomas, and
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Cain, all of
Detroit, returned to their homes
Saturday after spending two weeks
with C. H. Riley and family, near
Almo.
Hoyt Linn of Merrily wa.s admitted to the Mason Hospital this
week for a tonsillectomy
Mayor W. S. Swann, George S.
Hart. Secretary of the Chamt
of Commerce L. J. Hortin, Senator T. O. Turner, C. L. Sharborough, T. H. .Stokes, Wade
Crawford, M. 0. Wrather and Joe
T. Lovett attended the meeting of
the Lower Tennessee Valley Associstion in Mayfield Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Harry I. Sledd and daughter, Miss Frances Hinton. returned Friday from a two months
visit with Mrs. Sledd's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Hinton, in
Prattsville, Alabama.
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Houston and
Mrs. Hugh Houston have been
spending several days at the World
Fair.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Smith. accompanied by Mrs. Smith's sister. Miss Mary Jo Holland, and
Mrs. W. B. Holland, the latter two
of Benton, left Saturday for a 10
days motor trip to the World Fair,
Detroit add Niagara Falls.
Miss Ruth Helen and Miss Vivian Waldrop, Mayfield, is visiting
Miss liabelle
Waldrop, College
Addition.
The small son of Mr. and Mrs,
Norman Clapp of Murray received
treatment for a badly hurt hand
Monday morning at the Clinic'Hospital. The injury was caused
from a clothes wringer.
4_
Victor Beaman has returned to
Sis Louis after viiiiirrit for-iiVeria
days with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs, Henry Beaman.
Concord
!toed, just South of Murray
Mr. and Mrs Hr K Jenkins and
Miss Virginia Burrows attended
- funeral of -Megwing,
Mrs.
Paducah -last Thursday.
Jenkint and Miss Burrows were
nieces of Mr. McEveingss,
Sanford
Boon e. Blytheville.
Ark., is visiting his brothers, Walter, 0. B. Jr., and Howard Boone
this week. He was formerly connected with the Boone Cleaners
here.
Fred Brown of Murray was admitted to the Mason Hospital this
week for surgery.
Mrs Joe Houston arrived here

end Mrs. Burie Cochrum
Fred Hargis was a business visithad as their guests Saturday even- or in Nashville this week.
ing Mr, and Mrs. Novel McReynMr. and Mrs. R. C. Whitnell,
olds and daughters, Lytn Sue and Henry Whitnall, Ws. Paul HornWanda Sue, Miss Bettie Myers. beak and adopted daughter, all of
Mrs. Eva Hill. Mr. and Mrs. Dick- Fulton. were guests Sunday of Mr.
Waters and son, Robert Lee,. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Sexton.
and Mrs. Marvin Hill and children,
Miss Helen Johnston returned
Bettie Sue and Frank Myers, Harhome Sunday from a several weeks
ry Key, Miss Eva balene McDaniel.
visit with 'friends and relatives in
.-Carmon Parks, A. 0. Stomps and
Greenville. Ky.
deeriend.
Conn I.inn Humphreys, son of
Illpt E. H. Spiceland. Jr., of Model,
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Hurnphreys,
Tenn., -was admitted to the Clinwho has been. cennected for the
ic Hospital this week...tar treatpast year with Lee Cannon's Orment of injuries received when
chestra. - has secured a position
the truck he was driving overwith Richard Cole's orchestra. one
turned and broke an arm and leg.
of the most popular and nationally
gensational sale „for the week known bands of the day, now playend of all out'Crepes and sheer ing in different engagements at
Summer Dresses at itargain prices. the Washington Hotel, Shreveport,
Eels Hood Pearson."
La.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Williams
son. Garnett Hood. are visiting in left this morning for Chattanooga
Centralia, M.
and Washington where they will
Mr. and :Mrs. Garnett Jones-will-- visit friends and relatives. They
move next week to West Olive are expected to be gone about
street in the Boyd Gilbert dwell- ten days
--M1m-Destree.13eale ft
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillard Rogers, for Cincinnati where .where she
Mr and Mrs. Leon Allbritten have will visit .„relatives for several
returned after a two weeks vaca- days
Mrs. G. W. English. For Lauder-.
tion to Detroit, Canada, and the
World Fair.
dale. Fla.. and Mrs. Emma JohnMrs. Joe T. -Parke: an-tend Mon- son and son Ernest Paul. Mayday from Los Angeles, Calif., field, visited Miss Emma Helm last
where she has been a guest in the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wallis and
home of her daughter, Mrs. Lawrence Sando, and Mr. Sando since family. Shelbyville. visited, his
father, George Wallis and rela,
June 24.
Euclid Smith, forestery superin- tives here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wallis, Jr.,
tendent of the CCC camp 'of Murray, was admitted to the Mason and .family, Memphis,'are visiting
his father, George . Wallis, and
Hospital this week for surgery.

SERVICE
to Your Health
Every morning throughout the year our milkmen stop at the doors of Murray homes at a regular hour, depositing milk and cream in time for
the days first meal. There is never any uncertainty of delivery-just an accepted service. These families appreciate this service and appreciate too the high quality of SUNBURST PASTEURIZED M1LKT1I buiIcliTh-ealth-Vecatise it
contains every necessary health vitamin..

Murray Milk Products Co.
CALL 191

_rJr

ANNOUNCING
_OPENING
SATURDAY
AUGUST 18
located at the
Our
Southwest corner of the College
Campus will be opened Saturday,
August 18.
new store

Diamond Gas and Oils will be sold exclusively. We are glad to announce to our
friends that we have this well known motstr fuel.
We7 will gladly

service

Prompt and Courteous
Always

VISIT US ON THAT DATE

; A complete line of the best groceries, new building, fixtures and a
stock of merchandise.
your car. fresh new
-- Country produce bought and
Service sold.
We will appreciate your patronage.

E. W. Riley Grocery
West Main Street at Sixteenth
3

/ErETE.rt
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- The fire sale continues at the years ago Mr. Taylpr was given espeentlii it the weather is cool..
furniture store. full credit for running the Ku at yellowine Woe.Cram
Maurice
•.
Many bargains remain on the Klux Klan out of Paducah.
The most clesirable temperatarei
floor.
Mrs., J. S. Tarves and little in curing is from 80 to roe degrees.
Mr And Mrs. Bonnie Bowden' daughter,
Murfreesboro,
Tenn., and the most desirable moisture
from near Palmersville, Term., who have been, visiting Mrs. Tal- is a difference of five to ten Isn the
visited in the !lame of the -latter's ver's mother, Mrs. Laura Clopton, hygrometer. In trying - to reach
father. J. A. Anderson. last Sun- West Olive, and brother. Gatlin these conditions one should reday.
Clopton and family, just west of member the following facts: ,
were
Miss Lorene Bowden of Palm- town, left today. They
1 When the barn tempereture
ersville. Tenn, is spending the driven to Nashville, Tenn, by is twenty degrees higher then_ the
week in the home of her grand- John Whitnell who will join Mrs. outside air, the - moisture holding.
Whitnell and daughter, Naomi Lees Meyer of the air is doubled. It is
Dr. 0. B. Irvan was again ad- father. J. A. Anderson.
who have been visiting Mrs. Whit- the difference between inside and
Clifton Thurman arrived here mitted to the Mason Hospital last
L W. Murdock of Farmington
from Jacksonville, Texas last week Thursday where he is reported Route One received treatment for nell's sister, Mrs. W. W. Moores outside temperature that determand family since Sunday.
end to spend several weeks with improving slowly.
ine the drying effect of the barb
a badly lacerated foot Wednesday
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Odelle and Rix ptubblefield of afternoon. Several stitches were
Clarence Phillips, Shelby coun- -air. Thus if the- outside air was
Thurman.
Lincoln Paris, Mich., are visiting required to _close the wound.
sty. Tenn., is a business visitor in 80, an inside temperature of ''80
Might not cause great drying. But
August Clearance Sale of our en- their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Alice Hughes, with a party Murray today.
if the outside -air was 80, a bare
tire stock of eyelets voiles, and , C. S. Stubblefield this week.
friends from Jackson, Tenn., is
of
,
temperature_ or 80 might cause
Prentice Wrather of Amarillo, ahem-ling the Worasila Fair 'at
print Wash Dresses. Fula Hood
rapid evaporation. From this we
Texas. arrived in.the county Mon- Chicago this week.
Pearson.
can see that fires cannot be run
Thyralee Ray, daughter of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Yandell Rogers das to visit his parents, Mr. and
By Keith Venable
as hie an cool weather as in
-and Mrs. Everett Ray, is visiting
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Church- Mrs E. P. Wrather.
NM.
warm:weather One group of $1.98 Wash Dresses her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
ill last week. Mr. Rogers is formAs the cropegoes into, the barn
Walter Adams of New Providence
2. Ventilation is least effective
erly of this county and now lives at 98c. Eula Hood Pearson.
thie fall we hope that every when the outside air is very Motet
Those visiting in the home of this 'ifieek.
in Tyler, Texas where he has oil
precauevery
taken
has
and
egireprers
and
Turner
Mr
Mrs. Hervey
County Agent John Beundur
and cannot held more moisture
interests.
until its temperature is increased.
of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann during left Menday, having been transfer- tion to insure success:.
McAllister
Preston
Mrs.
1. That his tobacco was throughWingo Route One was admitted to the month of July. were Mr. Har- red from this county by the state
3. If the barn cannot be closed
John T. ly ripe.
the Keys-Houston Clinic Tuesday old Wentworth, of Santa. Rosa, extension department.
up tight after the leaf is killed ,or
for treatment of appendicitis. She „ea- Mexico, Mrs. Glen Anderson. Cochran who has been acting as
during cool weather. moistnre
2. That it was wilted.
and three babys of Akron. Ohio, assistant here for several days
regarceess of
was able to return home today.
That it was riot crowded on cannot be kept up
3.
Mrs.
of
and
Mr
Denham
Roy
Chicounty
the
with
continue
will
Rev. and Mrs J. E. Skinner,
the- amount of water added to
and in the barn.
stick
the
cago,
and
Mr.
Ill.,
Norvan
Mrs.
work.
agent
Miss Onie Marie Skinner and Mrs.
the barn.
.
4. That his barn has a tight
Miss Mary Paul Spellings will
H. M. MeElrath left Monday for Kemp. Akron, Ohio, Mr. Russell
Housebersi is caused by a germ
bottom
and
of
top
Hendon
Rock,
Little
D.
J.
Ark.,
'return to her home in Lexington. wall and a -good
Pineville _where. they.. 41..*.v.y4esl_A
be- opened which is &ie.-aye present on the
Baptist conference meeting. The -WoWerff er---Cbttage drove, Tenth:- llefirt7M rn..st or The week after ventilation -whirls.- ears
tobacco but. which only works
Rev. Skinner will conduct the ser- Mrs. Dorothy Enoch of Paris. spending the summer in Murray or closed.
when conditions are right. Right
5. That he has a hygrometer to
vices at the Walnut Street Bap- W. D. Dodds of Mayfield, and and attending Murray State Colconditions in conditions for houseburn are:
of
son
and
Mrs
John
the
of
Dodds
'
him
inform
her
made
Spellings
•
Miss
lege.
Rev.
The
Sunday.
tist church
1. High moisture, hygrometer
home at' die home of Mrs. Jack his barn and that, ,4e may not
Skinner is also On the program at Sedalia.
has done In wet bulb reading less than fir
Paul Dailey of Puryear. Tenn.; ,Beale, West Olive street.
he
as
guess
to
have
Pineville..
• If %.3t
tiesgrees terrors than dry bulb."
:
:
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Greenfield 'was discharged from she Clinic - H. Boyce Taylor, Jr., feature the past
2. Temperature of 70-100 degrees.
onSiftaa-sdrimly
Tuesday
apafter
an
undergoing
has
he
That
Fla.,
6.
Jacksonville,the
editor of
of Detroit, .Mich., returned to their
leaf killed or partly
h.•- Tobacco
_keeping a
_
home Sunday after attending the pendix operation several days ago. Journal, and family have arrived dust or other means of
cured.
Miss Essie Broach and little for a brief visit with Mr. Taylor's slow dense smoke.
Greerifteld's
Mrs.
of
funeral
The hygrometer consists of two
'-niece. Rebecca Jane Cobb, of mother. Mrs. H. B. Taylor, Sr.
: a supply of water
7. That he hes
father.
thermometers, which read the
Mr. and Mrs. Novis Hubbs of St. Nashville. Tenn., are spending two Mr. Taylor won quite wide recog- handy to the barn door.
8. He sh ild learn about the same when both are dry. one of
Louis, Mo., have returned home weeks with Miss Broach's sister, nition for a series of articles he
Sedalia.
of
Byrd
Jeff
Mrs.
cure m thod from the tobac- which has a wet wick about the
soft
Cuban
the
on
paper
his
for
wrote
Mr.
of
bedside
after being at the
Willie
Frankfort.
of
Xy.,
Wilson
school or from -his bulb. The hygrometer works on
.,evening
co
termost
the
during
revolution
of
Hubbs
Hubbs' father, Connie
is
of
who
secretary
state,
asistant
soft _cured. last the principle that evapotation is
who
neighbor
after
struggle
that
of
parts
rific
Murray.
. drier the air
:
and that The
"J Nichols of Mayfield Was - a end formerly .of Mayfield. and the overthrow of Machado. When year. We- will inelude below a cooling
the- greater the evaporatten and
OT-The
business visitor--its the city Tues- Farmington, is -in -Mayfield • hos- the Murray College football team
pital havingss undergone a very passed through Jacksonville on
Soft cured tobacco is tobacco therefore the greater the coolday.
moisture in the ing. Thus the drier the air the .
Mr. and Mrs. Charlet Turner and serious operation two weeks ago. its way to Miarei two years ago cured with lots of
It has more oil and greater the wet bulb will -be coolof Mr. Wilson has a large circle of this November, Mr. Taylor publish- barn.
Rupayne
Miss
daughter,
for his ed a large picture of the team and stretch which is desirable in ed and the lower it will be below
Wingo, visited friends ' in the city friends who are - anxious
rcitistcol Also soft cured the dry bulb reading.
featured it at length in his paper. darr
week.
this
and
Jaggers
H.
- C.
C
ry
.
e
son,
s
.
‘
M
reeor
Joe
may have a more unitobacco
Newsold
the
on
reporter
a
While
Dr.
of
wife
Mrs. W. H. Graves.
Read the ClessIfied Column.
Hall. Franklin, Ky., have been Democrat in Paducah
several form and more desirable color,
W. H. Graves was admitted to the
Mrs. Jaggers' brother
visiting
Mason Hospital last Monday and
is reparteef improving. slowly. It County Attorney R. H. Hood, Mrs.
Hood and family for the past two
was first thought Mrs. Graves
weeks.
would have to undergo an operaand Mrs. 0. B. Boone are
tion and developments may prove
born. Tuesthat an -operation will be neces- the parents of a sons
morning. .
sary. The host of friends of Mr. day
Alice Anderson of Murray reGraves _wish for her a speedy recetved treatment for an injured
covery.
when
night
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Y. Russell, ankle Thursday
Boatwright, are the parents of a she fell from the running board of
boy born at the home Tuesday. a car and was dragged several
August 7. The infant was named feet
- Just teceived a shipment of the
Country Club
Avondale or Thrifty 85c
Wesley Voris.
colors in .Dovedown
A marriage license was issued new, fall
24-lb bag
.
24-lb. bag
Saturday to Sam Chapman. 19, lieledery. Eels Hood Pearson.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Sledd. Jr., Mr.
Lynn Grove and Mozelte Ainley,
Lyon's Best
Pillsbury's Best, Gold Medal
_17, Hazel. The bride is the daugh- and Mrs. Eugene Hughes and Edbag
24-lb.
24-lb. bag
ter of Mr. and Mrs. 'Edgar Ainley win Warterfield epent Sunday
Louis.
St.
in
Tuesday
and
Monday
and the bridegroom is the son of
LBS.
CHOICE HAND P-1CKED
Mrs. Claude Brown and son,
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Chapman.
Mr. and Mrs, Elton Dunn. Almo Clifton, returned this week from
Route One, are the parents of a San Antonio. Texas, where they
Del Me= or C 2 No. 2 1-2 cans 37c 2 No. 2 cans 31e
girl born at the horde Saturday. have been visiting Tom Brown and
The infant was named Ethel family for several days.
Prof. Walter Jetton, Paducah, is
Louise.
C. Club, lb. 27c
French, lb. 23c
Jewel, Lb.
Mrs: T. J. Smith. Jr. of Paducah spending a few days here with
is visiting her sister, Edith Meeker relatives and friends.
55c
lbs.
3
_Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Bell, Hazelat the Clinic this Week.
W. M. Miller and family, who horst, Mississippi, accompanied by
Fancy Country Club-Red
Fancy Pink
have been making their home in Mrs. Rennie Matthews and daughTall Can
2 Tall cans
spent
Matthews,
Mitt
Lavine
ter,
Wildersville. Tenn., for the past
halfBell's
Mr.
with
end
week
the
_three months..nave.. _returned
TALL or-2- SMALL CANS
or C.
Calloway county to make- their brother, Stanley Futrell, anti family.: They have visited Mammoth
home.
Joe English. band instructor of Cave and are touring other points
Murray High School. is confined of interest in the state.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Dunn, Avon
with illness in the Fuller-Glllam
Mr. English plans to Park, Florida, are' here for a few
Hospital.
days visit _with friends_ and rela--to,--Murray- tos-begin
dailies with the opening of school tives, Mrs. Dunn's mother, Mrs.
John A. Edwards will as:company
Monday, September ,10.
Be more attractive during the them back to spend the winter
last warm .days of the summer by with them.
Loborn Massey of Knight was
wearing cool sheer dresses 'and
the
Tuesday'from
smart, snappy
hats-at August discharged
Sale prices. Bide flood - Pearson.' Clinic Hospital after undergoing
Miss Emma Helm and Miss Cap- treatment for malaria'."
Miss Alice Ruth Fair, Farmingpie Beale will. visit in Chicago and
the Yellowstone National Park ton_anid Miss Lois Harrison, Deduring the vacation time at the troit' have been visiting their
college. Miss Helm is critic teach- grandmother Harrison and other
er at the Training School and Miss relatives in Murray and Hazel.
Miss Mildred Farris. daughter
Beale is a teacher in the Murray
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Farris. has
Graded School.
The Rev. Fleetwood Rogers of been elected on the faculty of the
South Eighth street, was bitten try Golden Pond high school and will
.1 mad dog last Sunday while hold- assume her duties Monday. Miss
ing a meeting over between the Farris graVated in the 1934 class
rivers. Mr. Rogers is being given of Murray State College "with
the Pastuee treatment at . 'the distinction".
POUND
Many are taking advantage of
Mason Hospital.
OR
Miss Winifred Keys is in Chilli- the bargains at the Maurice Crasscathe, Ohio where she is visiting Fire sale of second hand furniture.
lest Friday to visit friends and
Mr. Houston will arrive in a few
days for a ten days vacation. They
have been making their home in
Stearns, Ky., where he is connected with a C. C. C. Camp.
Mrs. Lillie Lassiter and Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Kincaid and Miss Gertie Kincaid have returned to their
home in Cincinnati, Ohio after
visitine friends here and. in Florida. They were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Churchill while here.

Kentlicky -Senate in the regular
special sessions this year. He
won the Democratic nomination
for represenative from Livingston
and Crittenden counties last fall
but was dhfeated in the general
election, that district being noritally Republican.
Rev A. W. Lassiter of Lexington Tenn., visited his sister. Mrs.
C. S. Stubblefield, Thursday of
the past week

and

Tobacco Curing

FLOUR
$1.15
FLOUR
NAVY BEANS
PINEAPPLE
19c
COFFEE
23`
SALMON
ewe
MILK 'ET
Del Monte Or C Club
PEACHES,
2 No. 2 1-2 cans

Cider VINEGAR,
quart bottle
SALTED PEANUTS,
pound
Van Camp TUNA FISH,
2 cans
SUPER SUDS,
3 pkgs.
WESCO ICED TEA,
Half pound pkg.

McVicker, former
Judy
Miss
schoolmate at Bethel Woman's
•College. Hopkiktville.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K Jenkins and
Miss Virginie Burrows.weroisi St.
Louis, the first of the week where
Mrs. Jenkins made purchases for
her new shoppe which she is
operating here. The shop will be
known as the Regal Shoppe and
will be located over the Duvall
Drugstore on the West side of the
square. Mrs. Jenkins will feature
the sale of dresses and hosiery and
will carry man other itwts in
ladies ready to wear. The opening date has been set for Saturday. August 18.
Mrs. Harry Wilcox of near Murray was discharged from the KeysHouston Hospital Wednesday after
undergoing an operation for appendicitis several days ago.
Vernon "Bill" Phillips, son oi
Dr. and Mrs J. R. Phillips, is now
traveling this territory of the Cotmos POrtland Cement Co. Mr. PhD.lipso served as chief clerk of the

, Saturday Specials
24

PHONES

_
Fancy Rice. lb.
2 cans Cherries
9 lbs. Cane' Sugar _
1 dozen Large Lemons
2-16. box Craekers _
1-1b. box Crackers
1 gallon Cooking Apples
Large Home Made Brooms
6-lbs. Snowdrift
8 ot. Sweet or Sour Pickles,
Alabama Girl
10c 2-In-1 Shoe Polish and
Polisher and Brush
Pint site Clorox
2-1b. call areas
Bargain lot Toilet Soap, 3 for
Bulk Turnip Seed, lb. 3 dos. best Jar Rubbers,.
Pay in Trade for Brown ECFS

25.
0c
25c
56e
25e
19c
16c
10e
45c
70e

15c
18c
10c
9c

15c

33c

10c

10c

7

95c
$1.10
25c

s

19c

P. and G. SOAP,
7 Giant Bars
Ginger Ale, Orange-Soda,
Root Beer, Lemon-Lime
10c
Soda, 24-oz. Bottle
C. Club SALAD DRESSING,
10c
8-oz. jar

25c

Olive Oil SARDINES,
2 cans
PALMOLIVE SOAP,
..
.
3 bars

29c

Larson's PEPTOMINT GUM,
/0c
3 Pkgs.

25c

_

13c

14.

14c

17
LONGHORN DAISY CHEESE
POUND
16c
SWIFT'S RADIO BACON
POUND
25c
ASSORTED MEATS
3 PCUNDS
29'
EATMORE OLEO
POUND
15c
CRCLE "S" PICNIC HAMS
DOZEN
, 432 SIZE
19c
LEMONS
DOZEN
19c
BANANAS LARGE GOLDEN YELLOW
DOZEN
252 SIZE
' 25c
CALIFORNIA ORANGES
POUNDS
3
10
CABBAGE_ __
,W,..,,.........,_
_____..,,________„..„.,,,..„..........c
Radishes, Beets, Turnips,.Carrots

*Bunch

5c

Robert Swann & Son
•

eths

'

•

3

' ••••• ••• •••

2

3,

•

t

t

S
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seasoned because it has been ire- in thought, utterance and act and
mune - to drastic political changes before this flood ,of bureaucrats
for a decade, the rode under di- descended on us like the plagues
rection of- Superintendent Rich- on hapless Egypt a old
• • • ••
mond. with J. W. Cammack. Jr., as,
secretary of the Board of EduceOne of our local merahatits
-Nos. should simply broaden the opines he doesn't need a permit
scope of reform without inter- to do business near so much as
rupting policies Wag, since pro- he needs customers,
•••• •
jected
Both
Siipeiintendent
Richmond and ,Mr. Carnmeck were
A, defeated candidate says Salt
active particigants in the prep- River is navigable _ail the way;
aration of ails node. They under- hasn't a dine in it but meny about
stand the terms and purposes of It.
every provision and they underThe old-fashioned women who
stand each other and know how
to
work
together. No better fed the family in the winter out
Augury of the code's fulfillment of of a glass fruit jar now has a
the promise it contains could be daughter who feeds hers the whole
desired than Mr. Cammack's ap- , year,Orouad out of a tin can.
.•'• . •
pointment
No more conclusive
The Administrations hopes that
evidente that Kentucky schools
have advanced professionally could John Young Brawn is now John
be produced than the fact ahat the Done Brown.
organization includes a person as
His constituents readily 'ray for
competent as Mr. eammack. . _If
any other State has his equal in Rhea when they want roads in
an equivalent position, it is ex- the third district.
catsdinghv fortunate.
Second prize in the husband.
The- decision on Superintendent
Richmond to zetnaii4lat his post calling contest at a county fair in
and see the Mau*
tion of the Illinois went to an old maid.
new hoard 'through the time -when Nothing strange about that, the
At will be _completely divorced lady's heart was in her work.
• • • sh,•
from ex-officio membersh:p end
The hurden is never too heavy
already embarked upon the projected policies before a new super- when ir candidate "carries" a
•
intendent is elected attests the county.
professional
spirit 'which
un"Aurora-Goddess of Dawn". And
doubtedly mtiet have been quickened by association while the we're about ready for the Sun to
preparation of the code was in rise.
progress -Louisville Couriersohm's
It may be known as a Long War
tre -New Orleans but not, probably,
as a bloody one.

Geologist for TVA Completing
Senior High to Be Reinstated
Survey of Aurora Dam Regioi
in September in Training School
a.

MUSIC, ART, Extra Class ActiviPreL Roger Rhoadea, geologist ous by its president of the Twine
ties.
for the Tennessee Valley Author- eel . Valley Authority, who as 4
SCIENTIFIC COURSE
ity, is rapidly nearing completion engineer end organiser institutl
Entered at tic Postoffice. Murray. KY as second clans mail matters
Ninth Grade: English 1 and 2,
,of a geological survey of the a system of student employmei
Algebra 1 and 2, Latin 1 and 2, Lower Tennessee River Valley in that became world-renowned.
General Science, Music, Art, Extra this vicinity. With his assistant, Rhoades is an alumnus of the Ue
By W. J. Caplinger
MEMBER
Class Activities_
Mr. Rhoades has been making a veraity of Califospia.
The Training School will resume
Tenth Grade: English 3 and 4: survey of this area which includes
.,
RATIONAL EtTIO
Allitla
As a guest. of W. S. Swar
its full 12-year program this Sep- World History 1 and 2, Biology 1
the possible sites for the proposed 'President of the Murray Cha
tember. In addition to a full all- and 2, Algebra 3, Arithmetic,
iblE Roo
1933
Aurora Dam.
ber of Commerce. Mr. Rhoades
time faculty, courses will be offer- LATIN
OR FRENCH, MUSIC,
Mr. Rhoades is a member of tended the recent meeting of
ed in instrumental and vocal mu- ART, Extra Class Activities,
College,
Antioch
the faculty of
Lower Tennessee Valley Associ,
sic, home economics, and physical
Eleventh Grade: English 5 and
r e5c4riflhJT.l •
Yellow Springs, Ohio. This col- Lion at Mayfield.
education by other members of the 6, American 141st. 1 and 2, Plane
lege is the institution made famSubscription Bates.-In First Congressional rhstrict and Hairy and
While disclaiming any person
college faculty doing part time Geometry 1 and 3. Physics- 1 and
Stewart Counties. Temp.:Stab a year: Kentticky. $1.50; •Isewttere. $3.00.
credit or distinction, Mr. noel,
kdrertisirta Rates ,and- information about Calloway county market
work in the Training School, Dr. 2, FRENCH OR LATIN, MUSIC,
furnished upon aPeljO.E1013
J. W. Carr, president of the Teach- ART, Extra Class Aetivities.
University, writes that she is admitted that the data he
ers College, informs rue that we
Twelfth Grade: English 7 and 8, having the opportunity to attend securing would be submitted to tl
- by any means, his only fitting
are to have as asikitional members Government and Economics, many band concerts and operas Tennessee Valley Authority ati
characteristics for
his position.
of the „Training School faculty Chemistry 1 and 2, FRENCH OR in New York City during her that it would be studied by
----Dr. Carr° is a thinker, an organengineers before any statement
GEOMETRY, leisure.
three or "four new teachers, two of LATIN, SO L I D
The announcement of Supt.
izer, a doer. as well as one nt. the
to the actual dam site could I
whom will be men. No teacher MUSIC, ART. Extra Clan ActiyiJames H. RiNmond that his moral
feearded authorities - on
will be ssigned to instructional ties.
The second grade gave a pro- made. He pointed out the fa
dutsas
Iwo of tine _ Kentucky, highele
lidwattieffiat-petitles -and courses
VOCATION'AL- COURSE IN
work that does not come within the
gram _to, close their term. All that his data was desired to she
ed01:013011111 .121101XL--ter-platet-,
. divans dreams amid he has the
HOME scoNoaucs
field of her major interests. This
phases of work that pew out of the difficulties involved and ti
new school code in effective opera.veill_and the energy to execute
Ninth Grade: English 1 and 2, their pet project 'were touched. problem to he met.
gives the students enrolling In the
Una will not pent* hint to steep(
the/it:
NOW that *Mita plans ha'
Training School an opportunity for Algebra 1 and 2. Latin 1 and 2 or They broadcasted their favorite
- the -president:it-of- Murray- State
Under lus presidency, we conhigh school studies, the like of General Science, Horne Economics poem% told storiesssexhibiled their been made by the LTVA Jo co
College was not unexpected `19fidently - predict that Murray State
which is seldom offered in smaller 1 and 2. Music, Art, Extra Class paintings, dramatized a story. The tact both the Knoxville euthos
those who know Mr. Riehimond.
College-will elimb to still greater
classes in primary education of ties and those at Washington,si
high schools. This is particularly Activities.
Mr.'Richmond is the *tatter' of
achievements.
Tenth Grade: English 3 and 4, the college, and the first, third, chiding President Roosevelt, fr
appreciated by those • parents and
the school code and it is to be
pupils -inclined toward thorough- World History I ana 2, Horne Eco- and fourth grades of the training Swann is of the opinion that We
expected that be would feel it his
ness and the margin of cultural nomics 3 and 4. General Science School were guests of the second tern Kentucky can expect actii
_ _obligation to -carry on" in his
soon. It is entirely possible. 1
acquired through con- or Latin 3 and 4, MUSIC, ART, grads
attitute
present position. He is mere fabelieves. for Dr. Morgan, Preside
tact with such teachers. The prob- Extra Class Activities.
miliar with the aims and purposes
Eleventh Grade: English 5 and
MIS5 Beulah Elliott gave a din- Roosevelt, and Frank R. MeNinc
lem. of education isn't reducible to
-and the means to accomplish them
The Hazel highway is about
the simple formula of acquiring in- 6, -American History 1 and 2, Plane ner at the Murray National Hotel chairman, of the federal pow
of the "new deal in education" in
three years old and is still only
formation from books_ The educa- Geometry 1 and 2, French 1 and on honor of her practice teachers, commission, to arrange a joint co
Kentucky than any other person
graveled oirfseed... _It .liaa.---been
the
.
_
Waldo-TV
tive proeess is a very teeny-aided -2. 3101 OrY MUSIC. ART. Extra Idrs. .L R Dorris, Misses Marg- faience whereby
•oriel • tete iniSte effatIVely trirelle
many a moon since the people .of
Heath, Rosanelo Lockhart, difficulty concerning the constru
aret
task. Some of our most widely Class Activities.
the problems that will be involved
Calloway county, and particularly
lion
of the Aurpra am may be a
Twelfth .Grade: English 7 and 8. Mary Frances Bard, and Eloise
known educators are firm in their
than could any other person in
those of Murray and Hazet - were
belief that the formation of ideals Government. and Economics, Chem- Blue,.and for Miss Nellie Mae 'Wy- justed. Mr. McNinch has pros
the state or out of it.
If
Bill
Thompson
is
successful
optimised that this highway wouldl
ised definite action by Septemh
_
in his plans for a come-back in and attitudes through marginal istry I and 2. French 3 and 4. man.
•C
— It is, of course a matter of be surfaced Commissioner Br d1 of this Year, if I mutual agre
MUSIC. ART. Extra Class ActiviBy Jos
-keen, vegeta teal Murray &eta beret - hes promised that . it w
Phiragoo daily papora -.walk- have learrungs constitutes the teacher's
ties.
Miss Emma J. Heins has planned ineek40.4asol-elioe4ed, oriar to-4--.
to devise some way of having two chief work.
College is not to have the undivod- be done -as soon as possible ,
.
a trip to Yellowstone Park and to date.
The chemical, physical, -and bioest benefit of Mr. Richmond's ser- which, unfortunately, only too
Admitting freely that it is none front pave.
Reno, Colo She will leave soon.
logical laboratqries on the second
vice as azi educator a builder often means that there will
be of my business whom they nomiSomehow or other listening to and third floors- are tally equipped
and a man and this community no rush about the matter
nate. still I must confess- to a feelthe testimony of two different, for scientific work, thus offering to
to have the. advantage,* his citIfiltiOn BAPTIST CNILITICIL-.
ing. sifs _disappointment thats. -our
izenship. Mr. Richmond. is a man ,W*---ittiffetrielte to say that thee Republican friends in the Ninth 'Witnesses in _ court makes us a lit- tooth high school students and the
By Frank Peffer
Hazel
road
is
themost
traveled
in
teachers
majoring
prospective
tle skeptical of history.
of such ability, energy. initiative
district turned down our old poSunday, August 19
••• •
The class In oome economics of
those fields in the teachers college
and lucid grasp of problems both in Calloway county. So far as a litical foe, that admirable and
Sunday School, 9:30; Hugh hiu
great
rt.
f
hpeople
a full. mastery both in theory and the junior high gave a tea . from
professional and public as well as
"William
S.
Vare
has
gone,
but
mcg.i.rfqh superintendent., Classes
1 the county are conceneetit as., the lovable character, "Howdy Eder
:Oheeetock • Tbarsday attcrpracts,
Vaile.•:-IPtewiss:Anion- Vase do praenee ,-Ttiorwaffit hpuhtee-,-*7
PleaRIVL_RervonalitY
that.j. alittP''
.
',Iy
for- all ages. - You are--coirige
_ ---F -d in the
:
. coun- Morrow in the race for the -Re--- you think?
glish. 'Latin, and Frenchhapity; be at the home management house.
pointed aqUespation -of Ms cogis - most iiiiihOrtinTaa
invited.
ty. It iS the rittwt direet . ouilet pubtican nomination for - Congress. •
• • •-•
elected by' the studeriL -however. This was the last -Project of •the
Mg is not to be taken lightly:
defeat probably
Morning Worship, 11:00. •Dr.
from Murray to the . South-and Even that his
Misses
Ilee
teachers.
Nearly everybody wanes to lead such election must -conform to cer- practice
However, as superaiterdent of Murray is a esoishern town
John Jeter Hurt, president of
with means ,he will be a dangerous can, in anything but a funeral
Williams.
and
Larue
Smith.
Evelyn
COMsequential
requirements_
tain
procespublic instruction. Ws Richmond more traffic south
Union University, Jackson, Tenn.,
than is any didata for Governor next year is sion,
te courses are offered in math- Nance. It was given under the will
is still chairman , of, the board of other direction.
not the reason for my dieappoint- ,
fill the pulpit. Dr.' Hurt is
orr
supervision
of
Miss
Evelyn
Slaeiseelloosiematics arid social sciences, such
ts of Murraycollege and the
ment.
an able preacher. Come and hear The surfacing of the. Hazel road
President Roosevelt honored the that the student completing the ter, critic teacher.
will continue to have the
him.
-been tee long, fars-strei- tang
of his choice shall not
Miss Charlotte Owen, hostess
----beneftt of Isis edueatiOtiaT neeSiScify.
Edd Morrow is of a- type of Mayo Brothers which should re- curriculum
B. Y. P. U's, 6:45; R. W. Churchnegleeted.
thorough
We
completed
a
understand
mind
have
that
a
us
.only
all
occasion,
for
the
received
the
that
you
are
fer
more
„We, know that- the college will also
political leader that is too rapid- ,
ill in charge. - Groups for the varihave
delegation_
of
but
shall
leading
Murray
course
and
thought
high
school
of
in
guests,
She
was
assisted
by'
Kisses
this
world for stopcnotinue to have his deep and
ly disappearing in Kentucky. Of
ous ages.
WHEN YOU'VE GOT TO 01
sincere affection, which is deep- Hazel citizens will call on Mr. course. Edd and Owsley and men ping pain than you are by caus- entrance to all colleges that accept Rebecca Roberts. Frances, Willord,
Evening worship at 7:45 Dr.
Broadbent
Monday
to
ing
on
certificapetition
it.
school
graduates
him
high
Dorothy-- May Rooland.
- ly cherished by this enure comWHERE YOU'RE GOING -of their type never meant all they
Hurt in charge.
to have this road eerfaced imThe ten, table, covered with a . Tuesday afternoon, August 21,
tion.
munity.
said.
They often told ms they
mediately. 'We devoutly trust that
Detailed - information - will be Milanese cloth and deeprated -with the Woman's Missionary Society
Thoirgh we- have eot-•
knew us when they never,smooth
hiv answer will be favorable and
given to students concerning reg- a silver basket of yellow lilies. will meet at the church for the
the matter with him we-sire
before and handed us a little soft
istration, bus routes, etc.. in the and crystal candlesticks holding monthly Mission Study program.
sure that a big factor in Mr. Rich- his actiep immediate
talk to .-mhke us feel good_ h.BM
/THE swiftest, purest, safest his
Ledger & Times the week before yellow tapers.- was presided_ over. All women of the church are
mond's final decision was his
none -of that type ever double,
.i. way from anywhere to an
by Mi$s Mary Elizabeth Roberts. 'urged to
the opening of schhol.
knowledge that he would be leavcrossed a friepd or deceived his
attend.
We are submitting below the The color scheme of green and
where is Concrete.
ing the affairs of the college in eaconstituents.
Prayer meeting. Wednesday ev•
will be yellow was carried - out in the re- ening 7:45, followed by
--ceedingly capable- hands. As the
Mrs. A.
W. Carr
Prove it? You know it I Your nered0
Announces' .C,OSICSC of _studies that
the weekfreshments which consisted of ly . meeting of
offered:
first and , present
president .of
Establishment of Fend
Keen of tongue, brilliant of
the Sunday school
your muscles, your eyes, your ml:
The maturely considered decision mind.- scintillating
Curricula Offered in Training sandwiches in the dorm of flow- teachers. W. .M. Caudill Will be
Murray State College. Dr. John
for Needy.
, of *it, they
-your every sense, is thankful I "
ers: green and 7ellow mints. in charge of the
Junior-Senior High School
W. Carr has served this institution of State huperintendent James It entertained us as they served us.
meeting.
the ever-widening network of e
• Subject printed in CAPS are royal 'fan, nut, and orange cakes:, 7- The pastor is spending his vanobly and ably. with a devotion _Richmond to decline the presi- Their mistakes were of the heart 'A scholarship fund for students
during Concrete Highways.
and energy that is equally com- dency of the Murray State Teach- and not of the head. to use an old lof Murray State College - is being elective. Other ,subjects are re- and fruit .puneh.
-cation at Clear Creek Baptist enGarden flowers were arranged campment near Pineville.
Remember, that you save up
plimentary .to himself and therins ers College and remain at the head phrase. but none the less true in started by the members of the quired:
Ky., and
of
in
large
thO'
Subjects:
Engbaskets
tied
with
yellow
State
wheel
system
-during
Seventh
Grade
$20.00 for every thousand miles,
.
stitution he loves so devotedly.
.
Murray branch- of the American
in chargeoof the early morning
this instance. •
The only factor that ever mon, the:psitical tran.sition year 4, the
traveling on Concrete instead of
Association of University Women, lish. 5 periods per week. Mathe- bows in the reception .roorp.
devotional. _
new rode is refreshing and re, As Old -Bill
The guests included, about 50
voted the board
selecting
poorer roads.
Shakespeare said. Mrs. J.---W. Carr, president, an- matics 3, Geography 5, History 5,
friends
of
the
doss
J. E. Skinner, PaStor
__other as ,precideet of_ the college -assuring-refreshing .in . the sense "The' man who bath no music in nounced in chapel Mondiy. July Selling and Penmanship Z.
Send
this coupon for • booklet wb
Eighth Grade Subjects: English
was, we, are quite .posoive. that of responsibility exhibited. reas- his soul is fit for plots and schemes Mproves that many of your motoring e
Misses
Mathematics
Naoma
Maple
and
Miss
periods
per
week,
5
- 7
be,
no
be saved by more Concrete roe
having attained the age suring in the prospect that there end stratagems."
After
Dr.
an
Hire
had
presezited
admit to
PIE SUPPER AT POTTERTOWN
-of three score and • ten, and hav- will be no lost motion...in. getting inherent distrust of the sonorous Mrs. Carr, she
announced the 5, Science (a) 8th Gen. Science. tb1 Bertie Manor left a few days - bePORTLAND
CININT ASSOCIAT
ing served the cause of education under way.
type of- politician whe sees in scholarship and stated that the 8th Health, 5, History 5, Spelling fore the elcse of the graded deA pie supper will be given at 610!ferchants Etank Bldg., IndumapolIS.
h
Itscertainly
partment
of
the
Training
School
would
not
have
Penmanship
2.
been
and
illustriously for an uncommonly
himself the only possible Savior proceeds from the softball game
0E-terove le
that they might enter the Uni- Pottertown Friday night, August
ENGLISH OR CLASSICAL
long period of years. was entitled unnatural or contrary to custom, of Mankind, threatening that his Monday night between the city
nor
would
versity of Cincinnati on the last 24: • Everyone is invited end an Name.
il
have
subjected.him
----COURSE
to have some .relief from the ardefeat will bring cristant and it- high school girls coached by Mrs.
enjoyable occasion is promised.
Ninth Grade: English 1 and 2. day of registration. They will be
dueits duties such is are devolved to serious criticism. if, after the repara le disaster upon a people 'Dorothy . Caplinger Rowlett, and
The proceeds will jot for the Street
- upon the head of an institution work of the Educational Commis- too blind and errant to elect him. the college gals, coached by Miss Algebra 1 and 2. Latin 1 and 2, in attendance six weeks.-benefit of the school.
City
sion had been consurnmeted -in the
• •• • •
lire- Murray.
Carrie Allison, would help start General Science, pusic, Art, Extra
The
children
of
the
fourth
'grade
Activities.
Class
But.-.Dr. • Caites elitist:he and code. Mr. Richmond had, regarded
this
fund
Mrs.
Carr
remarked
"York,. Caosius".. declared_
_
and--4. were entertained at a picnic, by
Tenth -Grade: English
energy .nught wilt be envied and 111n ORM TiTrure and- stepphsehd. into "bath a lean and hungry look: I that this announcement was perWorld
History 1 and 2. Latin 3 Miss Trousdale and the student
could well be emulated by count- a position which offered hins a trust him not
such
men are haps the first she had ever made
- - less men half his age. Seemingly life's activity in -hiss professional, dangerous".
'as sponsor of an athletic program. and 4, ALGEBRA 3, . ARITHMEO' teachers on the last clay of school.
The code . completes the
•
.
he never tires and his boundless field_
Miss AWson introduced Miss TIC. PHYSIOLOA,Y and COM- The two features of the picnic
energy and retitle-rice bring him fundamental reform initiated by
What, this world needs is a little Dew Drop Brumley, captain of MERCIAL GEOGRAPHY, . MUSIC were the games and the lunch.
Misr Trouedala and. her mother,
the admiration of alit But Di': the Colvin school administration niete cheerfulness
and - warmth.' the college girls' team, who- pre- ART, Extra Class Activities_ . Carr's vigor-and -spirit arc not. in 1920 and .clears the way for One ot perhaps the greatest', of sented the- following girls on the
Eleventh Grade: English 5 and Mrs. Trousdale, will drive to Dal_
.4•116.continuoA educational .ad onceand 2, las. Texas. for a visit to friends
6. American ,ilietory 1
- attributes-tee team,
_Merit in-tjleentucleye bed it only our great President
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Misses Ruth Beckett, Marsetret Plane Geometry 1 and 2, French Cud relatives, -On _ their • itutiI
is that he in
they will spend a vacation in the
clears the waT. Advancement de- a cheerful and
. Chiropractor'
happy man; op- Hefley. Sue Wyman, Wilhehnina 1 and 2, PHYSICS. MUSIC, ART,
Ozarks.
pends upon the administration of timistic in outlook; not
yet will- Harper. Reba Canter. Froeie Hale. Extra_ Class Activities. Office at Home, 609 West Main
the law arid that largely upon ing to. consign the
Twelfth Grade: English 7 and
world to tht D. Dole, Estella Dunn. and Mrs.
Mondays, Wednesdassoolialdays how it its started.
Miss Ola Brock, who is attendEconomics,
8, Government and
Clifton McNeely.
bow- wows. h
In-Afternoon
With the
excellent technical
Cheer leaders for the game were French 3 and 4, CHEMISTRY.. ing the summer school of Columbia
I p. in. to 6 p. in.
,taf! of the
department. well We have always had Riese
Proph- Miss Dixie Moore and Cecil Reed.
with- Were elected' by acclamation.
ets of Doom with us, these
Dr. Hire
presided in chapel.
porals of Disaster." who go around
_
There's only one way to
vrith -a sour look as, if they would Prof. Price Doyle led the assembly
in
singing
"My
Faith
beat
Looks Up
draw and quarter any blitheold Man Heat—
some soul who dared so much as to Thee". Dr. Hire read from
use ice.
Nothing else
to smile. Hut in the end "they- Proverbs and Prof. Leslie Putnam
gives as much safety
are thrust like foolish, prophets offered prayer.
and satisfaction.
forth: their words to .scorn are
scattered sand their .mouths are
stopped with dusiSh.
Only natural ice cools
The most efficient and durable refrigerator on the
We wish to- express our thanks
the natural way. Use
market today
Give us more
Moreows an- d , and appreciation to our friends
it—in your drinks-4o
Stanleys to administer. our affilis and neighbors Who were so kind
defeat
the heat, for
hand we will not have so many to us-during the illness and death
health's sake.
scandals -to wreck- our governments. of our dem husband and father:
I Eddand Owsley. overcome by the we want to thank Dr_ Smith, Dr
1 tears of poor, slaving women and Stark .who were so kind until the
THE LEADER IN QUALITY
- their ragged. dirty, hungry chil- end, and the .Kirksey Methodist
'Your doctor uses. ice frequently- for the encourdren, might issue too many par- Sunday School' for the beat:Mil
agement of health and all cities 'create milk and
dons, but they would never Mich roral offering.
May God bless
ice funds for relief of the weedy.' The'iäa health
la hack-handed beibe -or betray you. -Mrs. Ann Hubbs and chil'essential in times of great heat.
a Penple.
dren.
•••••
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" President Carr

We Want the Hazel
Road Paved

Full 4•Year High
School Course
Resumed.

UST JOTS

▪

Training School

I

•

•

-

oo so

Richmond "Sees It
Through"

4

STICK TO.CONCRET1

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
TO HELP STUDENTS

BEAT

t

THE.HAT

-

WITH

NORGE
Refrigerators

Card of Thanks

?HMCO RADIOS

MAYTAG WASHERS
'r

Phone

•

41i

THE RILEYIADIO COMPANY

1r

•

Murray, Kentucky

WE SELL LOTS OF ICE TO MANY OWNERS OF
MECHANICAL REFRIGERATORS--AND THB
LIST IS GROWING!
•

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE

VIENNA, ILLINOIS •
WHERE 141 JOINS U. S. 45
'Zis said -that a,-desire for "the Shortest and Best Routes to Chicago
and St. Lout*
good old. days" is: a sign of senility
FREE INFORMATION
too'young to he acto all points north and west
cusedo'Instly, of' that. But .r am
convinced that we were happier REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATEE
and better _governed in the dare . SINCLAIR GAS MVO OILS
of Morrow and Stanley., -Masa
Especially Invite Our
govenimr.nt -leaders were: stattnien
Kentucky Friends

•
cc•-•••cmr
%-ses..

•-•"`'
• '

ENROU'IT NORTH OR WENT
—STOP AT—

Strn

TELEPHONE 107

&sat Side Square

•

SchctieriY. gifted sod able theY
love people at heart and not for
,their votes.
When eittser tells
you he'is glad to see you he means'
it and when you write lAin a letet
ter ,he will answer •
6. :
•
•

hoe dismonvratIon. —Prove to yourself
in your own home that MAYTAG is the washer
that you have always wanted. We also sell Maytag parts and do repair work on washers.
for

"
ic a74/alia74
WITH AUTOMATIC DEFROSTING

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND ICE COMPANY
(Incorpotitted).

Murray, Ky.

Old Postoffiee Location

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
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enjoyed diking tile ariernoon.
ident -for the fall semester. Other day night at the home of Misses Stubblefiel
d- and R. C.4'butland, Lee Vaughan Woodall, Jerry Joyner,
There was an ice cream supper
Watermelons and lemonade were officers will be elected at the Ruth and
Frances Sexton. Mits Myers, Bud Nance, Bill.
Ross McGruder, and Wayne Mill- at Brook's Chapel church Satserved.
beginning of the semester- Hugh Mary Leaser, eice-president.
pre- A'rtie and Mildred Nance of Jones ard.
urday night. All report a nice
Those present were:
L. Phillips. lt34 graddlite of Almo sided over the business session Mill, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Peet
A fond farewell VMS offered to tizoe and the proceeds were about
Misses Barbara andjeggy Wal- High School was recommended by anti -Wel' Garnett'
Jones, Ted 'in the taairerice, -Mary and Jean.
Mr.
Hoffman
as he was to depart $25 which went to--.4issr -is/Serest
ker, Miss Betty Pogur Miss Min- the nominating committee and pregram. The
topic foe discussion .Mr and Mrs. Rowdy Elkins and on his vacation which is to -take
of the benevolent claim.
nie Lee Churchill, Miss Mary Jane was elected by acclamation. ..es was, "The
Significance of the Joe Pat; Mr. and Mrs. Curtis him southward
Mrs. 011ie Burkeen visited Mrs.
Dunn, Misses Vivian and Margaret there was no other nominee. Mr. Rural
South." Mrs, Roy Farmer Overbey, Horace, Janet, and Joan,
Nannie Stringer, who is seriousbs
Lamb, Miss Martha Churchill, Miss Phillips has been interested 02 played a
collection of Southern Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Orr and Robert,
ill, Saturday and presented Mn,
Dorothy Nelle Neale,' Miss Jose- church and Sunday School work melodies.
r. and Mrs. John Thompson and
Stringer with a beautiful bouquet
phine Neale. Miss Margaret Styles. for the past five years. He is
It was decided that a gift basket Harrison, Mrs. Thompson, Mr. and
of cut flowers.
Robert Hardin Hopkins, Luther deacon of his church and was sec- and bank be
•
circulated through Mrs. Berry Winchester, E. D. and
Dunn, Jr., and William Hopkins. retary of his Sunday School, re- the circle.
Miss Lucile Walston began her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Will
Burkeen
and
As one member re- Leon. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Parker
S gala Tan Sorority Lnjoys
' • • • •••
Those present were:
.
signing this position
when he ceives a gift from another mem- and Doris June, Mrs. Dora Par- daughter, Mrs. Toy Jones, and Mr. school duties here July 29.
Outing
All read Matthew 24.—"Old
Hall Hood, vice-president; 0. L Shaw-Miller Marriage
came to 'Murray State.
Jones and daughters, Jean and
ber, she is to put as much as ker, Maude. Dora Mae.
The Sigma Tau Sorority enjoyed Boren, secretary-treasurer;
James
Glory."
Anneaneeti
H. M.
Mr. Alton Ross of Hardin has 25 cents in the bank, make
Howell and W. A., Joe Robinson, Ann visited his brother, John Davan
inan outing at Peggy Ann Spring in _McElrath, T. L. Smith,
Mre,..A. M. Shaw of, State Line. served the B. S. U. as president expensive gift
George
for another mem- Ethel, Alice and Herbert, Mrs. id Burkeen, near Gilbertsville.
compliment to Misses Ruthalielen Hart, and W J. Caplinger
of the Ky., announced the marriage of for the last two semesters. He is ber and, pass the basket
August 1. They reported John's
on to Smith.
and Vivian Waldrop of Mayfield: board of directors; H.
her
daughter.
Evelyn,
to John to be complimented for his. suc- her. The money collected
B. Bailey,
Met and Mrs. Ace Simmons. Ed- crops are fine.
is to be
Those included were:
sergeant-at-arms; H. L
Miner,
freshman coach and in- cessful leadership of the organise-. used in buying hew
Sledd,
W. M. Daugherty and Mrs. Myrseats for the mond and Sylbia, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Is_abell Waldrop, Miss Mur- cbatman service committee; Carl structor of Murray State College. tion.
church.
The following patients were adIke Allbritten and Claree, Mr. tle McClain went to Olive last
' relle Hartsfleld, Miss Isabell Gil- Frazee, chairman vocational ser- The marriage took place DecemFourteen old members, one new and Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, Mr. and Friday and signed up for . their mitted to the Mason Hospital this
bert, Miss. Jane Melugin, Miss vice committee; R. W.
Churchill, ber 22. 1033, in Paris, Tenn., with Surprise Picnic For
member,
and several visitors were Mrs. Tom Lynville and Clyzel, Mr. sate of the cotton crop.
past week:
Margaret Overbey, Miss Kathleen chairman community service
Reverend Lax
com- the Rev. Richard N. Owens of
present. Refreshments were served and Mrs. Jesse Simmons, Mr. and
Rebertson, Miss Ruby Jane Hale. mittee; and Dr. E. B. Houston, Paris officiating.
Euclid Smith, Murray; Mrs. Otis
Oliver Weatherford, son of Allen
The shadly lawn of the Reidland by the hostess.
Mrs. George Lynvine, Garvin, Lila Weatherford of Arkansas, and his Maynard, Hazel; Mrs. Aaron FarMiss Mary Martha Overbey, and chairman of committee on internaMrs. Miller is instructor in the Methodist churc h, McCracken
The September meeting will be Sue and Dorothy, Mr. and Mrs. brother-in-law.
Misses Ruth Helen and Vivian tional relent:Iris.
Ray Conder. visited rar. Paris; Dr. 0. M. Mvan,*- Mur
ErfiVIIII Shade High -School and county, was the scene of a sur- held
with Mrs. Roy Farmer.
Albert Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Frank his uncle, Dug Jones, and family ray; Mat
. '115fiii-CIPUNItierie-y; Cart
Waldrop.
has attained the rank of senior prise birthday -picnic party for
Miller, Mr. alit Iler
—s.--Olus Out- and aunt, Mrs. Myrtle McClain Worley, Jr. Hazel; Jesse Honey,
at Murray "State Collega• -where the Re,. H. L. Lax on Sunday.'
Former Murrayans Enjoy
land,
Zone Meeting At Kirksey
Mr. and *Ca Lonnie Hargis, here recently.
Puryeasr, Eldridge 'Perry, Hazel;
Mrs. Geo. Hart Entertains
she was acclaimed as one of the Nearly a hundred people assemblBirthday Celebration
Mr. and Mrs. Wile, YOUrlf and
August 22
Mrs. Vera Snorbus and son, L. D. Miller. Murray; Hoyt Linn.
dab
.
. A surprise birthday party was most popular and accomplished ed shortly before noon and spread
A Zone Meeting will be held Ruth. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Young, Eddie of St. Louis are here
Mrs. George Hart entertained given Edgar Morris, Saturday ev- students on the campus. She was the lunch on
visit- Murray; Charles Jones, Hazel,
tables which which at Kirksey,
Wednesday, August 23, Mr. and Ws. Parvin Young and ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brovin, Murray; Mrs. 'Joe
her bridge club Friday evening ening between the hours of 6:30 a member of the Student Coun- had been carried
to the lawn.
Mary, Mrs. Ridgeway.
commencing at 11 A M
Pitta, Sharon, Tenn.; Mrs. Geo.
Dug Jones and other relatives.
at the home on West Olive street. and 11 o'clock at Parmer Park, cil, Allenian Society, and the
The parents of Rev. Lax. Mr.
Mrs. Bieky Main and Guy, Oscar
The program will be put on by
Toy Jones sold .two veals and Garland, Model, Tenn.
Members of the club were present Highland Park, Mich.
French Club.
and Mrs. B. F. Lax, of Hazel, at- the
Murray society and they are Collins, James and Sue. Autumn T. .A. Jones sold one recently. following patients were
and Mrs. John King. Cadiz. was a
Mr. Miller, a graduate of Mur- tended the parte. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and -Mrs. Bob Humphreys,
expecting a speaker from the Story and R. V. Fitz, Annie and Carlis
Mrs. Mollie Starks of Bent-tem; dismissed from the Mason Hospital
guest. Miss Suzanne Snook re- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jones, Mr. ray State College, is working on Oury Edwards
also came from Tellers League
McKenney
,
Willie
Reddin, Vester is visiting old neighbors( ,.find this week:
of Memphis, Mrs.
ceived high score prize.
and Mrs. John Luther Robertson. his master's degree at Peabody Hazel.
W. W. McElrath, program chair- Paschall. Sylvesta and Sosylia friends here this week.
• • •• •
Charles Jones, Hazel; Mrs. J. K
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Haynes, Mr. College, Nashville, Tenn., having
Dodge,
man,
Virginia Spann, Opel WarMrs. Pearl Sims, Miss -Zirah Doolin, Paris; Mrs. Otis Maynard,
Tress Family Resmioss
and Mrs. Noah Parka, Mr. and received a leave of absence from Mrs. Dorothy Hobbit
ren, Nell Thurman, Violet, Hazel, Bryant and sister, Mies Muzelle Hazel; Hoyt Linn, Murray; Mrs.
The program follows:
Sunday
Mrs. Louie Gardner,- Mr. and Mrs. Murray College where he is inEntertains
and George Black, Conrad Adams, Bryant and brother, Homer
Devotional.
A,family reunion was held Sun- Billie Merchurson, Mr. and Mrs. structor and coach. As a student
Bry- John Orr, Murray; Carl Worley,
Mrs. Dorothy Hubbs wa, cornSpecial Music, Mrs. George Gat- Rebel Norsworthy, Howell Hicks, ant and 0. R. Johnson, all of Ben- Hazel; Mrs A. T. Latimer Pura_
day at the homeself Mr.
EWin Swann. Mr. and Mrs. Ames.
•
with a shower at
Yll.brough,
Stift Lee
-17near Maple Spring, year;
Wyatt, Murray.
J. N. Treas near Harris Grove, Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar "most popular" and earned let- home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob liubbe,
Christian Citizenship, Mrs. W. .1. Myers, Elia Tucker, Hughes War- were dinner guests of Mrs. Sims'
honoring the fifty-eighth bfrUiday Morris.
ters in baseball, basketball, and North Murray, Thursday. An Ice
ren.
Caplinger.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Jones
of Mr. Treas.
Read _tne Classified Cial
Games *ere played which furn- .featball Sports . writers have list- course was served. --James Edward and- Adeline Angulo 5.
of Sellisluaess, Mrs. A. F.
The Misses Bryant
At noon all enjoyed , a bountiful tidied
a
much amusement, after ed, him as one of the outstanding
Those present were:
Hughes,
Lonzo
Doran,
-Calhoun, Steven A. Visited their cousin, Mrs. Nannie
Sins
dinner and an ice course was which a delightful ice course war athieles ever.. to attend the MurMrs. Nadine Lockhart, Miss AuDouglas,
Earl Tucker, David Out- Stringer its the afternoon.
Lunch.
served on the lawn in the after- served.
ray institution. As coach of the den Rowland, Mrs. Tula Hopkins,
What Constitutns a Successful land, and Ewin Winchester. AfterRobert Burkeen and Talmage
noon.
freshman teams at Murray State, Mrs. Fannie Jetton, Mrs.
Coleman Life, Mrs. Jack Seale.
noon callers were: Mr. and Mrs. Sims hauled hay August 7
Those present were:
and
Mr. Miller has had • remarkable Overbey, Mrs. Valera Rowland,
Mrs. Clyde Hale
Playlet, original, "Rural Life in Charlie Stubblefield, „Mrs. One the heat was truly intense.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Trees .and4- Complimented
success, winning a high percent- Mrs. Essie Blakley, Mrs.
Irwin the South", Mattie
Hurt,
Jean
and
Sue,
Clans.
Mr.
Everet'
and
Mrs.
Cap (Ellen GorBelle Hayes
daughter, La Rue, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Clyde Hale sires honored age. of his games in football and Linn, Mrs. Onie Owens, Mrs. Rods
and Stanley Dodge. Evelyn Alden den) Norswortby and Mr. and
Circle.
Curtis Trees oineflazel. Mr. and with a shower Tuesday afternoon "basketball. Mrs
Williams. Mrs. W. 0. Hargrove.
tied Earnestine Phillips.
Benedictio
n.
Bolen
Gorden of Paducah attended
Mrs. Ovis Trees, Mrs. Edd Billing- at the home of her parents, Mr.
As a student he was a member
Mrs. Daisy Rowland, Mrs. RayMr
Farris,
despite
September
the
his
age, is
6, at 11 A. M., a
Gorden graveyard cleaning
ton and little son. Gerald Thomas, and Mrs. Gus Geurin.
of the Allenian Society APcg sport mond Hargrove, Mrs. Ray
Linn, Zone meeting 1sill
here August 2.
be held at still very jolly.
of Detroit, Mich., Herman Trees,
Mrs. Hale was the recipient of editor of the college yearbook. Benton. Mrs. Terry Lawrence, Mrs.
Theday
was
South Pleasant Grove with' the
enjoyed by all and
Some of the people here atMohlon Treas, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. ma.e,y Jsa.val.e.:tad useful gins imns j;lv,,was captain of the football Ethel, Adair, Moe •Jeatt.
Reek-bara
tended Professor Ker47-zinging-at
:=Weet everyone wished Mr. Farris
Trees.- -Miss' Jessie Tfee Tree's and relatives and frienda. Alter the team tn 1825- -iunimr-fr-lcali--:the._ triffler 15
=.15afrii:'NeriWarffe- Pear Murray
haliesv - birthdays.
Circuit
Independence week before last
Oita
Miss Robbie M-yers.
y,
shower a delicious ice course was Mississippi Valley Championship. Mrs. Pauline Beilen, Mrs. Nellie nrrft-.
•
Mrs.
R.
H.
and
the
Walker;
protracted
program
meeting
chairThe afternoon guests were: Miss served.
there
He is the son of Mr. and-alesar. Williams, Mrs. Christine Graham.
Misr Martha Anderson
man.
east Week.
Margaret Gibson, Bonnie St. John
A. Miller of Morley. Mo.
Those present were:
He
Mrs. Gladys Hale, Mrs. Howlett
Wetre pot either, butEntertains
Dr.
Coffield
of
Hardin ware-eaeled
and Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Lassiter.
Mr. and Mrs.. Leon Hale, Mr. previously attended Will-Mayfield Hopkins. Miss Reba Hale, Mrs.
On last Sunday, Miss Martha to - see Mrs. Nannie Stringer AugOrr-Hilton Marriage
would like to have the
The day was enjoyed by kW and Mrs. Luble Hale, Mr. and College in Missouri.
Helen Hubbs, Mrs. Dorothy Hubbs,
Anderson had as her dinner guests ust 5. She suffered a
Friday
price and go other places.
• •.• •
and -every one wished Mr. Treas Mrs. Rudolph Geurin. Mr. and
severe
_
Mrs. Hubbs received many nice
Announcement has been made members of the telephone staff and stroke of neuralgia of the head.
many more happy birthdays.
Mrs. Gus Geurin. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Johnny Walker
gifts.
their
Start saving now with
husbands.
of
the marriage of Miss Iva Per/a
• •
'Mrs. Ella Swift and sons. Shir• •
Given Shower
Craig Outland, Mrs. Delbert Hale,
Those present were:
Orr, Murray, to Charlie Hilton,
insuranc
ley
e for future indeand
Tarry.
motored
to
Rotarians Entertained
Mr.
and
In
connection
Mrs. Ivison Owen.. Mrs. Raymond
with
Goshen Breath -Keith
Mr. and Mrs. Lonie Green, Mr. Mrs. J. W. Jones' *Saturday,
Barbourville, Ky. 'The Rev. 0. A.
pendence and pleasures.
Thursday
July
Woman's Missionary Society, rela
Hargrove, Mrs. Rule Clark.
-Marriage In Florida
and
Mrs. Will Barnett, Mr. and 11. The party. with Murrell RamMarrs read the ceremony at the
V C. Stubblefield. Sr., president
Mrs. Herman Futrell, Mre Ver- tires and friends of Mrs. Walker
Announcement is made of the home
'of the bride's parents, Mr. Mrs. Leonard Walker, Mr. and sty
John Dunn of Dexter,
of the Murray Rotary Club. enter- non Stamps, Mrs. Wilbert Morris, met at the home of Mrs. Lewis marriage of Miss llt
lyrtle Broach' and Mrs. Will Orr,
South Eighth Mrs. Cletus Ward, Miss Cloteei drove, out to the Mt. Carmel
tained the officers, board of direc- Mrs. Festus Futrell, Mrs. Alvin Harding on August 2 for their and Mr. LeRoy Keith,
June 2,'by street Friday evening.
Tucker, Miss Ophelia Gardner, cemetery which they found
Members
in fine
tors and chairmen of the major Futrell, Mrs. Frank McDougal, monthly meeting and a shower the Rev. W. T. Holstead,
pastor of of the family were
present for Miss Helen Shipley and Mr. condition
committees with a dinner Thurs- Mrs. Gatlin fatietand. Mrs. Purdom for Mrs. Johnny Walker.
Special Agent
the First, Baptist church. Lake the
Regina' Butterworth;
ceremony.
Mrs. Ella Swift of Hardin Route
day evening.
The meeting was opined with City. After a trip to the
Lassiter, hiLias Beatrice McDougal,
New
York
Life Insurance Co.
World's
The
afternoon
was
The
bride is a former student of
spent in 2, visited her sister and brother's
Miss Estelle McDougal. Miss Scripture reading and prayer by fair they have returned and are,
Reliable Since 1545
Murray High School and completed kodakin g.
family. Mrs. Jennie Berge and Mr.
Louise Clark, Miss Dorothy Fu- Mrs. Walker, president of the so- residing at 49 Alexanderpl.
her sophomore year this F prtng.
Ray Gream of Almo, Saturday,
ciety, and a talk on "The Rural
trell.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith hae been She is
well known here and was Mr. and Mrs. Hoffman Entertain
Miss Vivian Hale. Miss Eva Grey Districts of the South", by Mrs. employee of the firm of Harry P.
•
For
Messrs. Bryant, Cedziwoda
popular among her school friends.
Atkins, Miss Betty Sue Outland, Harbard Jetton.
Leu Inc., for several years.
The bridegroom is the son of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. B J. Hoffman enterSong. "American the Beautiful"
Miss Mary Belle Geurin, Ewin
—
Dollie Hilton, of Barbourville, and tained students of Murray College
McDougal, Owen Henson Hale, by society.
Miss Broach has many friends was a
member of Murray C .C. C. at their home with a cream supTalk. "What _Religion- Means to here and visited in Murray
Walter Smith, Amon Owen, Mr.
Offices in
on camp here until July 1 when
he per. Tuesday. August 14. Cutter
Me", Mrs. Johnny Walker.
her wedding trip to the Fair but completed
First National Bank Bldg. and Mrs, Clyde Hale.
his time. Mr. and Mrs. Bryant and J. L. Cedzivinda were
• • • • •
Reading, "America
Making". did not disclose her marriage to
West Main Street
,
Hilton
left for. Barbourville Sat- the guests of honor as the are to
Mrs. Carter Robertson.
'Wallis Family Meets
relatives and mends. J Mrs. DudTelephones, Office 170;
Firs* in Murray to show
The meeting. closed with bene- ley Johnson, Mrs. R. L. Williams. urday morning where they will graduate this summer from MurSunday
make their home.
Res. National Hotel
a complete line of New
ray State.
Members of the Wallis family diction, after which a lovely Murray, and Miss Una Broach.
Those present were:
Fall Suits, It costs no
met at Pine Bluff Simi:lay for an Shower for Mrs. Walker. was given county. are sisters, and C. FL
'Cutter Bryant, J. L. Ccdziwoda.
more to select early.
outing. Plenty of fine fonds were with Mrs. Lottie -Jones, Mrs. Nace Broach and Elmus Broach are J. at. Farris Honored On
Cecil, Kent, Judson Tolson, WillHis 75th Birthday
ante Mrs.
to be had and an erneyable oc- Buterworth.
Carter brothers.
"We Do It a Little Betters
On Sunday. August 12, the ard Petway. Cecil Reed, .1de Alder' casion was had.
Robertson in charge.
• • • ,• •
son, Tom Weenit, Pete Wright, J.
'A color scheme of baby' pink
..,_Those present were:
Mrs. Joe Williams and Hilda friends and relatives of J. M.
SUPERIOR CLEANERS
D. Rayburn, Curren Howl e.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wallis and and blue were used.
Gough.,had as their dinner guests Farris complimented him with a
Expert Hatters
dinner on his 75th birthday. They
The hours were spent in playing Friday night.- Miss Ruth
family, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wallis
Parker.
and family. Mr. and Mrs. *George games, after which the honoree Memphis, Tenn., Joe T. Parker, gathered at the home of, his son,
WASH PANTS Cleaned and
Pressed
25e Wallis and family, Memphis, Mrs. was showered with many lovely James Knight Parker, Joe Tom Carl Farris. At noon a bountiPHONE 44
Mattie Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. gifts.
Parker. and Russell Albert Parker ful dinner was spread under the
shade of the beautiful trees on the
A delicious ice course was serv,
• 0 • • •
Marvin Fulton, George Wallis, Sr.,
rifV771.
ed to the .following,
d uther_relatives_
_
Many. gaJey -SeavenCer -• • •••
Those who enjoyed the repast
Mrs. Jelia.Ed Waldrop, Mrs. Dee
Party ^
Radford, Mrs. Lennis Ward, Mrs.
Miss Margaret Styles Honored
Bill Swann and Miss LaBelle were:
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Farris, Lexie
Carter Robertson. Mrs: Harbard Siress entertained last
On Eleventh Birthday
.
week with
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Styles honor- Jetton, Mrs. Clyde Jones, Mrs. a Scavenger Party. About forty- and Giston of Paris; Mr. and Mrs.
ed their' daughter. Margaret, wieli Arthur Butterworth, Mrs. Coy four young people were included Luther Farris, Leona. Lester and
a party on her eleventh birthday, Robinson.
in the hunt. Following the hunt, Homer of Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Orr, Irene and Orehe of Jones
Mrs. Nace Butterworth, Mrs. the party returned to
August 10. Miss Styles received
the home of
Robert Farris of Big— many lovely gifts. Games were Otto- Swann, Mrs. -Leans Harding. Miss'Stress, West- Olive street.
Sandy, Tenn.
'Mrs. Noah Paschall, Mrs Will Ray, where prizes
were
awarded
and
41. Mrs. Katus Butterworth, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Farris and
refreshments served.
Hervey Turner.
,
Charles Jr., Mr. Ind Mrs. Carl Far• • • • •
Mrs. Gaylon Myers. Mrs. Lathe
ria's Ruby. Clifford and Keys.' Mr.
Jones. Mrs. Bertie Summers, Mrs.. Mettle Belle Hays Circle Of
and Mrs. Napoleon Parker and
M. IL Church Meets
Roy Graham, Mrs. Johnny WalThe Mattie Belle Hays Circle of Modine of St. ,Louis, Mo.; Mr. and
ker. Miss Lorene Richerson, Miss
the Missionary Society met Mon- Mrs. Milbern Outland, Mrs. Opal
Modest Clark.

Brook's Chapel

Hospital News
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CITY DIRECTORY
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DRY CLEANING

PREPARE NOW

—LOVE-STUDIO

to Enter

For
PHOTOGRAPHS
Kodak Finishing

•

MAYFIELD
BUSINESS
COLLEGE

We Wish to

ANNOUNCE

Hugh Phillips Is
B. S. U. head
The Baptist Student Union of
Murray State College met Thursday morning and elected its pre; -

Our early Fall line of merchandise is ready for inspection,
and we will be glad to have you
call-to see us.

he encour.
milk and
is a health

Thanking You For Past
Patronage

VNERS OF
LND THE

'Medford's Black-Draught has
been used in my family for years,"
writes Mrs. J. A. Hightower, of
Carthage, Texas. S take it for sick
headache that cranes from constipation. When I lee( a headache
coming on, I take a dose of BlackDraught. It acts and my head geta
easy. Before I knew of BlackDraught.. I would suffer two or
three days—but not any moresince
I have used Black-Draught."
Medford's BLACH-DRAUGIIIT

Old Hickory Cured
Pit Barbecue

10`

COAL

SANDWICH

Davis Dress Shoppe
-Mrs. Sam Robinson, Mgr.

Always Ready
for Unexpected Guests
With

w.=;40

PA-aing Sluice

tt
S
°
SERVE
D
AT JUST THE RIGHT
TEMPERATURE
AT

CLEAN
LAUNDRY

PLENTY

of clean clothes
. all the timed the happy result of sending your
laundry here.

Murray Laundry..
5c

SCOTT'S PLACE

Oa
,

samirriestarnesluit ..Eisnisr-

Ya`mt

Try one 'with Ice Cold Beer
Delicious Veal
Hamburgers

L,LOTUES
ISASI MAPS

Relieves Headache
c.e. Due To Constipation

Hca=orMalar"vser5

Very Cordially

for instruction in

PHONE 303
R. M. POLLARD. Mgr.
—

GREGG SHORTHAND
20th CENTURY
BOOKKEEPING
TOUCH
TYPING
and
Allied Subjects
16th Annual Session
Starts

DAY-NITE LUNCH
When you are thirsty and
need refreshing, think
of the

SEPTEMBER 3

DAY-N1TE LUNCH
and the ICE CCD
)BEER
sold there
The best of foods, Plate
Lunches, Short Orders

HOWARD D. HAPPY
Manager

Worldly-Wise Men
It can be truly said that you are well-groomed aed
know values once you adopt the Curlee habit. P44m
who cast aside all clothes problems and face the
world with assurance are invariably those wbo
know that they are appearing at their best. The
new Curlee clothes for' Fall will give an inkling of
that greater comfort to come when you to, are
Curlee-wise.

Showing Handsome Lines of New Fall
Hats and New Fall Oxfords

Graham & Jackson

•

-••• •10 "lal.

•

••••-"
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son idrs Cannon Graham Stra I day nista aasaina frieno<
to express the greet dem- pareets. Mr. and
Claude Penner. Mts. Fred James.
Jun Clara= of mil- Murray
Mrs. John Smith.
peaststsent that comes to me by deMiss Catherine
Purdela. Mrs. was here last week suest of his 12'S
Miss Christine Smith. of WYCollege.
dining .this office. ,In taking this field. spent Sunday'
Lowry Rams, M.A. Virgil.- Robert- sister. Mrs. John Osborn
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and get your membership card. FREE
GIFTS every Saturday!
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JOAN
CRAWFORD

All persons knowing themselves indebted to
the firm of Keys-Houston will please come forward
at your earliest tianvenience and make satisfacsettlement of same.
(Signed)
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Mrs. Polly G. Keys
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Aurora Dam. A report was read Federal AAA and assumed their year.
The teachers are as follows: Prihere that Frank
P. McNinch. positions Monday. They are Wells
chairman of the Federal Power Purdom, Herman Broach, Wilbert mary department, Mrs. Samuel
Nanny; intermediate grades, Miss
Commission, has stated that a Outland and Holmes Ellis.
eeeseiewseee
Ccur;Jappar-graclas..
-Pnre}orn-veas-essigneel-tor-ietel
and T. V. A. over private versus loway county, Mr. Broach to Lo- to be selected; high school Enggovernment construction of the gan county, Mr. 'Outland to Hop- lish, Miss Agnes Johnston; high
dein would be settled by Septem- kins county and Mr. Ellis to. Graves school mathematics, Miss Gladys
-Awes;social .§C.i0J1Ciik F. G. Rei•
ber 1. McNincb was reported lo
land, principal.
have said that if Waldo, repeesent'hey will issue' tax exemption"
ing the Southern Industries and certificates to farmers who have
Utilities, and the TVA do not signed acreage reduction contracts.
come to an agreement the Federal Farmeh must pay a 25se 'tax on
Power ,Commission would decide all tobacco they market over their
the matter itself,
allowance
Clay Copeland. princieal of Dexter Graded Schools and a graduate of Murray State College, hag
been appointed as speaker for the
Federal Housing Administration
by Louis J. Alber_of the Speaking
and Radio. Bureau, Washington,
D. C.. the Murray Chamber of
Commerce learned today.

_
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the opening of

,ottia. Chicago,
erywhere.

The

INES
Phone 4.56

DRESSES and HOSIERY"

AUGUST 18
OVER DUVALL'S DRUGSTORE
West Side Square

MRS. H. E. JENKINS
-Style Without Extravagance-

Points of special interest in the justment payments, and the de.:
Tom Driver, Youth of Near Purtobacco adjustment program at this ficiency payment in case produce
year. Inflicted Fatal Wounds
time include the ruling that non- tion is less than the market allet,Following Argument.
appointed
The
trustee
signers shall not be permitted to meet.
Sam Grogan, well known Mur- use the barns of contract signers. must be mutually agreeable to all
ray Negro, died Tuesday morn- Contract signers. on the other tenants and the landowner. The
ing as the result of wounds in- heed, may use without limitations appointment of the trustee ante
the signatures of all share-tenante
flicted by Tom Driver, white the barns of non-signers.
Under tobacco contracts, where or share-croppers and the land-youth, of near Pueveier, Tenn.
Grogan was struck On the head a portion of the tobacco wait-grown owner must be an the cerUlicalicsi
with a blunt instrumeth following by- a share-tenant oreshare-cropper, of compliance form before any,
.
ah argument where Driver, with a- trustee must he appointed to adjustment will be made to thems
distribute the first and second adhis father sold watermelon"
If eny production' adjustment
plani
contract "-signer did not
A coroners jury returned a verdict Tuesday, "We the jury find
wheat in 1932 or 1933 he will sea
that Sam Grogan. Jr., came to his
be permitted to plant wheat foe
death by a blow weilded with some
grain this fall. This ruling Is apblunt instrument in the hands of
plicable to both the corn-hog and
Tom Driver, according to the eviMe. Morris, manager of the tobacco centracts.
dence submitted to this jury".
A corn acreage in excess of the
Capitol Theatre, is announcing the
C. R. Lee stated that he saw
1932 and 1933 acreage does *not
foemation
of
a
club
for
your
chiland
Driver strike Grogan
that his
constitute a violation 'of the tofather asked someone to remove dren, being called "The Kapitol bacco
contract unless corn La
Grogan. Randolph Garrison stated Kiddie Klub".
sold. Tobacco contract signers are
incluest _that _when Grogan
g iirftr-thr-etntr, -*Hewed- ist• spew- usc eatooss-.sano.came up to Driver that he was
of it is fed on
so
send
yopr
children
down to the age of corn if all
asked if he was the Negro that
the farm.
was there the day before and that theatre today to lain. Mr. MorDriver cursecrhina and then struck ris lays they have. booked cleap,,
him with a iliece of pipe.
wholesome Western and action
Dr. Rob eMason stated at the in- •Pietures for Saturday, as'the stub
quest' that he was calltd to atten
will meet ois, Saturday afternoon.
Grogan and that he was highly Mr, Morris invites .eou to come
Jim Cole raised an exceptional
intoxicated. He stated that Grogan along with your_ chikken as you stalk of core in his -garden, thishad a severe- wound on his head will be sure' to have as good a
The stalk measured 11
year.
that would cause death. _
tinle as the kiddies. There will feet in heighth" and held seven ears
Grogan is survived by his widow be free gifts for the kidides every
in development
and three children. Grogan's home Saturday. They will also receive
Mr. Cole stated that the corn
burned Friday_ night prior to his gifts on their birthdays., and the
had received no extra attention iq
fatal injury.
ones making 'the highest grades
fertaisins or watt,.
in school will also receive gifts.
ing. It is of thir' prolific slirietse
Mr. Morris requests the coopera
of field corn. Mr. Cole has culti- -Jr
ken of stb„c school teaceeft and
vated fine gardens_lor anunahet....
aeoepsof-years and is very prOnd ar-thts ----any constructive criticism you may
corn showing, The rest of the
South Howard split even on wish to give for the betterment of
-eorn in the garden is of excellent
her road trip last week end. Har- tile club.
heighth and condition.
din's nine defeated the Calloway
'
team while the locals downed the
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fairview aggregation. Saturday. Sunday School, 9:46 A. M.
Manager Webb states that two
ireedeegerees are scheduled on the --Preaching- services at Ii:00 A. lit -Alt needy 'unemployed teachershome diamond Firday and Sat- with James A. Fisher filling the who reside in Calloway County
urday. August 17, and IS. Hardin pulpit.
school districts are requested to
will furnish the Opposition on FriEpworth League at 7.00'P. Ms
meet in the county superintendday and Fairview will be, the
Bro. Marrs will preach at the ent's offlee Saturday, August 18,
evening hour.
visitors Saturday.
at 10 o'clock.
M. 0. Wrather,
It Pays to Read 'the Classifieds
Read the Cleasifled Column.
County Superintendent

Jim-- Cole fat
Fine Stalk Cora

South—Howard Loses
--To- Hardin, Er

Mr. Copeland.
who achieved
high honors as varsity debater at
Monday, August 13. marked the
Mr. Diuguid is a member of the
Murray State College, will appear 80th milestode in the life, of E. S. First Christian Church and has
on important programs of nation- Diuguid. Sr., one of Murray's old- served as Sunday School Superinwide prominence, according to the est and most beloved citizene and tendent. deacon, and elder of that
letter he received from Washing- business men.
body. He is faithful stall serDiuguid, the son of-The late viaes add hie" llTé iMers That lie
Definite commitments 'as to the William H. Diuguid, was born in eollows the teatesings of the Matter
nature of his addresses on the Murray, the home of his birth teacher.
Federal programs have not been having stood where the residence.
In "1879, Mr. Diuguid married
made, but Mr. Copeland expects of F. B. Outland new stands. He' Miss Charlotte Scott, a woman of
to receive his iestructions soon.
was educated in- the schools of Jine Christian character and this
this city, and was for a period of :home was blessed with. five chitthee -tetiehei -at Utterback school,'dsen,three of'whom ate' now livtlftle county, He 'began le , active "ing. E. S.' Diuguid. Jr., being the
business' life -M Murray more than younger member of the firm. E.
60 years ago. Because of his un- S. Diuguid & Sop.
Funeral services for Mrs. Agnes selfish spirit and his desire to help
,Murray and this community are
Overcast, of Hazel, were held his fellow men Mr. Ditiguid-"bas proud of this noble man and wish
Sunday afternoon at Hazel. Inter- been ready at all times to help for him many more years of active
ment followed at Hazel cemetery. this community.
life and many more happy birthHe has _seryed on the board of' days.
Mrs' Overcast
died Saturday
afternoon at, 2 o'clock. She was education, ad as a member of the
65 years of age.. She eras the council- of this city • and - was- tot" -A-large-number of Kenton counwidow of the late G. F. Overcast, 25 years president of the Bank of ty farmers] keeping farm accounts
of Hazel, who was a very prom- Murray. His place of business, report • profit from- the analysis
E. S. Diuguid' Furniture and Hard- furnished them.
inent farmer before his death.
Three sons survive, Coil, Quit- ware- Store, is popular:, among his
man and Bob Overcast all of near townsmen and rural friends.
Read the Classified column.
Hazel.

Mrs. Agnes Overcast
Funeral at Hazel •

SATURDAY

Volume CII; No. 3*3-

To The Mothers
of Murray!

Clay Copeland
Named Speaker

Schedule
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COVER4OE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
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HARDIN HIGH TO E. S. Diuguid, Sr., Marks His 80th
SAM GROGAN DIES Rulings of Special Interest
Birthday; Active in Many Affairs
To Tobacco Adjustment Signers
OPEN MONDAY
OF WOUNDS TUES.

Four County Men Get Tobacco Jobs

1Y BUS!

SS OOLLEGI
Ts

Weekly

Newspaper.

P T. A. will
;sponsor of the
bedy gar help.
Isis. used clothis or what have

IURRAY TO—
A. M.: 5 P. M.
L M. 2 P. IL.

Kentucky

SI 00 a year in Calaway,
Marshall, Grave*, Hetiry and Ntewart Counties.
a year elsewhere in
State of Kentucky.
yaddress
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year to an
$2.nA athyeear
other than
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Notice!

Figure All Factors
In Your Cooking
AN ELECTRIC RA111
.4
. E HAS THE
ADVANTAGE
Contrary to the opinions of many persons, electric
--cooking
cooking. At the low rate it takes
you'll be surprised at tTo-ir co—sT.-- ALL the heatostays
IN the oven to cook with, not to heat the room or the
'cook.

Ford
VOwners..
.414

is_14o3m,c.(gg

, And, then, in cleanliness, convenience, speed, dependability and many other factors there's positively
no comparison whatever between electric cooking and
any other method.
We're glad to have you make any Investigation you
please of electric cooking. Ask your neighbor who has
an electric range what she thinks of it.

LISTEN IN ON THIS:—
See Our Display or That of Any Local Electric Dealer

E would like to make an important one-minuteetnnouncemerit. Here it is:

W
FORD ALONE OFFERS ALL THESE
5 IMPORTANT TRUCK FEATURES
WE were kidded," says a South Carolina
VV Muter, "when we appeared with our
Ford V-8 van, designed to carry six heavy.
horses."
But, he coptinues, the Ford completed its
run in 17 hours—instead oT36, the usuaLdinte
with a similar load!
This is not unusual. Check up on the new
Ford V-8 among haulers right in this section.
Pick those who carry heavy loads. Ask farmers
how the Ford V-8 pulls out of tough going.
Find out how it Mises the hills. Get the facts
about Ford V-8 speed.
The new Ford V-8 meets 90% of all hauling
problems. And yet, this 80-horsepower V 8
actually operates at a lower ton-mile cast than
a "4." It. gasoline economy is incrEtsed by
dual, downsdraft carburetion. Oil consumption is redueed by specially-constructed openskirt pistons. Upkeep costs are low, because the
new Ford ta buft td 'take" punishment you'd
hardly think possible!
In every respect;this 1934 Ford V-8 Truck has
set an entirely new trucking stlindard!
AUTHORIZED

FORD

DEALERS

I. NEW V-8 ENGINE . Simple. trouhle-free. An
80-horsepower. ft-cylinder. V.type engine.., with
power, speed, ruggedness for heaviest mbs—plus
4-cylinder operating economy.
2.FULL-ItOAT1NO REAR AXLE...Assurance oflong,
trouble-free service. Housing carries toad. "Spills"
impossible. Shaft removable without jackiAg op.
3. PERFECTED FULL TORQUE-TUBE and radius rod
drive ... transmits braking and driving forces directly
to frame. Springs free to absorb road shocks.
4. ENGINE EXCNANGE ... After normal life of
engine, this enables you to tern it in ai detler and
for $49.40 P.0.11 Parts Branch. have a bloc* tested,
factory reconditioned engine
3. SPRtIAL FINISH ... Only truck with this new
baked-enamel finish, in wide variety of colors. for
wheels, cabs. bodies. RUC cannot Spread.
•

TRUCK

Credit
$485 lladerriel
Ceret•xy— tkeo
AND 10,
A athovered Fred
F. O. DEMO pi
Pi.

Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!

You can combine the pleasure,of an exceptional radio with
the pleasure of Ford V-8 performance—at very low cost. The
Ford-radio has been especially designed for the Ford V-8 and
can be installed in less than an hour. The controls are mounted in the center of the dash. The thassta and speaker in one
emit) fit compactly under the dash above the steering column
—OCT OF THE WAY OF FEET AND KNEES. With good volume and clear, rich tone, it gets all the worthwhile stations
.
clearly.

Electricity-is the cheapest, the most dependable, the
most —
iatisfac-tory.servant from the standpoint of price,
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical appliances
now.

Come in and hear this radio on our demonstrator. You'll
want one on your car, too!

ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!

PRICE

$44.5
'
3
Installed.
Complete

Watch the Fords
Go By!
Passenger Cars
V-8 Trucks

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Cor

Beale Motor Co.Inc.

of the Associated System

MURRAY.

PHONE 1-110
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Miss Clara Nell Jones or Akron. held in the town of Coldwater.
znent but has now retuned home nied by his adjutant, Captain and mark it as a monument to the
the general public.
Whet is less well understood, Ohio, granddaughter of Mr. and
Adgust le quite e number and is imprOving slowly.
Rose and his aide, Lieutenant conservation program_ long after
Wm Eggrnan spent 'remotely lead Sedan*. and Murray itelebratperhaps, is the added advantage
Men Fate.U0 Hayes spent last Vugher.
Captain Fletcher and erosion work is complete In this
with
her
grandparents This was ed Errett Brady** 40th birthday. week in Murray as guest of Miss Chaplein Jones from district head- are*.
to be seined it a group of own! h. first ,visit since_ limiting Imre eaesbeen _told that a person don't Doris Fair.
ers in a given block or neighbor
quarter* were also present.
The eemp is deeply cnncerned
hood alter or modernize their at the age offour years and is know much until after 40 years of
Mr. and Mrs Jake Dunn of
over the neWs that Foreman Elm
properties as part of a general -now in her (eem`
Substituting for the 'Rev. E.' B. Smith must undergo an operaleen
JAMU A. MOFFETT- .
alth
Murray were guests of the formscheme of neighborhood improve
Decay ls Signal
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jones of
An lee cream supper will be held er's sister, Mrs Hubert Myers, Motley of the First Christian tion of a rather serious nature
,Adminedeither
FaileWs_IlieneekE
meat. Tenn.. Were Saturday at the Goshen ochttel Firday night who is ill. and Mr. Myers Sunday Church, Hen. Weylsin Rayburn necessitating blood transfusion. A
fl Is not amiss to remind
conducted religious services at the call for volunteers was issued and
It should be clear the: it 'prop- guests of home folks. • 11S-'
conducted by Miss Mable Hicks, afternoon.
WASHINGTON. Aug, 10-It is property owner that the vem, first
sis--iseiped-stmemaiss improveMr. and Mrs. Dees Brandon of camp Sunday morning. The Rec- true to the spirit and traditions
Last Thursday win a delightful teacher, for benefit of the schooL
well- to emphasise the fact that signs of decay should bam tEe-agthe Mine fur the property °wile nal for immediate fiction There- ment of buildings on the block. occasion at the home of Mr. sod
Now I close. We have appear- Pans were Sunday afters:mon reation Hall was filled and Rep- of Camp Murray, ten members of
to start his modernization work fore, etwely as a matter of good and this advantage is all the Mrs. Boyd Jones when all
ance of rain this Monday morning, In-tests of Mr. and Mrs Joe Bran- resentative Rayburn reiterated the Mr. Smith's crew immediately
Invitations of the Weal cherches volunteerd for this service.
more marked when a co-,irditiat- children met at the home. Mow August 13, l934.-"Eagle".
don
•
is- -now.
business and good managemented improvement scheme is under- enjoying the day were: Mr. and
Bro. Robbins of near Jones' Mill to the camp. He reaffirmed the
In spite of the unauspicious
modernizeThere are man/ sound reemi,
start
your
tittle
to
the
attitude of close relation between weather, new enrollees are becomtaken for an entire neighborhood. Mrs. 'Loraine Junes and ann. Ronwill
begin
a
meeting
in
this
neighWhy this is true. In the filet Placa lien work if new,
borhood next Sunday night The the city and the post. Enrollee ing interested in: Pm Educational
In projects of this sort, agree- ald Thomas of Detroit, Mr. and
ahem. are many types of repair
Still another point IS that propexact
location for the revival John D. Elliott led singing.
Program The classes in agriculto
act
Amen
Thomas
of
ment
of
the
owners
Mrs.
Russell
Orlaido,
▪ went that should be completed erty owners are being offered unservices has not been named at
ture and shorthand have already
helm', the errival of cold weath- usual cooperation from the gov- taneougly and in conformity with Fla., ma granddaughter); Mr& Ed
Born to Mr. and Piers Quitman this tire.
Superintendent Ashbrook, Lieu- gained new members while much
tee general scheme is essential. Tidwell of Memphis, Tenn.. Mr. Walker,
er.
-them
August 9. a dayebter,
ernante( at this time nod Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wells spent tenant Shipley and about 80 men interest ,has been manifein by the
Leadership is necessary to accom- and Mrs. Ivan Jones area -laugh.,
I might-eaumerate among thesi could not be a morsinivorable time
Master' Jack Grogan of Detroit Sunday as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. from the amp attended revival announcement that new ',Wises in
plish any desirable results, and ter. Bettye' Lou. Mrs, Ed Gardner,
who had been spending vacation Hardy Wilson of
the protection of plumbing to pre-. fig_ the property owner to borrow
typing and other besiness subSteelyvWe.
It must be disinterested. • Civic and son Larry'. Davis, of Hardin.
vent ineesing; the protective of moiety for improvement purposes
with his grand parents. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams and services in the Sugar Creek vicin- jects are to start September 3.
+minded. disinterested men and Mrs. Joe -Threats.
ity Saturday evening. Members
weed and stainal by Parritleg; than now,
Mrs. Joe Charlton, returned home
These classes are made possible
afternoon of this
wonted- whose integrity is, not
Mrs. Hugh Edwards, who is re- with Mr. and Mrs. Cooper who had family were Sunday
camp have been working
easac-Aing heating system...par: anOur Inter housing program for questioned should lead.
of
Mr.
and
by the emergency teaching proguests
Mrs
Jim
covering trorn.ae illness, has been been visiting their iStirents. Mr.
for the
vicinity
overtime
le
this
cient service; repairing' a leaky towline finan cite I institutions
"-Adonis.
gram and are to be conducted by
- Collaborating.. with them should mammon de .She home of Mr. Edpast few nays in the construction
rant. cleaning or replacing wbea 404; 100 per oent of art'
.Coopeffsaaa"
Hendon, veteran
Mr. Aubrey
Miss Wry,Elaine Brandon spent
lasewallarY (Utters, dovinspouts. gee provided the total of such loss be a aimed group, who ante:high warrin parents in. Alum that -he
Mrs. Minnie Smotherman, Mr. last week in Hazel the guest of of an erosion dam. 'This dam is teacher of business courses.
max
return
to
his
work
in
the
haveselfish,,
interest
they
farm
of
being
the
constructed
on
iristehng Norm win- *vs not exceed 30 per cent of the
and Mrs. Will Cooper, Jeff Cooper, Mr. and shirt. Otho Winchester
Mr and Mrs. John Garland and
• dews and doors: weather-dripping total volume of such credits ad- project should represent no parMr. and MM. Dave Myers, Mr.and mid attended the meeting at the J. J. Roberts and being of conEntine
family.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dallas
can
ticular
property
owner
They
crete it was necessary to work in
and proper lesulation; cleaning vanced, should and will oil the
Mrs. Joe Charlton and tiriany Methodist church.
shifts. The work is tinder the
fines and seeing that chimneys Machinery of credit for those who be of great aim- in securing co- and son of Buena Vista, Tenn., others from this, community at.tetnembeS
school
at
1
Sunday
this
Were
-operation. Such a group would -inSaturday and Sunday guests
armee
wish to risodennie their propertended "the funeral services of place at 2 o'clock Sunday. You supervision of Foreman Hampton,
architects, of their parents, Mr. W. Pritchett
clude
representative
There are 22 Mates in which- the ties,
their COUSUI, Mrs. Agnes Sniother- are invited to. come and be with an experienced foreman of conbuilders, city planners, material and familjnand Mr. and Mrs Van mart Overcast at Hazel Niethndiat
crete work. There will be inJannery temperature averages 30
us.-"Rose Bud".
Moreover, there' are 'other Ma- men, realtors, and bankers,
Rath&
scribed on the face of this prodegreest or below. The. point I sons, not as directly - selfish, perchurch last Sunday afternoon.
ject data to properly identify it
Mr. and Mrs. Jun Thorn of i,The services were conducted by
will I am sure, be haps, but equally as 'important
ant stresan
Tennessee are here as guests of the Rev. J. E. Underwood, Padureadaly understood witbuut the One of these- is that every dollar
the latter
sister. Mrs. Henry cab, and the .Rev. W. P. Prichard,
Used cif going into more detail&
spent in the improvement repair
Thorn, Mr. Thorn and family.
Murray.
They spoke of Mrs.
41;ateaser and equally important cis modernization of buildings helps
Mr.- and Mrs. Hobert Hayes. Overcast during her 70 years as
Thngmg held here Sunday
MUMS why modernization Wan* the coniznimity in which the prepBy Wm. H. Martin.
afternoon was attended by a daughter. -Doris Ruth and SOD re- having partaken heavy of the cup
located.
tnerctal. indentrial and residential
There Is something contagious record crowd from many places. turned to Beacon. Tenn.. Tuesday or sorry as she had buried her
The corps area inspection of
ss *timeline now is thine every day about things of thin sort Let • Singers from various places were after a delightful visit with Mr. companian and 10 of her 13 chin Camp Murray was made last Fri• obisoleseellets is- allowed- to 'non repaint his home and trim present to make the singing sa and Mrs. Carl. Haley _anti..other siren.. but paid a imaiitihil tribute day afternoon by Brig Geri. Guy
--eseePlienenesseradded costs to lite
-Miaiwanit, Aue -40-Iter deetimaktimmt which she
Aseereemerree mestemier este7--44; =cows and to mem the singing- -ukt
preperte inener.
x, and' his staff7de•ern,:7finsFpesortwilt not be long before others iii by others. Some of the out-of- mai leader and certainly did was often demonstrative in her Lotle"1-7
the
singing
at well as con- praise• to the dear savior.
enjoy
visitors
were
Mr.
and
s-Mrs.,
Tbore-are. many- biulding% rAtfid.- iis efkiehbotheed will bett to fol- town
Mr. and lira Cecil Wilson of con.,49111'nuoiderndere.d,,,,,by
Ted Mortus. Mr., and Um. David ducting sessions while here.
. 1Y Wring the point where they low his example
for thete"we P6purpaolae
Edwards, Mr.. and Mrs. Brown,
Chic Pride at Stake
Mrs, Anna Scott returned Mon- near Chattanooga,,.-Tenn., arrived of. determining • the honor camps
are- without value. the process And beyond the civics -Merit Mr. and Mrs Cleve Lovett. Mr. and day from Trigg 'county where she last week for an extended visit In the various districts of the corps
of deterioration continue day in
Sind day out but are greater in which we'trust will be aroused 'by Ws. Chester Travis, Mr. and Mrs attended the bedside of her sister- with Mrs. Wilson's parents, Mr.
inaaaw_ --eam
who and Mrs Earnest Erwin and other area
winter than in summer. A build- our modernization illifi..-there lies 'P. tionsed. Mize Lelah Edwards.
lndianrichOhio'enan7
i re
WcestifVirg=
_ ings_lhat_etill maysbe matured to _the fact that we are all eiteleavon: Henry Lek ill of Fair Dealing and fell and broke her hip recently, relative&
The-inspection -was very thorough
Mberssof-this
lifter
whew
,
taniet
Mr_ and Mrs.'Crouse. parents of
Mr. and Mrs, Quitmen Paschall and included examinatiens of all
,ing to do whet we can in further
110011 datclitton if repairs are startMMatew might if neglected jest a the cause of general business re- were not learned; Mx. and Mrs. Mrs. Richard Thorn, arrived here and daughter, Miss Louise, Mr. phases of camp activiity. PrePelvis
Chapel;
Mr.
George
Clark.
for a visit TherarWy.. Motelay, mr. and _Ildek,...EllinPascriedi were Sat- oeedin.g the inspection the
Sslitiiineplesegee. be so far gone that covery • We. of the -Federal /nouscons-..-*
_ill of urday fuJel sieltera with-their .pany was -erewe-sip in
it weitild-ent be es..
te. - mg - Adestenstretion.• hope and be- and Mrs: - Holiett "Hayes. Beacon.
attacks 1,1e.. has been nn4,.,rnuebel
lieve:that. g eireastinoffort will Tenn.. Mr. and Mrs.' Ike-..0
.
. ILIAL4randenothett...
- _Mel,,fnunation. before thesapiaineWcontribute something to the mo- Mr. Dennis McDtueel. Merrier Leveed-for noose time with ns
-kte7- presented a creeliqiie inipearanee.
Mr-nd Mrs-selltirtdge -Vtet.
1nOSSittlent
m
nun
of
s
-great
•siesMrs,
They jugt get at the spot that's hard to satisfy in
F.
C.
In a brief talk Gen. Henry
—
lion you -bee building supplies Tylene Cothran. of Paducah; Mr.
At the Missionary meeting here plimented the Men for their sun
the summer time. Frozen Chocolate Malted Milk
and hire workers - to modernize and Mrs. Cody Cothran and famlast Wednesday afternoon. Bro. W. deny camp and military appearCuos by Goldbloom are the rage of -the town—
your property you are helping the ily of Benton. Reports are that
A. Baker. Mrs. Louise Guinan, and ance.
both by young and old.
this
was
one
of
the
best
singings
general cause of... recovery.- You
the president. Miss Ethel May PasBefore assuming command of
beard
beet-in
several
years.
Later
Mr and mrs___,ok
are petting money into circula.sited chill each made interesting talks Fort Knox and the Western KenSold by all Goldb100n1 Dealers
This Calamity
tion not only in your community on announcements will probably
on
tuckv CCC. General_lienry served
their
son
and
fanuly,
Bora
Suitemi
he seen of an all day shainngs_1P_
tr***
F
asara
wet but throughout the
lain° Saturday ,.12i.chL of
Pro. %;Ellun Witsen 01 atamendnikY a term as Chief of Cavalry Dur- —rnear
yas woll
C So al
Fare.
Look for. them. course • they
- in behalf of the Federal Housan fill the. :appointments here trieeL .ing his term in this Mice he gave
Keats **is, t* KeimissiKe. !sesw MIK
were expecting
I wish to Say Bring your dinner and-come.
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Moffett Says Modernization
,of Home Should Start Now

S. Pleasant Grove

Not Kverybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

CAMP MURRAY •
CHATTERS-

You'll Want More!... That's How Good
They Are

.Frozen Chocolate
Malted Milk

PS
5c

_.0 U

Brown,

NOTICE'

Stella Gossip

.1

Gunter's Flat

•

1

PREPARE NOW

to take advantage of the
NATIONAL HOUSING
ACT

TURNER'S GREAT---

9

The
Big Little
Things We Gladly Do

TWO BIG STOCKS must be reduced to ONE before September first.
THE CORNER STORE BASEMENT AND THE
FIFTH STREET STORE

REDUCED PRICES TO MOVE MER.- CHANDISE WILL BE MADE

It's not much 'of a job to fill a radiator with witup tires—or dust off a windshield.

--ter—or pump

.But those are mighty BIG things to your comfort and convenience. And we're pleased to do

YOU WILL SAVE MUCH MORE THAN THE
SALES TAX IN THIS SALE!

Now

T. 0. TURNER
mow
aw$1 r
mug

•

lit

tivs tine Ftte.Stngin.W)
---DatibileS2AD without Bott.
&rile sr° Double $3?' w7t6

KNIX-KNOX

ciates that much more.

JOHNS-MANVILLE ROOFING
will give your property the greatest protection and we can arrange easy
terms for those who do not want a Federal Loan. See us today about
a new roof on your house. Protect your home from the dangers of an

THAT

DAYS TO ENCOUR8 TO 12 PER CENT
AGE YOU TO DO YOUR BUILDING NOW BEFORE WINTER SETS
IN AND YOUR PROPERTY FURTHER DEPRECIATES.

oast.
KX BEACH

; NEVA WATER.1

EAST MAIN Al OIL RAILROAD

SILIELBAC

LUMBER AND

BUILDING MATERIAL
'-PRICES
IN MURRAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED
WITHIM THE PAST TEN

Murray.011 Co.

rmio
.0

7,7

•

you need at low cost. Don't delay—
Every day your property is in bad repair it depre-

.The Power Gasoline

ilIVILY OPENED-THE MILES
Savandn hr and Ceifetaudge. These moms r4 -Oe famous RATHSKELLER aiscorietioned,.alwap

EL

can get what

old roof.

Ullififilll

Erry the Owner,"

act before winter.

Drilre in sour. and-give Iss-an opportunity of serving you if
you need gas, oil or a greasing job, you'll find us quick.
courteous and as kw-priced -sts anybody.

we. &walk)(thy

I le;I ail

show you how you

----Own
'
, for .you,-just -to help You retnember_this
__:_station of cotirteitua Sevice—iust to keep in your
-mind the fact that you.711 find greater satisfaclio. in-bringing Your car here for every driving
attenEuaii7-,-.big or

Cowie ist every time Ton are in town an4 take home bargains. No snarthese reduced peicei. An opportunity like this
IS THE TIME!

e hendise it-hatred at
does not come often.

Now is the time to repair, re-roof, paint and modernize your propWhile details of the National Housing Act and Federal Savings
and Loan Associations are not quite complete, they are near enough
for you to be getting your estimates. Let us make your estimates and
erty.

Calloway County Lumber Co.
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ANNUAL AUDIT REPORT
of the Board of Education of the City
of Murray, Kentucky

Nov. 7-1794 Murray Sewer Co., interest and loop, script
20491 Mar. 37-1924 7. I. Smith. interest
.and loan ,script
10100
64.96 Apr. 37-1978 V. 13 Mose, sa inry
97.5a Mar 28=1$125 Murray Coal & Ica Cia,'Mel
156.74 Apr 27-1977 Edd Meek. salary
Nov. 7-1796 Frances Sexton, interest ;mei loan, script,
a
-1978 Myra Weatherly. salary
Apr. 17Nov. 7--i7$ Sexton Brea. interest ea4al9sit, script
2E06 Mar. 28-4,926 Bank-of Marrayaleina-script
115.00
Apr. 27-1979 Frances Seaton. ealarY
Farmer-laurciom;inte
-rest and loan. mcri...pt
Nov. 7=-1797
5.12 Mar 30-1927 W. J Caplinger, salary
112.00 Apr. 27-1980 Mary W. 'Wheeler, salary
85 00
102.00 Mar. 30-1998 T. A. Sanford. salary
Nov. 7-17911 Frazee, Scary &. Melugin, insurance
120.00 Apr. 27-1981 Cappie Bea!e. salary-75.00
15444 Mar. 30-192* Preston Holland, salary ___ .
100.00 Apr. 27-1982 Meadow Huie. salary
70.00
Nov. 7-1799 Murray Wholesale Groc., interest Joan, script
um Mar. 30-1930 W. B. Moser. salary
100.00 Apr. 27-1988 Mary Lassiter. salary
70_00
Nov. 7-1800 Bank of Murray, interest and loan, script ...
I, 0. B. Irian, secretary of the Murray, Kentucky Board of Educa- Nov. 7-1101 Bank of Murray, ffiterest
man Mar. 30-1931 Edd Filbeck, salary
101).00 Apr. 27a-1984 Mildred Beale. salary
--- -and loan, script
:MO
tion, give below an itemized and detailed report of all money received Nov. 7--1802 Rank of Murray. (tax), interest, loan,
87.75 Mar 30-1002 Myra Weatherly, salary
85.00 Apr. 37-1985 Ruth Grogan. salarY
script
IUD
and all expenditures made by the Murray Board of Education, Mur- Nov. 1-1803 Murray Coal & Ice Co., interest, loan, script
33.54 'Mar. 34-1983 Frances Sexton, salary
86.00 Apr. a7-1066 Rachel Hood. salary
Kentucky,
from
July I, 1933 to July 1. 1934, both dates inclusive. Nov. 8-1804 fa E. PUtdaim. interact and loan, script
ray,
4060 Mar. 30-1934 Mary W. Wheeler, salary
85.00 Apr. 27-•47 Lula .C. Beale, salary
4.00 Mar. 30-1935 Clippie Beale, salary
RECEIPTS JULY 1, 1933 TO JUNE 30, 1934
75.00 Apr. 27-1988 Lula Holland. salary
Nov. 9-1806 John A. Hart, School Board expenses
20.70 Mar. 30-1936 Meadow Huie, salary
70.00 Apr. 27-1989 Louise Swami, salary
Per capita; apportionment from state
$ 3,850.00 Nov. 9---1806 W. T. Siedd & Co., interest and loan, script
25.95 Mar. 20-1937 Mary Lassiter, salary
70.00 Apr. 27-1990 Lucy Lee, salary
Other state aid
1,826.60 Nov. a-1807 Murray Lbr Co., interest and loan, script
18.30 Maa, 30-1938 Mildred Beale, salary
70.00 Apr. 27-1991 Mary Helen Broach. salary
From local general property tax
27,045.84 Nov. 10-1806 Ledger & Times, intetest and loan, script
15.50 Mar, 30-1939 Ruth Grogan, salary
70.00 Apr. 27-1992 Clew Lee, janitor services
.
From locua poll tax
700,00 Nov. 18-1809 Jeff Farris, repairs
243.00 attar. 30-1e40. Rachel Hood, salary a
58.50 Apr. 27-1993 Kathleen Patterson: salary
Tuition
5,61100 Nov. 18-1810 Mary Washam. interest and loan, script
8244 Mar 38-1941 Lula C. Beale, salary
58.50 Apr. 27-1994 Marguerite Holcomb, salary ._
, Franchise •receipts
24.88 Nov. 18-1811 Mildred Beale, interest and loan, script
Mar. 30-1942 Lula Holland, salary _
58.50 Apr. 27-1995 Gwendolyn Haynes, salary
TeMporary loan receipts (script ispued)
12,469.00 Nov. 18-1812 Void.
100.30 Mar, 30-1943 Louise Swann, salary
50.00 Apr. 27-1996 Joe English, salary
Nov. 20-1813 Bank af Murray, **tug fund
Void
1-1717
July
74.75 Mar. 30-1e44 Lucy Lee. salary
58.50 Apr. 27-1997 D. itussell, janitor service
Nov. 21-1814 Bank of Murray, intemst awl loan ,script
172.52 Mar. 30-1945 Mary Helen Broach. salary
58.50 Apr. 27-1998 Charles Rowlett, salary
July l-W. J. Caplinger, salary, script 140.00 Nov. 21-1815 Zelna Carter, interest ara loan, iaript
432.47 Mar. 30-1946 Cleve Lee. janitor service
58.50 Apr. 27-1999 Leon P. Miller, salary
July 1-Clew' Lee Janitor Service, script
65.00 Nov. 21=18113 T 0..Turner, interest and loan, script.
510 Mar. 30-1947 Nell Irvan Pace, salary
58,50 Apr. 27-2000 Blanche Green, salary
July 1-0. b. irvan, school board expense, script
25.00 Nov. 24-1817 Flatland & Haa,. interest arid loan, scriat
Afar 30-1948 Marguerite Holcomb, salary -‘
50.00 Apr. '27-2001 Arzetta Perry, salary
July 1-Ky.-Teun, Lt. Po'r. Co., and Murray Sewerage. IMWVIC011
400.00 Nov. 24-1818 -Luella*,Dann, interest and loan. script
Mar 30-1949 Gwendolyn Haynea salary
39-Educataonal
salaries,
110.
Adra
script
Nov.
50.00 Apr. 27 2002 Powell }Wiley; janitor
Aug. 3-1718 'I. M. Stokes, interest
220.00
20.00 Apr. 27-2003 Murray State College, Tuition paid out
230.05 Mar. 30-1950 Joe English, salary
13160 .Npv. Ma.-Supervisiers and Prncipals, H. S., iicript
Aug. 3-1719 Mrs. Lola A. Planta, intaresi65.50 Mar. 30-1951 D. Rummell. salary
10.00 Apr. 27-2004 Bank of Murray, interest and loan, script
887.50 Nov. 20-Instruction, Men, Rte.. script
Aug. 4-1720 First National Bank, interest
481.001 Mar. 30-1952 Charles Rowlett, salary
70.00 Apr. 27-2005 Oury Ingram, salary
11150 Nov. 20-Instruction, Women, EL, script
• Aug. 1-W. J. Caplinger, salary
250.00 Mar. 30-1953 Leon P. Miller, salary
50.00 May 1--Murray Sewer Co., seraice: script
67.60 Nov. 24-Instruction, Men, H. S., scrpt
Aug. 1-Cleve Lee, janitor service
45,00 May 8-Ky.-Tenn. Lt. & Pwr. to. seivider'script
660.00 Mar. 30-1954 Oury Ingram, salary
113.02 Nov. 29-Instructon, Women, H. S., script
16.
Sept 27--a'1721 Bank of-Murray, payment of loans
40.00 May 16-Mrs. Lula Trsenhoover,- census, script
83.50 Mar. 30-1955 Blanche Green, salary
Nov. 29-Opersition. Janitors,. script
Sept. 27-1722-Void.
Mar.
30-1958
Arzetta
Perry,
salary
clop May 2-2006 Bank of Murray, interest and loan. script
100.00
33.55
112.50 Nov. 29-,-Aux. Agencies, Tuitions Paid Out, script
Sept. 1-W. J. Caplinger, salary, script
53.00 Mar. 30-1957 Fowell Kinley, janitor service
15.00 May 6-2007 Cash (Sinking. Fund
MAO
57,50 Dec. 5-1819 T. H. Stokes, sinking fund
Sept. 1-Cleve Lee, janitor service, script
20.65 Mar. 30-1958 Murray State Teachers Colleg, Tuition
60.00 June 1-2008 Cleve Lee, janitor service
Mae
7.50 Dec. 6-1920 S. E. peen, interest and loan
Sept. 1-Southern Bell & Tel. Co., service, script
304.88 Mar. 30-1959 Void.
June 1-2009 D. Russell, janitor service
47.50 Dec. 6-1821 Bank of Murray, interest and loan
Sept. 15-J. R __Gatlin. repairs, script
10/
210.00 Mar. 20-1960 J. H. Farris, repairs
20.45 June 1-2010 Byrd Ezell. repairs
410
20.00 Dec. 9-1822 Bank of Murray, sinking fund
Sept. 25---City 'rax Collector, repairs, script
Mar.
30-1961
Cleve
Lee,
janitor
service
9.00
June
1-2011
E.
S.
Dec.
Diuguid
9-1623
& Son, equipment _
L. F. Thurmond, loan •
5.00
13
.1
195.00
Oct. 2-1723 Short-Swinbroad, administration _
Mar. 30-19412 Jackson Purchase Oil Co., int., loans, script
333.35 June 4-2012 Powell Kinley, janitor service
5.30 Dec. 14-1824 W. J. Caplinger. Adm. expense
24.65
Oct. 5-1724 Harry Sledd, loan and interest _
Mar.
31-1963
Joe
Lassiter
,repairs
'
30.00 June 7-2013 0. B. Irvan, Adm. Expense __
Aso
15.90 Dec. 19-1825 Bank of Murray. loan
15.00
Oct. 7-1725 Murray Wholesale Groc., loan and interest _
Mar. 1-Educational Adm., script
112.00 June 8-2014 Southern Bell Tel. Co services
112.00
5,43 Dec. 22-1826 W. 3. CePliager. salary
10.48
.
Oct. 7-1726 V. H. Clark, loan and interest
1-Supervisiors
and Principals, H. S., script
230.04p June 8-2015 Murray State College, Tuition paid out
Dec. 22-1827 T. A. Sanford, salary
120.00
Oct. 7-1727 S. F. "Holcomb, Void
r 1-Instruction, Men, El., script a
65.00 June 8-2018 Sexton Bros., janitor' supplies
100.00
31411
18.55 Dec. 22-1828 Preston Holland, salary
______ _
Sept. 7-1728 S. F. Holcomb, loan and interest
Mar. 1-Instruction, Women, EL, script _„_
4a1:0
350 00
, .JJu
tine
ne 8_
8-2 18
7 Central oS
od
upp
i
ly
ypeCwr
o.,:ter
equi
cpmen
o.
es
113.00
100.00
833.66 Dec. 22-1829 W. B.-Moser, salary
Oct. 12-1729 Bank of Murray, loan end interest, script ____
Mar. 1-Instruction, Men, H. S.. script
supplies
310.00
85.00
31.49 Dec. 22-1830 Myra Weather*, salary
Sledd & Co., loan and interest
Oct. 12-1730 W.
Mar. 1.-Instruction, Women, H. S.. script
880.00 June 12-2019 Bank of Murray. interest
160.00
85.06
117.30 Dec. 22-1831 Frances Sexton, salary
Oct. 13-1731 Robert Sabana, Ada.'ad interest, scr.ipt
•Mitr.
I-Opseetiori.
Janitors,
script
83,50
June
Bank
of
12-2020
Dec.
-22--1832 Mary Washam, salary
Murray, interest and lean
2:1.10
85.00
138.27
Oct. 13-1732 W. EL Graves, loan and interest. script
-Mar.
1-Murray
.State
College,
Tuition
50.00
June
14-2021
L. L. Dunn. Treas. &ad E. transfer funds
Paid Out, script
935.14
75.00
salary
332.40 'Dec. 22-1833 Cappie
Oct. 13-1133 First National Beek. loan and interest script
Mar.
23
-First
National
Bank,
applied to note _
1,295.24 June 15-2022 W. J. Caplinger, equipment
10100
70.00
247.65 Dec. 22-1834 Meadow Huie, salary
oct. 13-1734 Murray Wholesale Groc. loan and interest
Apr. 1-1964 Sinking Fund of Board of Education, transfer _
2.700.00 June 25-2023 .7. M. Imes, interest and loan, script
60.75
70.00
10.52 Dec. 22-1835 Mary Lasater, salary
Oct 13-1735 Covington Bros, loan and interest, script
Apr.
5-1985
Bank
of
Murray,.,interest and loan, script _ _ _ _
106.65 June 24-2024 Bank of Murray; interest and loan, script
32.72
33.70 Dec. 22-1836 Mildred Beale, salary
70.00
Oct. 13-1736 Robt Jones, loan and interest, script
Apr.
11-1966
Mary W. Wheeler, interest and loan, script ____
91.59 June 24-2025 Void.
70 00
.10.58 Dec. 22-1837 Mrs. Ben Grogan,.salary
Oct. 13-1737 l'u•st National Bank, loan and interest, script _
Apr. 147.-1907 Charles. Rowlett, salary
35.00 June 28-2026 Murray State College, Tuition paid out
______
3,000
108.24 Dec. 22-1838 Rachel Hood, salary
58.50
Oct. 13-1738 Turn Morris, roan and interest, script
Apr. -14-1968 Leon P. Miller, salary __,.
25.00
58.50
31152 Dec. 22-1839 Lula C. Beale, salary
Oct 13-1739 N. P. Hutson. loan and interest, script
Apr. 14-1969 Carry Ingram, salary
22.50
Jodie Willock of Taylor county
58.50
81.09 Dec. 22-1840 Lula Holland, salary
Christian
county
homemakers
Oct. 1S-1740 W. G. Miller. loan and interest, script --a'
Apr. 14:a-1970 Blanche Green-, -salary
°Stained a' 176:bosbel yield of are getting goad prices for pro58.50
16.00 Dec. 22-1841 Lucy Lee ,salary
Oct. 14-1741 F C. Holland. loan and interest. script
Apr
19-1911
,arzetta
Perry,
salary
20 00 ,P9aatsWelaaaill Aiiitaaaafeati
58.50
125.34 Dec. 22-1842 Mary H. Broach, salary
.-Oct. 14-170ct. 14-1743. interest and lean
• ducts sold on the curb market
Apr 26--1972 Days,f West,
Dec. 22-1843 Cleve Lee, janitor seri/ice
58,a0.
Oct 14-1744 void
Apr.
27-1973
W.
J.
Caplager,
salary
Fifty-three homemakers inspect58.50
--3COM Dec. 22=1844 Nell '?an. jiliTry
Lespedeza
is
making
rapid
Oct. 14...174b Lucy Lee interest and-Zama
Apr, 22-1914 T. A Sanford. salary
ed ttfa demonstration borne of Mrs. growth in Jefferson county, de,
296.72 Dec. 22--1845
It-7-1746a Erearia. Pbcia- -administrationApr
27-1975-Preaton Rolland. salary
fan-4846 Marguerite Holcomb. salary
Bentori Smith in Pige county.
spite being -retarded- by drtertte
50.00
Oct. 16-1747 Murray Coal and Ice Co., nterast and loan
107.05
Dec. 22-1847 0. B. Irvan, School Board Expense
25.00
Oct. 16-1748, Holland-Hart, interest and loan
5•20
50.00
. 10.64 Dec. 22-1848 Gwendolyn IlaYttea ialara
Oct. 16-1749 H. T. Waldrop, interest and loan
Dec. 22-1849 Joe English, -salary
40.00
Oct. 16-1750 Murray Milk Co., interest and loan
31.66
Dec.
22-1850 Dub Russell; janitor service
10.00
Oct. 16-1751 I.ubie Thinureilll, interest and loan
7.75
70.00
11150_ Dec. 22-1851 Charles Rowlett. salary
Oct. 16-1752 Sexton Bros, interest and loeu
50.00
10.50 Dec.'22-1852 Leon T. Miller, salary
at _
Oct 18-1753 T. S. Diuguid, interest and loan
45.00
Oct. 16-1754 Zelna Carter. interest and loan
303.20 Dec. 22-1853 Oury Ingram, salary
iDee 22-4054 Blanche Green. salary
40.00
5.19
Oct. 16-1755 Ruth Lassiter, interest and loan
Dec. 22-1855 Arzetta Perry. salary
40.00
15.85
Oct. 18-1756 Malcolm Sale, interest and loan
15.00
26.38 Dec. 22=1838 Wallace' Curd, janitor service
Oct. 18-1757 Clayliorn Janes, interest and loan
45.00
420.27 Dec. 22-1857 Mary .Neale, Adm.- Expense
Oct. 18-1766 Idildred Beale, Interest and loan
Dec. 22-1858 Edd Filbeck. salary
100.00
Oct. 18-1759 Void
Dec.
22=1859 Louise Swann, salary
50.00
498.98
Oct. 18--174a Cap,pie Beale, interest and loan
'Dec. 19--Southern Bell and Tel. Co., Adm. Expense, script
15.00
OcL 18--1761 acid.
137.50
58:10 Jan. 2a-1880 Mrs. Lora A. Prenta sinking fund
Oct. 20-1762 Esther Elam, interest innnin 275.00
18.35 Jan. 3-1861 Frank Pool. fuel
Oct- 21-1763 Lucinda Dunn. interest and loan
192.50
S.18 Jan. 3-4862 T. H. Stokes. sinking fund
Oct. 21-1764 1). C. Jones. interest and loan
50.00
67.53 Jan. 4-1863 Murray State Teachers College, Tuitions paid out'
Oct. 21-1765 Lula Holland. ioteresi and loan
12.50
'ago Jan. 4-1884 Boone Product Co., janitor supplies
Oct. '24-1766 First National Bank, loan
39.28
12.85 Jan. 10-1865 Bank of Murray. interest and loan, script
Oct. 25.-1767 Murray Marble Works, interest and loan
19.49
18.25 Jan. 12-1868 Frank Prox Co.. equipment
Oct. 28-1768 J. E. Houston. interest and loan
10.00
7.95 Jan. 12-1887 Mrs. Clifford Melugin, Attendance
Oct. 27-1769 McEirath & Ross, interest and loan
137 50
10.48 Jan. 20-1868 Bank of Murray. *inking fund '
Oct. 27-1770 Ledger & Times, interest and loan
10.40
31.41 Jan. 20-1869 A. C. Orr, interest and loan
. Oct. 27-1771 Maksaltra-Sales, interest and loan
24.00
611.35 Jan. 72=1870 Frank Pool, fuel
Oct. 28-1772 bank of Murray, interest and loan
5.25
225.00 Jan. 23-1871 Earl Littleton, interest and loan
- Oct. 6-Educational, Adm.. superintendent, script
687.50
460.00 Jan. 24-1812 T. H. Stokes, snkina fund
Oct. 6 and 27-Supervisors and Prawipais, salaries, script ....
8540
•
130.00 Jan. 26--Murray Sewerage Co..
Oct. 6 and 23-instruction. Men, El., salaries, script
150.00
962.00 Feb. 2-1873 -.V. J. Caplinger, loan
'Oct. 6 and 27-Ipstrection, Womee El.. script
41.10
700.00 Feb. 8-1874 Cappie Beale, interest and loan
Oct. 6 and 27-Instruction. Men, H. S., script
Feb. 6-18.1a__Yoid.
1,320.00
script
M.
H.,
27-Women,
and
Oct-,8
27.50
1,721.00 Feb. 10-1876 G. C. Ashcraft, Redemption of funds
Oct. lama 27- Operation,,. Janitors, script
Feb. 13-1877 Bank of Murray, interest and loan
1190
Oct. 6-Operatiop, Sewer -Rent. script
65,00 Feb.
17-1878 Abner Galloway, service
CAM
• Oct 6--Awc. Agencies. Tuition Paid, script
50.00 Feb.
27--1879 Murray Wholesale Groc. Co., interest and loan
4611.15
Nov. 1-1773 „I T. Hughes, interest and loan. script
520.00
Feb. 27-1880 Frances Sexton, interest and loan
22.95
Nov. 2-1774 Eank of Murray, interest and loariaseript
1,834.48' Feb.
17-1881 Murray Coal & Ice Co., fuel
141.02
Nov. 3-1775 C uston Skinner, interest and loan, script
5.30
27-1882 K M. Miller. repairs
Feb.,
8.35
Nov. 3-1776 It H. Vandevelde 8c CO., 'interest, loan, script
175.43
Feb. 28-1883 lines & Cooper, interest and lean
51.13
Nov. 4-1777 Sexton Bros., janitor supplies 120.05 -Feb..28-l884
Covington Bros., interest and loan
20.40
Nov. 4-1778 'Ini-State School' Supply Co., janitor supplies
'103.74
Feb. 28-1885 Murray Coal and Ice Co., interest and loan
40.87
Nov. 4-1779 Murray Lumber Co.. repairs
11.55
Feb.-1--Educational Adm..salaries, script
112.00.
Bon; pinitor.supplies -- - Nava it=-t784- A.aB.--Beele- -10.10
Feb. 1-Supervisors and Principals. salaries
230.00
Nov. 4-1781 S. E. Dean, interest and loan. script
44.91
Feb. 1-Instructon. Men. El., script
65.00
21.70
• Nov. 4-1782 W. J. Caplinger, janitor supplies
Feb. 1-Instruction, Women, EL, script
481.00
Nov. 4-1783 W. J. Caplinger, Adin. expense
12.95
_
Feb. 1-Instruction, Men, H. S., script
350.00
Nov. 4-4784 Murray Coal Co., fuel
130.22
Feb. 1-Instruction, Women. H. S. script
66900
Nov. 4-1785 E. A. W. Howler Co., equipment
25.88
Feb.
1-Operation
and Janitor Services, script
83.50
63.20
Nov. 4-1788 Murray Wholesale Groc. Co., janitor supplies __
Feb. 2-Ledger & Times, Adm. Expense, script
141.Q0
The exceptional popularity which Chevrolet has enjoyell
485.75
Nov. 4-1787 Merray Wholesale Groc. Co., interest arid loan _-_
-2.-11.-Mr-PitIVErr-&--Citas
a'7111tarar
iaTEVROil
72.00
Nov. 4-1768 Covington Bros., interest and loan
Feb. 2-Frazee, Be
Berry & Melugin, script
167.50
'59.22
Nov. 4-1789 N. P. Hutsbn, Interest and loan, script '
for many years has naturally had its effect on Chevrolet
Feb._ 2-C. M. Hood, insurance,' script
25.00
a2.52
Nov. 4-1790 Robt Jones, interest .and loan, script'
Feb.
2
-Ken.
-Tenn.
Light
&
'Power
Co.,
aervices,
script _
201.00
241.60
Nov. 6-1791 Mrs. G. B. Scott, interest and loan, script
prices.... Large saleslhave enabled Chevrolet to maintain consistently low
Feb. 2-Murray Coal and Ice Co.. fuel, script
232.00
64.35
Nov. 9-1792 Robert Swann, interest and loan, script
Feb. 2-Murray State College, Tuition Paid Out script..
50.00
69.40
Nov. 7-1793 Murray Milk Co.. interest and loan, sciipt
purchase prices,- which were recently lowered even further. As a result
Mar. 1-1886 Mrs. Clifford Melugin. attendance
10.00
Mar. 1-1887 Mrs. A. J. Beale, interest and loan
7.88
Chevrolet now offers you the lowest priced six-cylinder automobile
Mar. 1-1888 Void.
Mar. 1-1890 N'oid.
obtainable-a big, comfortable car with Fisher Body styling and felineMar. 2-1891 I'. 0. Turner. interest and loan
134.52
_mar. 3-1892 Zelna Carter, interest and loan
43.56
Mar. 3-1093 Joe aVhitnell. interest and loan
ment-safe, weatherproof, cable-controlled brakes-the smoothness and
.7.85
Mar. 5-11194 Mrs. Scoby, .interest and loan
5.10
Mar. 6-1895 Calloway Lbr. Co.. repsirs
economy of a valve-in-head, six-cylinder engine-and typical Chexrolet
306_67
Mar. 6--i598 Calloway County Lbr. Co.. repairs
2.90
Mar. C-1897 J. H. Thurman, interest and loan
7.70
dependability. In offering this car, and the'Master mmiels,at aubtioanstioiSt
Mar. 6-1898 Lubie Thurmond, interest and loan
3,171505z..a100
Oreaf the ateat treat; ofa mit ta
it/
Mar. 7=1899 Bank or Murray, Paterest and loan
lower prices, Chevrolet hopes to repay the motoring public in some
Merida 8ay at the Wiliam Len
,r
Mar. 7-1900 'robe Perry; interest arid loan
and you'll never
liateL-.Enbreif different in its friend
Mar. 1901=0. T. Ingram, interest and loan
10.20
Rms.its wctrrnisisoitality, COW
measure, for consistently placing Chevrolet so high in public
1..e satisfied with any
tyros.
Mar. 7-1902 Fughes Houston Lbr. Co.. repairs
116619.8543
desire% serve fail
Mar. 10-1903 Lucy Lee, interest and loan
°the, 1..avr ptireci car
CHEVROLET
MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT. MICHIGAN
250 ROOMS W17141BATH
Mar. 10-1904 a.ula Holland, ihterest and loan
46.13
44t
Croainting ice water cod fon
Ceispere Cissersist's late dearer'd prices sad «sty G.M.A.C. terns.
Mar. 11-71905 Robert Swann, Interest and loan
109.65
every room
Mar. 14-1908 Frank Pool, fuel
-4 Gassed Moors Treas*
24.00
Mar.---16-1007 W. J. Caplinger. janitor supplies
21.a0
Mar. 15-1906 Void.
Mar 17-1900 Cappie Beale. interest and loan. script
OTHEr
153.75
500THWEI;T ‘4...4TELS
Mar 17-1910 Covington Bros... interest and loan, seaipt
15_27
MA IF ST IC
Mar. 17-1911 Mildreal Beale. interest
!aim. seflpt
_
214.89
Hot Sprong: Motic.,-sol Park.
MAT. 19-1917 Hobert Swann, inter-ear and lean. -script
106.50
HOTEL isairom
Mar. 19-1013-aMary W. Wheeler, lotereelt,toil
133.26
aernot HOTEL La FAYETTE
20-.141114 T. Ca Turner. interest and reau. script
40 73
8EALMf1JL COFFEE SHOP
Mar. 20-1915 Louise Swann, interest and loan. script
6530
H. GRADY MANNING
Sentra 300
Bank
22
Mar.
of
a-1916
Murray interelst and loap
190.00
Pres:dr
Mar. 22--1917 First National Bank redemption of bonds
6.000.00
41,Citt'st
Mar. 22-1918 Bank of Murray. rent
5.00
Mr. 22-1919 R. H. Vandevelde & Co., repairs
9.35
Mar. 22-1920_
d.
Mar. 23-1921 tank of Murray. interest and loan. script
4.74
Mar. 24-1922 - Lula Holland. interest and loan, script
.
9t
Mai. 2771923 Murray Coal and Ice Co., interest,' le;an, script
2830

---;

0

qur

script

WORLD'S LOWEST PRICE
FOR A SIX

CHEVROLET PRICES
HAVE BEEN REDUCED
AS MUCH AS

dig&

$50

DIFFERENT

WILLIAM LEN
]HOTEL

it*tie L

P5

/Ili

4

Li

s

hotelin/..

Nu
Waw-a mieweia
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EVROLET

FARMER-PURDOM MOTOR CO., Inc.

West Main Street

athone 97

Murray, Kentucky
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dill111W

visits te .points near Murray.
Starting for Spokane. Wash., immediately after the close of college. Prof. Leslie Putnam. voice
instructor. and wife will visit their
son Paul. who plays In Phil Sheridaha orchestra :Their' trip will
include Kansas. Colorado'. Oregon.
Black Hill of South Dakota WW1.
and Illinois
•
••
.
R
Broach, business
is contemplating a trip which will
include Tulsa. Oklaheina, and

College Faculty Take Vacations
in All Sections of the Nation
-By Robert Rowland
From Wisconsin to Louisiana and
-trete New York to-.-ealiteevee the
faculty of Murray State College
will spend their vacation between
the summer term aod the fall
term.
The faculty members will return
,for Freshman registration on Saturday. September 15. September
-17 is the regular registration date;
September HI class work begins:
September 24, last day to register
or maximum &edit: October 9.
last day to register for credit,
Dr John W. Carr. president of
Murray State College, could not
be soreaehed before publication to
- determine where he will,spend his
vacation. -but according to a reliable sources he will spend. most
ef hit time in Murray atterrilne to
official duties of the college ,
Europe will be the objeetive of
Hiss Margaret Wooldridge. head
of the ert 'department. She plans
on acne year study in P.aris. She
will sail from Baltimore on. August
28.
Dr. Floy Robbins. head of the
geography department. has been
in Europe visiting scenic and historic centers on the continent,.
Miss Cleo Gillis Hester. registrar of the college., is visiting in
Lexington. Ky., and New York
City.
Leaving shortly after coitmencernent exercises. Dr. and Mrs G.
T. Hicks will motor to the mountains of North Carolina. They
mop ieCra -short Itme and
then leave for Covington. Ga.
-Carrie --- AThson p
education instructor for co-eds.

••'s

Miss Maryleona Bishop French cation in Pedneah and Somerset
instructor, will visit in Chicago. Ky
Madison, Wis.. and Cleveland.
Miss Nellie May Wyman. educaOhio
tion instructor, is- planning a vaDr G C Poret education in- oation in Ridgecroes, N. C.
structor. intends to Visit in ShreveProf Stanley Pullen, agriculture
Port and New Orleans in sot"- heed. will probably do field work
ern Louisiana
for the college during the vacaMee Jessie P-owell Intends- in tion period.
visit a Century of Progress in
Prof. L. J. Hortirt, director of
'Chicago. From Chicago she 141 publications, will remain in Murgo to Arkansas to visit friends.
ray to continue his duties with the
• Prof. Walter E. Blackburn, chem. Chamber at Commerce. and the
kitry instructor,- will spend his Va- college.

Sacramento, Calif.
Returning on August 19 Prof. E.
H Smith. director of extension.
Will terminate -n -trip which includes visits with relatives in
Detroit and Chicago- .
.Although Athletic Director Carlisle Cutchio will spend roost of
his time in Murray, he will do Houston. Tex
field work for the college that
will take him to towns surrounding Murray.
Lee Clark. college bookstore
manager, will spend his vacation
in Lynn Grove.
Prof. Arthur Meyer. music instructor. plans a trip to the Chicago World's Fair and then to
Cedar Rapids. Iowa.
Plans are being Illade byTtcdWilliam Fox. music instructor, and
his wife plans to visit in Alexan.dria and Bicknell, Ind. Alexandria is the home • of Mrs. J'ett,
while :Bicknell is the home of
Profesao. r Fox.
Prof. J. G. Glasgow.. mathematics instructor, will make short
Plans for a visit to her ,home in
North ceeroina and a 'trip into
the New England state are being
made by Miss Verna Goode. assistant librarian.
Mrs. Mary Gardner. house direcOnce-a- Year Event!
tor of Wells Hall. has not decided
on plans fdr a vacation hut 'will
probably visit in Cadiz, Ky.
Miss Tennis Breckinridge, ste$1.50 l.'otton and Wool
nographer to the president who
left Murray last August 1. will
660111 Inches
•
•
4
visil-liff and Mrs. Robert Boyd in
enc. dearest and solerful plaids orb three-tarn sateen
is planning on a visit to her home
101.
and.
save
a
ens
.
.
.
yes
!medians.: lbansat
in Draper. Vii.
llie-Itsgilr.le lay aside the spawn*, Mantes ripply while

..
Miss Lillian Hollowell, English
The,new college postmaster, Glen 441'--A Century of Progress in Chiinstructor, plane to vacation in Jeffrey, will be in Murray during cago.
ALPS Evelyn Slater. home ecothe Smoky Mountains of Tennes- the vacation period, event ?iii' a
see.
one week fishing trip. at Reelfoot nomics instructor, is undecided as
Lake
Prof. Forrest C.. Pogue, social
science instructor, will speak at
OwensbOro find Prineetcel as, field
agent for.tthe college during the
vaeatioja" period
the Training School:- will bavel
A76rdIng to Miss Beatrice Frye.
over the Tennessee Valley and lred of the foreign language dethen into- the mountains of North partment, sue will probably spend
Carolina where he will camp.
her vacation in central Kentucky

of
Peffer, dean
Miss. nusan
women, stilt visit in Lovisville,
Lexington. and Frankfort.
▪ With the intention of seeing the
-Herne -Dens and ether .1.in sites,
Supt. W. J Caplinger, direttor of

to where She will mend her vacation between the summer and fall
semesters. Other members of the
faculty and employees were unde-

cided as their vacations or. could
not be contacted.
The business office, the registrar's office, and the extension department will be open during vacation

Yard-Wide 15c

LERMAN BROS.'

16c Yard-Wide

BLEACHED
MUSLIN

ec
1

yd.

•
•
well-knos•
0 or
muslin specially wire*. Ire hill
count aad augt Washed; soft in
finish and read/ far Immediate
use

Meal ter =atlas giants and con.
fern: (*mealy
eatisisetery
as
travery, choir end ether furniture
tag. Black. his., tan
and green amends. wIlb colorful
earaor patterns.

They'll Never Again Be 4tLow Priced As Now!

Chill-Proof BLANKETS
alliestat leo Price lerevatia. , inner Of'nese arr. foie.
wile sad /rebid waters. ESE OVIE.tAE-AWAY PLAN;

Harris Grove

75c

• CHURCH OF ClIg1ar7.-----1

$3.00 -Part-Wool (Double)

The rain has raised the hope of
many farmers in this section
Sunday School, 9:45 A. M.
'rause everything that is green is
Morning 'Worship,. 30:45
maw,
The pasteseleasetseervaiseelytan-__
Had you thought that the love'
meeting with the Fairview church.
of money is the- cause of many
• New Liberty. with Robert L. Altztt
marriages and many divorces?
assisting in the singing. Bre: Riggs
C. S. Beaman has been sick for
will be in' his pulpit Sunday and
9001a time but is slightly imporved
will preach at 8:00 o'clock on
at this westing._
-SO' We-MI* to Rome."
There will be a singing - school
'Jou are invited to attand all
taught - by--Barber Editrau
at
la Vivra.Beech Grove church beginning
next Monday night and -continuing for 10 nights.
Well! Well! Busy Bee.'ti through
eurting tobacco for -this year. corn.
pleted the work ori August 10.
An optimist is f one who never .
gives up
believing that--next
t_bristmas he will not be so hard
up.
• Ewes Beaman is honae from De-.
trait for'a few days and is visiting
,
friends and relatives.
T K. Murdock does not nend the
hot weather for he is cutting and
hauling saw logs.

It

27-Inch
White and Colored

•
15c
"Pacific" Fast-Color

OUTING
FLANNEL
c
10Yd.

DRESS
PRINTS
/ftC

13c denble-nap •uting flannel. In
white, Oak, nue. ete. the ns•
UaSal standard
d•rable ...alit, and sold ander war awn Zeppelin bread. Save •ne-third new.

31111-emis of better gratin; in 10
to 20-yard ;ratite; priced at tem
than itesnaanta. bey In Wart*
ie suit pair seed*. Patter* fee
babe, 181,1 .1 nether: all new.

19c Vat-Dited
Laconia and Scout

15c Knock-About

WO-

Large
-Size
rade Si'
Meth lane sad Irsrper .
and ban imaranteml: ilrito and thladil
Span frame seI.Anfir netind BLANKETS.
wiles early. lens
lected pure white cotton
tnered weed, soft and flan, Oa): three-tact,
sail. binding.. la ansolon Meek Plan eerie.

Plaid
Blankets

A Deposit WM Hold- Tour Selections

1110TIA47-

61

Star Values . . . 25ck Wool... Satin Bound

Bright e•i• r
Maids; iaied•

59c

$4.50 DOUBLE BLANKETS $

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times kilt nearly
everybody reads it!

-

CHAMBRAY
SHIRTING

PERCALES
rermaaant t of orb

sr'. Man-

?CAMILA INVADER BLANKETS—Doable -bed site. doable layers of extra heavy fine
knelt'. wool and ..*ten, In rose. orchid green. idrue and gold; bi.ek plaIC sad brand
with foitr-inelt tails in nureislag s.iaea tail Iginfi-loeth -slew
Baviag ries sew .tis
like laying ii coal tar (be winter.
The Price Makes it mirth your while

sea e•tlima
emet_aleeir
bound.

Each

These Blanket Sale Prices Positively Withdrawn
In Ten Days!

0yd•
1
advnam shipment of sew tall
balsa of forionis sad /beat *resin
vetted Si tane-f•erta off
Guaranteed vat dyes—they
fade est; fall isatterini, tall Yard
wide in 1446 variety.

Striped and plain colors 30-inelt
width; slowly wet* la Ma.
mmeth Intsh and test rotors;
used for shirts blesser. peettlrear, smirks and dee**.

FARMERS

Work Shirts

whether

the's-

are

. . . With Zipper or Button Fronts'

.

Selling as Fast a4 Receiced—•

'Girls' $1.00

Wash Frocks
"Mitchell Maid"
Guaranteed Not to Fade—
Another If It Doeo!
*ere-

THE STANDARD
WORK SHIRT OF THE
WORLD

to Points of

Happy Home and Roselle

,

EXTRA VALUE
- _
•

"gwine" ' or

$1.49 FROCKS

Certified fabrics
-1111 Patented sweatsproof cigarette pocket
•Thrsad sivoe-wsg,tiatar.ain

By -outward,, stkew_Lk-ta riot be
cheated. an ass should like an an
-troasod—'!-Buoiy"

•Advance
Styles

points
- _____„,
_e. - --••
'
'
•PatenTel-oiirstierMrii stint
yoke
•Lcrge tobacco and pencil

A Prophecy Fulfilled
.--ry

meuse Fabrics

The handsomest Minim iseagle•ble wt • breath-tatting tow were.
i en wait, trine
Modeled * sew fall aGies • . . fashionable
or afternoon parties

14 to 20, 36 to 44, 46 to 52 Sizes.

•

I.

Women's $1.00

Specially priced for

BIG YANK -WEEK -

-

Sale!

Men's $1.69 Dress
and Semi-Dress

Wash Frocks
Out They Go ar

TROUSERS

_
Prints and voiles with organdy •r
trine; alee tailored styles; all guaranteed cern: 14 le 20 mod Ii to 44
Wan.
Only-- 400--but eats ele While
Present numb lasts!

,te,"!•

—Fine 11-Ounee Gray Trojans

"Hoods" $1.00

Crepe Sole
SANDALS

-oxford Stripe moleskins
-cast Iron Khakis.
Made Its careful. tailer-shep et/lei Perfectly
balanced les swing and blab waist with Mind eel band. Have deep pockets, blip straps. twenty
sae -Inch batten., 'in to 62, 1111100,

Boys' SuspenderBack Overalls
twe Values.
Sre-Denlais.
Triple-daltehed
Throughout.
Sims 4 to 16

N BELL

Telephone anti A:Telegraph Co.

Broadcloth
Bloomers
4 to It-resr
Vises.
4..'
hi. - sewed,
sad h a ••
set-I, cretela

Boys' 69c

Dress Shirts
Guaranteed

Colors
C

Br isedcloth;
is white.
solid eolors
• n d faney
Patterns. Ali
sites.

Seca

Low Priced—Hut Very Much High Grade!

Boys' 75c Dungeree

PANTS

06111061”..
,,,
,vlifnrtr•tpr;;37

it'V

Girls' and Misses'
and N,

SOCKS
Send esters. fancy tom*:
etilered pia1da• folly
ken and rayon Plaited: 9 to
10 sizes
19e values.

Boys' 25c

Sport SOCKS
Pitney plaid, and /a
blot% patterns, 6 to Tfi saes:
hare ribbed ref tovs and
high solieett double soles.

ItOct

5

Long Dress Pants

•

•Nicely Faltered
•nays' Sixes. 8 to is
•Youths' ekes, 27 to

.

Wernea4 And nws!..es' sew,: 1,1.1e leveret.
T.stra• and aide-beekie
everts(
styles sena wedge heels: otaite with blare

SSW

.KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES

ge:
5*,

to 15 - year sites,
heavy bloc denim,,.
earthen, tailored and
tree. fell-eal Ages.
reinter:* at all vital
planes.

Boys' and Youths' $1.50

•

SOUTH

I9c

Inhere sod -mstertsii are raseanteed nit to fade or shrink.

As Advertised over the Air
..

•

S Fine Faittat*

Sleeveless and Half-Sleere Styles

•Extralasic body and sleeves
•Satisfaction. Guaranteed
100 va cent

of Fine ild-8•11ant School Prints In
Styles.
•
Tattered! •Ruffle
•Jacket! •One Pratt
...addl.; A to"' 16 area; girlish In every detail'
made (rem guaranteed fast *ler, all-vetuare trials
Is smart new Oistteent.

New

•New Char.

*Frith of the
Leese Pilate

•Tailored collars and cuffi
•Indestructible bottoyis
•Tripleoitstched seams

Made

C

pocket

years ago Bell propnesied in cost. For example, in the evethat telephone lines 'would some sting after 30 you can make
day interconnect the cities of most station-to-station calls over
America. Today, the whole a distance of 75 miles for about
world is at your fingertips by 35c; 150 miles, 50c; 27.5 mars,
and the. farther you talk die
telephone.
This remarkable achievement lower the COST per mile.
That more than twenty-five
did not just happens-Til,war
brought about through years of billion local and long distance
research and invention by a large calls are made every year by the
rtioT of the
group of Bell laboratory workers, Americitazgigs-ii7pscientiltiand 'others, aided by the- valyit and importance of thc sere.
army of 270,000 Bell System tele- ice in the every-day social and
phone workers and the 800,000 hiiniriecslife of the nation. Such
investors who supplied the money. wide-spread and general use is eviIt is the united effort and support dence also that the Bell System is
of these million or more people that rendering a service satisfactory to
the public in(NalI mates possible
tWots.C.Psenst
ity and cost. This
a telephone serv01 7/11 tante 3sank NO [...On
is en keeping with
ice international
the Bell System
•
esestet
in scope and un--.
policy of fursurpassed in oual• .s *siting the most
iry, dependability
and the best servand low cost. And
ice possible at the
telephone service
least pcssible cost.
in America is lolv

5ac1c to Scho Week

•Medium Weight
•Extra Well Made
Brandied se "Its reOwe" *swan they're
winlose - distaace
ner. Asa well lined.
waistbare sal-In
bands. istristable aborts*. stash porker and wide bell
toms. 40
nee,

BIG YANK

".

...Across from Ledger & Times

Work Pants

A special purchase of
•Veratoeke
fatt•
makes this -special"
an nitre worth-while
bargain. Bees' Big
Yanks art hist like
Ode men'a—eklass •ff
Use larger Merit

or Discard Them Just Be- has a sense of humor. Thousands
cause They Are Disof them demonstrated that they
.know how to take pokes when they
colored
said. "I do"
BRING THEM IN FOR
RE-DYEING
4 It seemed a few years ago
that automobiles were built about
perfect but now you 'cannot tell

DUTCH'S
SHOE.
sww--comin•

Men'a $.(.00 Gray Striped

Boys'"Big Yank"

FREE STORAGE for
YOUR WHEAT
Glen"' Kelso got into a bad
Highest Market P.rices I plight
Saturday when the, mule
Paid at-All
he was riding broke through a
bridge. ,
,Tines
- If you happen th remember
when the housewife pul a scrap
LYNNZ
•ROVE MILL- of
red flannel in the bowl of a
kerosene lamp for -color and decoING CO.
rating is a genuine old-timer.
Mr. and Mrs_ L. L. Burt and .son
14—ot Throw`Those Ronald
visited with Mr'. and Mrs.
WHITE SHOES
Buns Camp Sunday. Now and then there arises the
Away!
question as to whether woman

31.
Oren, new patterns in toner cheviots, novelle
sng striped worsteds, prefect lallar,all
extra rare has been taken to intugt. a
.
splendid fit at Waist, knee. and bellows. - per
toy will prize a pair et these elate? yams.

